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While the theory of technological determinism 
suffers from serious flaws, it is perhaps indisputable 
that technology is oiie of the most iiiiportant fac-
tors that determine the super-sliucture of a society. 
Yet, the technology itself is a product of tlie geo-
graphical, political, social, econoniic, religious, 
cultural and attitudinal factors of a society. No less 
factor is a society's openness or otherwise, particu-
larly its relations with other cultures and civiliza-
tions and its readiness or its opposite to borrow and 
enrich itself. Since no society can live ia isola-
tion and since there has always been consistent 
aiovement of people aud ideas iroiii one part of the 
world to the other, tlie world civilizations and 
even local cultures provide enough material to bash 
the notion of cultural chauvinism. 
To trace back the techiiul ogi cal devel upmeu t of any 
region, at least falling in the old world one naturally 
reaches the Mediterranean antiquity. Because being the 
hub of the civilizations, where earliest civi1izatiuns 
of Sumer, Babylonia and Hittites developed, it iias the 
credit of being the birth place of soiiie most important 
discoveries and inventions which stimulated the devel-
opment of human societies. It was here that the domes-
liiLroduction /I 
tication of crops and animals and the arts of weaving 
and pottery were for the first time developed which 
then spread to other parts of the world indicating a 
monogenesis of old world cultures • The subsequent 
civilizations like that of Egypt, Indus and China 
made these arts highly prolific and developed a cul-
ture of their own with important contributions to the 
development of technology. If the art of weaving 
woollens, for example, developed in the Mediterranean^ 
Indus Valley has the privilege of being the home- of 
cotton weaving. Similarly Egypt and China made import-
ant contributions by the discovery of linen and silk 
fibers respectively. Most of the arts and crafts of 
pre-industrial era originated and developed in either 
of these regions. There are occasions when an idea 
or a technique seems to have developed simultaneously 
at two distant places but most of the new techniques 
have originated and spread from a single center. 
In the small and some-what isolated regions like 
Kashmir the technological know-how was mostly imported 
from other regions with whom it ha^ close contacts 
at a given time. But as the power and influence of 
these civilizations fluctuated the small regions shift-
-ed from one center of influence and inspiration to the 
other. The regions did not develop a science of their 
own and had hardly any indigenous technological 
development. However, because of the environmental and 
socio-economic VatiaLions the incoming technology 
underwent various changes and modifications to adapt to 
the local needs. This process led to the development 
Introduction /2 
of a distinct tevjhriol ogical system. 
Given the geographical setting of Kashmir it wai 
almost at equidistance from three great civilizations 
of ancient world viz., Indus, China and Mediterranean 
and could have drawn, rather drew, from all these 
centers of civil izalions- This is why that the Ka^hiuiii 
culture shows some Uaits of all these civi 1 i zaLi Oi^ o 
but does not exactly lit in with any of these cultural 
areas. 
As a matter of fact the technological development 
had to be studied and understood in the backdrop of the 
technuluyioal dcvtl upiucnts around Lho valley and the 
relations Kashmir liad with different civiliza-
tions. But before dvielling upon tVie subject it will be 
fruitful to have an idea of the source material 
available on the subject. This will not only make our 
understanding of the subject better but may also give 
some insight into the kind of methodology used by us. 
Given the absence of written records about the 
early settlement, aichaeulogy assumes piimaiy xiiipui-
tance in the reconstruction of our early history. 
Though archaeology brings to light only a fiactiun uL 
what once existed aiid although the poor nature uf 
excavations conducted in Kashmir further denies us a 
full understanding of the material developments of 
ancient Kashmir, it still forms our only source for 
most part of the pte-Christian era. 
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Kashiviir valley Las levealed as many as twenty six 
neolithic sites. Excavation has, however, been conduct-
ed only at three sites, namely, Burzaham, Gufkral and 
Simthan. We shall briefly mention some important phases 
of occupations and finds there, as these provide 
vital information about the technological development 
and the consequent social change in Kashmir. 
Burzahom: The excavation has revealed four 
fold sequence of cultural deposits. While phase I and 
II belong to the neolithic period, the III pertains to 
the megalithic era and IV to the early historical 
period. •'• 
Period I'.Early Neolithic (2375-1700 B.C.) has 
brought to light dwelling pits; ova^; rectangular or 
square in plan. The circular pits are provided with 
post-holes suggesting the existence of a super-struc-
ture supporting a roof of perishable materials. The 
large pits measure 2.74 m at the top, 4.5m at the base 
and 3.96m in depth. A few landing or ascending steps 
connected with the pits have been noticed. 
Bone tools found there are represented by 
harpoons, arrow-heads, spear het^ds, needles, awls, 
pins^double edged points, d. aggers^ beads^ perfoiated 
harvesters and scrapers. Stone artifacts include 
1. Indian Ai ciiac:olw^ ,,' Review, 1961-92, P. 17; 1964-
65, P. 3; 1971-92 
2. Ibid, 1961-92. F'. 17 
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axes, adzes, chisels mace heads, small and large 
points, quernsy bort:ri^  5CLapers and polishers. They are 
typologically diffeicuL from their southern counter-
parts. Crude handmade pottery was also encountered.-^ 
Plant remains of wheat (Triticum compactum and 
Tritum sphaerococuiii) barely (Hordeum vulgar), lentil 
(lens esculenta),, VJalnut (juglans regia)^ peach and 
apricot were also found.-^  
Period II Matute Neolithic (1700-1000 B.C.) 
During this period the pit dwellings were replaced 
by mud-walled structures. The stone and bone tuols 
along with the pottery found in the early period 
continued- Besides wheel made red ware pots were also 
encountered. The excavation also brought to light 
human and animal burials. The pet animals were found 
buried with their masters. It was also found that iri 
some cases the bones were sprinkled with red ocher. A 
stone slab depicting a dog and two symbols of sun aiid a 
hunting scene was also found' The hunting scene showed 
two hunters killing a dear with a spear and an arrow 
head. The crops of tlie period one continued but this 
period also brought to light some fruit crops like 
1. S a n k a l i ici, il. i). , P i e a n d P r o t o H i s t o r y of I 
a n o P iu k i i L ct I i, P 
RevictM . 1 9 6 0 ••>1.9 
n d akiitctii, i-T . Zv3-302; I n d i a n Archacoiocjr 
PaxawoLlioi'iOuoL'..I,,/ , r.jrooq A . Loiie, Maqsouuct fxlun 
a no G. M. BliuL. P'. G. 
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grapes^vine and almond. 
Period III Mcy^lithic Period (1000-GOO B.C.) 
In this period the luaterial culture of previous 
period continued. The ciops witnessed an irripoitant 
addition of rice cultivation. Another notable find was 
the charcoal of plataaus orientals (Chinar) and pea.^ 
Period IV Post Megalithic or Early Historical 
Period (600-200 BC);DuLing this period wheel made red-
ware of fine to lucdxUiu fabric was unearthed and Uiud 
brick structures wetc eucuuntered. 
Gufkral: The site (Lat 35°54N, Long 75°60 East) is 
located in an extensive deposit of upper Karew 41 Km 
South East of Srinayar near Tral. The site has revealed 
three main periods of occupation. Period lA (acera-
mi c neol ithic 2470 EC) is characterized by a total 
absence of pottety. This has led some scholars Lu 
conclude Lliat the:_,e i. LH L 1 e r s of Kashmir weic not 
conversant with the ai."t of pottery and used baskets 
for storage purposes, but it is also probable, keeping 
in view tiie yeneial naLuLe of eaily pottery in ulhei 
parts of the world and the tradition still surviv-
ing in Kashmir, that these people used un-
backed clay containers which finally developed into 
1- Sankalia, op.cit, PP. 300-303; Indian Archaeology 
Review, 19C3-C9, 1-10. 
2. Palaeoeth^pnobota..^ , op.cit, P. 112. 
3. Indian Archaeolo.jy Review, 1961-62, PP.16-18. 
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true pottery. The settlement plan consists of large 
and small dwelling yil^ surrounded by storage pits aiiJ 
hearths. Among tiic aiti facts are polished stone 
points with one ot Loth the ends sharp. These a^c 
made of Himalayan trap one broken unfinished riay-
stone, pounders and querns and bone tools polished 
throughout the body or, only on the working edge^, were 
also found,^ 
The animals i^y L ^--^^iit are wild sheep {ovis oiicu-
talis); wild goat (cci^ ia aegagrus), wolf {canis lupus)_ 
sheep (ovis ories), L,uat (capra hircus), wild cattle 
(bos-namadicus) and red dear (cervus elephus). 
Among the ceteal grains barely (Hordeum vulgar 
linen)^wheat (Triticum sp) and lentil (lens esculenta) 
were recovered. 
Period Ifiis followed by period IB without any 
break. The earlieL;l iCaJiu carbon date for the [M.-iiod 
is 2030 BC- t HandiiiaJc neolithic pottery makes its 
appearance mostly of yrcy ware with mat and reed im-
pressions . 
The artifacts of the period include one stone 
point, one broken ring stone, bone tools mostly well 
polished. 
1. Ibid, 1981-82, PP. 20-21. 
2. Ibid, 1981-82, PP. 20-21 
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The period i^ aw a ..uJJen spurt in domestication of 
animals like sheep_;yoat and cattle. 
Period IC, the a,ature neolithic, It has been 
dated between 1620-13C0 BC. In this period pottery of 
grey ware, burnished grey ware and rough thick dull 
red-ware and wheel luiiied burnished black ware wcie 
encountered. 
Stone objects are scarce, double holed harvesters 
are the important objects recovered from the period. Of 
special signi f icaiicc i^ the recovery of a copper hair 
pin. &*i<j^ ,hei. equally xiuportant findSare the spindle 
whorls with laige holci, in stone and terracotta. 
Period II Megalithic Period:- The notewoithy 
finds of this period are copper pins, pestles, spin-
dle whorls and a cobblers ^wl . All the grains of 
the earlier period continued. Rice (Oryza Sativa Linn) 
and millet (Elausivc coracona) were intreduced•The 
iron made its advent, iii Uie form of p-inj^ and ruds.^ 
Period III Hii^LoLical Period:- The earlier 
grains continued with definite evidence of rice and 
iron. Copper heads, pc^iLles and ring stones continued 
1. Ibid, lCSl-82, PP.20-23; A. K. Sharma(a) excava-
tion at Gullual I'jol in Puratattva, Indian Ar-
chaeoluyicdl SocieLj, New Delhi, No. 11. 
2. Indian Archaeology Rcrview, 1981-82, P. 22. 
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and wheel made potteLy was dominant. 
Simthan (79°S Loi.^ 33° 48 Lat) is a village 
situated about 44 kms from Srinagar in Bijibebra town, 
in the district of Auaiitnag. On the basis of pottery_^  
particularly in relation to its composition of clay, 
firing ingredients and surface finish, the cultural 
sequences of the silo at Simthan has been atianyud in 
six periods and presents an impressive data towards the 
continuity of histoiical events in the valley. Both on 
account of size and dx^eisity of findjl^ *, the result of 
excavation will help in tracing the obscure points of 
the history of Kashiidi. The Simthan ^<cavation is a 
step towards bridging the gape between neolithic 
and Kushan periods.^ 
Period I Pre-noithcLn Black polished ware (NBPW) 
(1500-600 BC) The pciiud is marked by regular building 
activiXy demonstrated Lj successive floor levels. The 
people of this period built house walls both of 
rammed clay and pebbles. Iron is absent. The signifi-
cant discovery of the period is the presence of pot-
tery which has been classified into five fabrics viz 
sturdy red-ware treated with fine slip, the colour 
ranging from oraiige tcJ Lu plump red; wheel made thin 
and fine red-ware n.aJc of fine clay slip varying 
from brownish red tu deep red; ocherous red ware 
made on wheel; thick yicy ware hand made, ill filed 
1. Ibid, PP. 22-23. 
2. Ibid, 1330-81, PP.21-22. 
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and dull ted ware made o£ poor clay. The cetauiic 
cultural phase of period I shows a remarkable con-
tinuity of sequence wiiich by and large points to 
regular contacts with the people outside the valley. 
The cultivation of wheat and barley cereals 
which were preseiit thiuu^hout the neo-lithic levels 
at Burzaham and Gufkral was also found at Simthan. 
However the most iiapui-Laat discovery at the site was 
that of rice cultivation. The introduction of rice 
cultivation brought revolutionary changes in the set-
tlement pattern of KaoLiulr. Prior to the introducliua 
of rice the people settled on high alluvial lands fit 
for wheat, barley and lentil cultivation. The rice 
which was a high yielding crop in comparison to the 
above rain-fed crops forced the people to flock to the 
low level lands where water was available for irrigat-
ing the land for wet rice cultivation. The result was 
that the low-level laiids got densely populated as 
compared to the plateau.:;. This is the reason that evea 
today there is a cousideraLIe difference between the 
land-man ratio of the low level and plateau land of the 
valley. 
Period II-Northcrn Black polished were^ (600-200 
B.C.). The period is distinguished by tht; use of NBPV; 
1. Ibid, 1931-82, P. 21 
2. Ibid, PP. 21-22. 
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in association with yi'dy and red wares. The much 
renowned NBPW is the cultural material associated 
with the life of Buddha and Mauryas. It is the first 
solid and undisputed evidence of India^is contacts with 
Kashmir and also points tu the coming of Buddhism 
into the Valley as it lu^ jbtly travelled through Bud-
dhist missionaries tu J^staiit lands like Gandhara. 
With its discovery in the Valley, the debatable issue 
of association uf Maui) an einperor Ashoka-the first 
historical name referred to in the Rajatafang-Ly 
Kalhana stands resolved. It was uptill now argued 
that Kalhana's Ashoka is different from Ashoka of 
Magadha. 
Period Ill-Indo decks (200 B.C.-1st century A.D) 
The period constitutes an iinportant era in the 
cultural histoiy of Cai.Jh^ra and Kashmir. The period 
witnessed a series ul successive foreign invasions 
by Indo-Bactrian Greeks (190-90 B.C.) Sakas and 
Parthians (90 B.C-C4 A.D) and then the great Kushanas. 
The finds of thi^ -^-eriod at Sim than include 
pottery of tiixn IaLi.l.j .vxth bright red, oianyc ui 
light slip. The stiikiiij shapes are thalis (pans) 
vases with outtumcd a..d internally thickened rims 
vessels with high necks and goblets. A clay seal 
Ibid, 1978-79, P. 70. 
B. P. Sinha, "Some problems of Ancient Indian 
Potteries", in Archaeology Review and Art of the 
India, P. 31. 
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depicting an Indo-Greck Jcity.-
Period IV - Kuihuiii;-Hunas (1st century to 5th 
century A.D). The pcriud is represented by fine to 
coarse red ware pottciy. The important shapes are 
bowls, long necked vascs, lid-cum-dish internally 
hallowed and out turned riuis. Among the important 
antiquities are ten acol. La^ semiprecious stones, bone 
and shell beads, clay _,c^ ling with Brahimi and Khat-
oshti scripts. Coi^ pcr ai.d sliver coins of Kushana 
rulers have also bee a found."' A noteworthy 
terracotta figure is of a headless standing figure of a 
Bodhistava Wearing a sleeved tunic reaching to the 
knees having intennitted delineated folds usually 
running parallel to one-another. Its right hand is 
probably raised in abajLx.i.udra. This goes in conforiTd-
ty with many of GanUhcia i^culptures of the peiiod."^ 
After the archaeological excavations, nionunients 
from an important source for the study of history of 
technology of Kashniir. These monuments belong to the 
latter part of the peiiud of our study when Buddhism 
and subsequently Hinduisiu flourished in Kashmir. The 
period witnessed the cuustruction of numerous stone 
buildings, uiostly tau^l-^i:., sonic of which have survived 
1. Indian Archaeolc^l, (A review), 1978-79, P. 70; 
1979-80; Excavation at Simthan. 
2. Ibid, 1979-80. 
3. Shall, S.L., KaL.hmir History and Archaeology 
through the Ages, P. 122. 
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to us in different nuuks of the valley. Though the 
remains of these teiiifles, particularly those of Bud-
dhist period, are su f;. agiwentary that their original 
form must be rcconsLiucled from other evidences, but 
still we have a gliiupsc uf Kashmir's former grandeur!/^ 
building technoluyj. The Buddhist luonuments of Harwan, 
Ushfe^ rr and Pariha^^apuiu, despite their ruinous condi-
tionsyprovidu considctuLle information about the build-
ing technology in Kashmir. 
The stone tciaplcs i^.d stupas of Hindu period are 
in a much better foiiu particularly that of Buuair, 
Martand, Fandrcthan, i^'^jd^c and Laduv . They provide a 
great deal of infui lUation about the stone work and 
building techniques of early Kashmir especially about 
the typical Kashmiri features or architecture such as 
trefoil niche, rouxided projecting stone courses along 
the base and the elevated platform. It also indicates a 
pyramidal roof which ].s suggested by tlie cuibelled 
corners that iiiiply a "lantern' ceiling as found at 
Pandrethan. Sonie tcuple^ have also a doonied construc-
tion as Seen at Pa^ui.. 
The study of these .nonuments also shows that lime-
stone mortar was used Lu hold the stones together. In-
•fact it was the good adhesive quality of lime stone 
mortar, used ia KasL,i,J.i .which permitted the construc-
tions of tiie dou-uio oi ^uch size. 
Besides theSc iirouuii.cnts the metal and stone sculp-
tures, belonging to Ihc latter period of our study. 
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which have bccu found HL Kaahmir and in neighbouriay 
Chamba and Tibet. The:ic are of iiiuch value to the stud-
ent of history of tcvLi.^l o^y. The sculptures reveal 
some hidden areas of Ka^Lu.ii's technology. The metal 
sculptures, in tliis rey^ird, throw a flood of light on 
the metallurgy of caily Kaiihriiir. The perfection 
achieved by KasL;iiiri i,.cLai workers in casting tech-
nique, alloying practljos and the repair works bcc^ aie 
evident by the study uf these sculptures. 
Another important source is the textual evidciice 
but the available evidci.ce in this regard is fraught 
with many difficulties while on the one hand we have 
hardly any written luatctial available dating before 
5th century A.D. On the other hand these works ar<.-
least concerned with scieiitific or technological oi 
even siiuply ccoiiouiic ^s^ects of the society. These 
works n\ostly revolve round the courts with religi-
ous over-tones. The artisans and craftsmen are 
considered unworthy evcn to find a mention in these 
chronicles. The written material provides some stray 
references about the actual product the manufacturing 
process behind theui l.^- of leu elusive. 
Handicapped by Lhe scarce and redundant nature 
of the sources with regard to the technological 
history, one has Lw look for tlie other probable 
sources like vestiges of the past still lingering on 
with us and the cultural contacts with other 
regions. Needless to say the tools and irnplements 
which neolithic rcvulauion brought forth remained in 
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essence uncliaugcJ Julius, whulc of medieval peiiod. So 
one cdM yalhuL a 'juud iduu by ijLudyiay ttaditiuual 
tools and can even wn t^  i-oi oyical grounds speculate the 
area where from it cuuIJ have come. By studying Kash-
mir's relations with different civilizations at 
different tiirie5_, togeLhci with the technological 
developments in these civilizations one can even 
guess the period daring which a technology 
travelled oveL theic. For exaniple when we know 
that Indus was the iio.iic of cotton textiles and we also 
know that during tlic last centuries of pre-Christian 
era it had reacht;i as fur as China. We can reasonably 
presume that the CutLun plant must have reached 
Kashmir during Maurya ^r at the most Kushana period. 
But as Kashmir does not always markedly fall under 
the influence of a siiiyle region so the problem 
does not reiuaiii tL^ i. easy. Still brief account of 
the influciices, which different civilizations had on 
Kashmir, will give a Letter idea about the technolog-
ical history aiid its working in Kashinir. 
To begin with, the neolithic Kashmir from the 
settlement patterns to the burial customs represents 
a direct reflection of what archaeology has brought 
to light in the rcyiui.s stretching from Central A^ i-i^  
to North China. The .u^lriarchal from of society, 
dwelling pits, boiic Luuls, stone axe, rectangular 
perforated stone knife, burial customs like domesti-
cated dogs bUrried with their masters, each one of 
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these features is found in the North Chinese regious.-^ 
The rectangular perforated stone knife, in particular, 
2 
was a characteristic trait of these cultures; so is 
the dog burial which was so couaiion in Ang-Ang-Hsi 
culture of manchuri. The cultivation of wheat, barley 
and lentil and the black and grey pottery was very 
common in Persia and Central Asia. 
The characteristic traits of the assttinbl aye uf 
Lau-Lan, a site located on tlie international trade 
route in the Tarin basin of Chinese central Asia and a 
few other sites in the lop Nor desert include the 
presence of blades including perforated knives and 
adzes, chisels and hand-made putteiy u£ two vciiliuo 
black and grey. The similarities between the assen,-
blage of these cultures of North China and Cential 
Asia and the neolithic sites of Kashmir would have: 
most probably resulted from the movement of the 
1. Cheng. T., Pre-historic China, Vol.1, 1959, 
pp.76,107, 133. Also Watson, W., China, 1961, P. 
39; Millarg, J., 1975. The neolithic culture of 
near-east, P. 74; Bridged & Raymound, The birth of 
a Civilizatioa(India and Pakistan befuie JOOO 
B.C.( P. 160. 
2. Chang, T. op.cit. PP.137-50. 
3. Watson, W. op.cit. P.36; Bridged & Raymond, 
op.cit. P. 160. 
4. Ping-Ti-Ho, The loess and the origin of Chinese 
agriculture. The American Historical Review, 
Vol. LXXV, Oct.1969, P.2. 
5. Stacul. G., 1977, Dwelling at Leobner III (South 
Pakistan), 1976, Excavation Repuit in Easl and 
West", Vol.27, P. 237. 
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people into the valley tlirough the passes connect-
ing these areas. Hence the origin of tlie 
pisca legend as given in the NiImatapurana and referred 
to by Kalhana in his Rajatarangini. The legend refers 
to an early periodic movement of tribal people [ i oiu 
Central Asia to Kashmir valley after the desiccation 
of the lake Satisara by these people in the winter when 
the valley is comparatively warmer than the in-hospi-
table upper reaches of the Kara-karam and Pamir 
ranges. Described as short statured and ugly men 
from the North, they used to return to theii hoiuf land 
with the approach of summer. 
The first recorded evidence of Kashmir's intimatt: 
contact with Persia and Central Asia comes interest-
ingly from Herodotus - the father of history. Frorn a 
casual reference he gives in his account we come to 
know that by 600 B.C. Kashmir was a part of Gaudhara 
and Gandhara itself was a tributary to Achaemenid 
empire which extended from Persia to Central Asia.^ 
After the fall of Achaemenid empire Kashmir for 
the first time came under the suzerainty of India. 
The fact is borne out by both archaeological and 
literary evidence. The first historical name mentioned 
by Kalhana in his Rajatarangini is that of Ashokd who 
is said to have ruled Kashmir. He is also described 
1. Nilmata Purana (tr. by Ved Kumar), V. 235. 
2. Sten, M.A. "Rajtarangini of Kalhana", Vol. II, r 
353. 
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as the pious follower of the teachings of Budddha.-^ 
His identification with the great Mauryan empire is 
further substantiated by the archeological excava-
tion at Simthan which has brought to light Lhu much 
renowned Northern Black Polished ware (NBPW) which is 
the cultural material associated with the life of 
Buddha and Mauryas . It travelled with Buddhist iiiis-
sionaries from its home land in the Cential Caixga Plan 
to distant lands of Gandhara and Taxi la. Its presence 
in Kashmir is incidentally tlic first unJispuLed 
evidence of India's cultural contacts with Kasliiuii.. 
The Mauryan occupation of Kashmir laid deep irtiprint 
on its socio economic history and Buddhism which 
remained the official religion of Kashmir for many 
centuries was introduced during this period. 
With the fall of Mauryan empire Kashiiiir again caiue 
under the influence of central Asian people. The Achae-
mennid empire was destroyed by Alexander the Great who 
after an incessant fighting found himself tht ruler of 
Persia and great parts of Central Asia. The Cac-
trian Greeks ruled Persia for a long time. By 220 B.C. 
Kabul valley and even the western Punjab were occu-
pied by them under Suthydemus and liis son Dca.eturi^ iS . 
Apart from occupying the bordering terrilwries of 
Kashmir. Bactrian Greeks also cast their covctous cyes 
on Kashmir and made repeated inroads into the valley. 
Kalhana credits Jaluka, the son of Ashoka who dppedis 
to have become independent in Kashmir, foi. having 
Rajtarangini, op.cit, book I, No. 107-108. 
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'stemmed the maleecha incursion into Kashmir'. Tliese 
Maleechas must have in all probability been Bactarin 
Greeks . 
The close contacts which the Bactrian Greeks 
established with Kashmir laid an indelible mark on Luc 
over all life pattern of Kashmir. It can be conspicu-
ously seen from the ancient architecture of Kashiiur 
which bears deepest marks of Greek influence It has 
now been accepted that the pediments, fluted culuiuns 
and many other architectural details were borrowed from 
the Bactarian Greeks. Besides the aquiline nose, the 
large lotus eyes and folded drapery found in the 
terracotta and statuary unearthed at Ushkcr near 
Baramulla and some other places indicate the Jeep 
Greecian influence on Kashmiri art. The net inipact 
of this influence was that a new architecture devel-
oped in Kashmir known as Gandhara art or the Greeco 
Buddhist art. 
The Greeco Bactrian5were over-powered by the 
nomades of Central Asia knowrias sakas or scythians. The 
first century B.C. was the epoch of the saka emyin-. 
A large number of sliver coins belonging tu tlie two 
saka rulers - Azes and Aziliseston the banks ui 
Jehlum river near Baramulla prove beyond JoubtTLo^ 
Kashmir was commercially or otherwise intimately con-
nected with the saka empire. On the basis of these 
finds it is also surmised, by some that sakas 
extended their overlord-ship to Kashmir. 
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The sakas were followed Ly Pai'thins - a sciidiiO 
ma die people from West Asia, who spread their 
culture from Syria clear into Northern India. They 
inherited the remnants of the Achaemenian kingdom of 
Iran as well as the Hellenistic regions left by Alexan-
der's conquests in the late 4th century B.C. and 
spread Greeco - Iranian art over a wide area. These 
people also had great impact on the socio-econonuc life 
of Kashmir. The similarity between the subjects found 
at Harwan and many of the painted ceiling panels, at 
Dura Europas, iix the extrerne Western part of 
parthaian area, explains best the long history and 
extant of this empire. 
The most obvious parthian feature found in Kashmir 
art, on the tiles of Harwan, is the presence of archer 
on horse back. This motif was so closely associated 
with these people that it is univetsally kiiuwn do 
the parthian shot. The parthian mode of dress with 
leggings and long skirts, diaphaneus garments and 
prominent ear rings is well known among Gandharan 
images and is also found upon the Harwan tiles. The 
long horned stag a sacred animal among the nomads 
of West Asia also became popular decorative image 
at Harwan.'^ The physiognomy of the people, sliuwn on 
the tiles of Harwan, like pioininent cliecl; buiie:;, 
1. Fisher Robert. E. "The Enigma of Harwan", Art and 
Architecture of Ancient Kashmir, edit by 
Partapadytia Pal, P.8. 
2. Rostovtzeff, M. I., "Dura and the Problem of 
Parthian Art", Vol. V., P. 231. 
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nari'ow sunk and slanting eyes and receding fore-lieads 
clearly represents the Central Asian people then 
occupying Kashmir. The over all plan of Harwan may 
also be due to papthian influence. 
However, the pictorial iiuagery at Harwan also 
simultaneously shows the Indian influence. The motif 
of the conversing couple upon a balcony was a pupular 
subject in early Indian art. Figures playing amidst a 
flowering wine and others seated in cross legged pos-
tures as well as the makara type creature are 
more closely related to Indian representation tlian 
parthian. 
The establishment of kushana empire,which extended 
from Notth India to Cential Asia furthei s ti. eny thened 
the contacts of Kashmir with these regions. Kashmir 
seems to have gained great importance in the Kushana 
empire so much so that the portn Buddhist Council was 
held there which also indicates the impact, Buddhism 
had made on Kashmir. Kanshaka, the greatest kushana 
ruler^ was succeeded by a series of successors like 
Havska and Juska about whom there ii. explii/it 
mention in the Rajatarangini of Kalhana." Tlic naLu 
ral corollary of the liushana domination of the 
valley was Kashmirs exposition to both Indian and 
central Asia technology. And it is not improbably that 
Kashmir ow^^its cotton plant to this contact.One 
1. Fisher, op.cit, P. 10. 
2. Rajatarangini, Book I, No. 169-70. 
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gathei's a good idea of the kushana influence upon 
Kashmirs technology from the terracotta tiles of 
Harwan. 
After kushans the valley witnessed the advent 
of white Hunas on the political scene of Kashmir. 
From epigraphic and other evidence it becomes know 
that Mihirakula captured the throne of Kashmir by 
succeeding his f ather-Toriaanain, A.D. 515, a ruler of 
wide dominion which earlier white Hun conquest had 
established between the Kabul valley and 
Central India. Mihirkula had been ousted by a hostile 
alliance forced to retire North wards towards 
Kashmiri. From there he seems to have made endeavours 
to recover his lost domain, along the Indus. 
According to Kalhana Mihirkula effected the 
settlement of Gandhara Brahamans in Kashmir which seeiiis 
correct in view of the fact that the album of Mi-
hirkulla's coins display an unmistakable leaning to-
wards siva cult. This is also supported by the ob-
servation made by Hi'^ '^ n-tsang that he was a persecutor 
of Buddhist institution. 
The over all technological and cultural scenario 
which evolved in Kashmit as a result of the influeiice 
of these diverse cultural streams is best exempli-
fied by the archaeological site at Harwan. 
Stein, op.cit, P. 78. 
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It demonstrates on its tiles the influence of 
different cultures but does not exactly fit in with 
any of the cultures which it represents. It shows a 
combination of sassono-Iranian, Eactro-Gandharn, 
Greeco-Egyptian and Indian elements.-^ It was in short 
a synthesis of all these cultures which gave birth to 
a new culture, a new architecture and a new technologi-
cal system. 
The establishment of Karkota dynasty (600-
855 A.D.) brought Kashmir both power and glory. 
During the reign of Lalitadutia (the most powerful 
ruler of ancient Kashmir) Kashmir was the most 
powerful state in whole of North erii India and 
Afghanistan. Despite the revival of Hinduism Kashiuit 
continued to be an important centre of Buddhism and 
Buddhist pilgrims from distant lands came to Kashmir. 
These included important personalities like Hiuen Tsang 
(7th century A.D.) and 0-Kong (759 A.D.) the Chinese 
pilgrims. The annals of Tang dynasty knew Lalitadyia 
Muktapida under the name of Mu-to-pi as the king of 
Kashmir who sent an embassy to Chinese court during 
the iciyn of emperor HiUeu-Tsdug (A.D.713-755) Lali-
tadytia is also credited to have defeated the Turkish 
forces. The victory was for a long time in the memory 
and lived in popular tradition of Kashmir. Alberuni 
records that the Kashmiri of his time celebrated 
annually on a certain day a festival in comemora-
tion of a victory which Muttai (Laiidaytia), king 
Fisher, op.cit, PP. 8-10 
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of Kashmii' was alleged to liave won over the 
Turks. In India the North Western parts are said to 
have been occupied by Lalitadytia. 
The most important development made during the 
period was in the field of bronze and brass image 
casting which showga clear Gandharan influence. The 
water wheel (arqhatta)^ which according to Kalhana 
Lalitadytia constructed_; niay have been brought from 
Northern India over which he held his suzerainty. 
During the succeeding period of utpalas (A.D. 855-
1003) and Lobars (A.D. 1003-1165) when Kashmir again 
came under the fold of Hinduism^ India seems to have 
exercised stronger influence. But the contacts with 
Northern and North Western regions did not cease 
as is evident from the invasion of Mohnmiud of Gaznavi . 
The Indian influence, however, seems stronger as 
we see during the reign of Harsha (1089-1101 A.D.) 
Daccani fashion gets royal patronage in Kashmir and 
becomes popular among the higher class. Though we have 
no information about any technological transmission the 
export of woolJen textiles of Kashmir to Northern 
India shows the close trade links between the two 
regions. The stone aichitecture of Kaslimit of Lhio 
period shows a remarkable Indian bearing. 
Stein, op.cit, P.91. 
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After the Loharas (C.1165 A.D.) there followed a 
long period of political unrest when no strong 
ruler was seen holding the reigns of Kashmir and it 
were the clan chiefs who held the sway. This state 
of affairs lasted till the establishment of Muslim 
Sultanate in A.D. 1339 when Shamas-uddin Shah Mir 
laid the foundation of Shah Mir dynasty which lasted 
for over two hundred years. 
The 1339 A.D which we have taken as the concluding 
date for present work may, at the first look, sound 
arbitrary, but peeping deep into the technological 
history of Kashmir one soon realizes that 1339 A.D. 
did not merely witness change of one ruling dynas-
ty by the other, but it also brought some remarkable 
changes in different fields of life especially in the 
technological sector Owing to the migration of new 
technology from Persia and Central Asia, in the wake 
of large-scale migrations of Persian and Central 
Asian people into Kashmir. This became particularly 
possible because of the unprecedented interest taken by 
the rulers like Zain-ul-Abttdin (A.D. 1470- 1520) to 
bring Kashmir at par with the other technologically 
advanced countries of the neiglibuur iuy world. 
Since the history of technology is a very vast 
subject^ it was not possible, for paucity of space, to 
deal with it comprehensive! y-therefore we have chosen 
only a few but important areas for this study. Also 
we have no pretensions to have given a detailed 
account on the subject. As the sources are ex-
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tremely pai'simonious in throwing information on the 
technology and its related aspects, the present work 
is nothing but a silhouette on the subject based not 
un-often on presumptions drawn from circumstantial 
evidence where direct evidence is lacking. Yet we 
hope that this work may add to our knowledge and 
further our understanding about the various aspects 
of pre and post fourteenth century Kashmir as no 
work not even and article has been Written un 
the technology of the pre-fourteenth century Kashmir. 
Tlotwithstanding a nun\ber of scholarly works available 
on political, social and economic history. This 
work may also hopefully explode some common —place 
misconceptions regarding the march of civilization 
particularly the technological position of Kashmir on 
the eve of the establishment of the Muslim Sultanate. 
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I. Plant and Irrigation 
The history of agriculture involves the study of 
two different subjects: the plant and the tools. But it 
is the plant which must come first in the list of 
priorities. The study of the origin of the two is also 
of different nature. The plant first needs to be domes-
ticated and this is only possible when the first domcs-
ticator had witnessed them growing wild; hence they are 
to be traced from their wild forms. The tools, however, 
were to be invented- the remoter we go into the agri-
cultural activity the lesser and simpler are the 
tools. And to begin with, there were no tools. Thus are 
to be traced from the stage of their non-existance. 
To decide the origin of domestication of any 
plant, it is important to see its natural home- that is 
the region where it grows wild. But as plants generally 
grow wild in more than one place, the problem of origin 
of domestication through this test alone, particularly 
for a di f f usi oaest, is far from over. Any region wliere 
the plant grows wild has, of course, the potential to 
domesticate but potential alone is neither a sufficient 
reason nor proof for domestication. The problem of the 
origin of the plant cultivation has been widely studied 
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by the ijcholats of different diijcipleas world ovei , 
particularly archaeologists, historians and botanists 
and have put forward different theories about the 
origin of the domestication of the plant but there 
still remains a great deal of controversy about the 
origin of different domesticated plants. In fact it is 
yet to be established whether the plants had a single 
source of origin or more. 
The 19th century botanist, Alphonse De Candolle 
was the first to attempt to locate the regions of 
origin of various cultivated plants. In his "the 
origin of cultivated plants" published in 1883 he says 
"Agriculture came originally atleast so tat as the 
pcincipal species are concerned^ from three gieat 
regions in wlii ch certain plants grew, regioiis which had 
no communication with each other. These are china, the 
South West of Asia (with Egyptj and intertropical 
America. I do not mean to say that in Europe, in Africa 
and elsewhere savage tribes may not have cultivated a 
few species locally, at an early epoch, as an addition 
to the resources of hunting and tishing but great 
civilizations based on agriculture began in the thiee 
regions I have indicated". 
1. Joseph Nedham, "Science and Civilization in 
China", Vol. 6. (Biology and Biological 
Technology), Part II, P. 39. 
2. Alphonse De Candolle, "Origin of Cultivated Plant 
(Reprinted in 1959), New York, Haffiner, I. P. 17 
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In 1926 Vavilov taking up De Candolle's notion of 
agiicultural centres of origin and using more advanced 
botanical techniques proposed that one could ea&3.y 
determine a crop's centre of origin by analysing its 
pattern of variation; the origin of greatest diversity 
being the centre of origin. In his book, Origin Varia-
tions ijnjDunity and Breeding of Cultivated Plants, he 
made use of World-wide surveys carried out by Soviet 
Botanists and concluded that "it was possible to define 
atleast eight independent centres of oi'igin of the 
world's most important cultivated plants including 
China, India, Central Asian, /^ear Eastern, Mediterra-
nean, HbyssinianSy South Mexican and Central American 
and South American Centres". But he at the same time 
says that "it is possible, of course, that areas of 
domestication are not coincident with the centres of 
origin". Further it has since been pointed out that, 
"although centres of diversity do exist and are very 
useful in explaining genetic variation, they are not 
necessarily centres of origin. Thus even from a botani-
cal point of view there is as yet no clear cut criteri-
on to determine the centre of origin". The archaeol-
Vavilo, N.I., 1949-50, "The origin, variation, 
iiTununity and breeding of cultivated plants", P. 
20. 
It has been suggested that a species infact so 
well adopted ecologically to its centre of origin 
that there is no stimulus there to the development 
of new forms. Only on the fringes of this region, 
where wild varieties donot floutish naturally do 
conscious tending and selecting by man, leading to 
domestication become necessary, Joseph Nedham, 
op.cit, P. 35. 
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ogists, on the other hand, who are primarily concerned 
with cultural evolution, feel that the crucial problem 
was not where the domestication of various plants took 
place, but where the idea of domestication was first 
conceived and put into practice. "They saw the inven-
tion of agriculture as part of economic and scientific 
revolution that made the participants active partners 
with nature instead of parasites on nature". Thus it 
still remains debatable whether the plant cultivation 
has spread from a single source of origin thiough 
diffusion of knowledge or people, or had independent 
origins. 
CEREALS 
A: Wheat, Barley and Lejitil 
Whatever the actual state of origin of Jiffcient 
crops, one thing is inescapable that West Asia, Persia, 
Central Asia, India and South East Asia hold important 
positions in the origin of cereal cultivation.^ It is 
Ibid, P. 41. 
Distribution of wild relatives of wheat and 
genetic interaction of weed races and 
archaeological findings indicate that the Near 
East, comprising the early farm villages excavated 
in the area of hilly flanks from Deh Luran ylain 
in Iran through South East Turkey to southern 
Jordan is the centre of origin and domestication 
of wheat as early as 7000 B.C., Harlay and Zohary, 
distribution of wild wheats and barley, 1966; Ping 
Ti-Ho. The Loess and the Origin of Chinese agri-
culture, in American Historical Review, Vol. LXXV, 
Nu.iiber I, October, 1969, P. 2. 
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also certain that of all the cultivated plants cereal 
crops have had the most important position in the 
supply of diet to humans as well as the stimuli to the 
early cultural development and civilization. Of all the 
cereals wheat and barley were domesticated first, the 
most important cereal, rice was comparatively a late 
comer. 
Wheat and barley were first cultivated on the 
hilly flanks of Fertile crescent as early as 7000 B.C. 
and then on the irrigated fields of Tigris and Eu-
phrates valley some time after 5000 B. C.'^  Archaeology 
proves that wheat must have been grown in Persia before 
5000 B.C. Wheat and barley are both indigenous to 
Persia. The earliest cultivation there was made on 
Iranian plateau.'^ In India the earliest example of 
wheat of (T. iiionoccum, T.dicoccum and T durum variety) 
is from the neolithic site at Mehrgarh in Pakistan 
6000-5000 B.C.^ 
In Kashmir the earliest evidence of cereal culti-
vation comcs from the neolithic sites of Burzahom (2324 
1. Joseph Needham, op.cit. P. 36. 
2. Ping Ti-Ho, op.cit. P.2. 
3. Ibid, P. 2 
4. Kuiis E. Wulff, "Ttaditioaal Crafts of Persia, 
M.I.T. 19GC, P. 242. 
5. Jarriage, J. F. and R. H. Meadow, 1980. The 
Antecedents of Civilization in the Indus Viley, 
Scientific America, 243 (2), PP.122-23. 
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l a t l e ; Ckouology of soiie u lJ t s t wlieab iioti luJia, 
Site Species EjtiiiuUJ aye Rc!;iciiL:c 
Buriahoni, Raskiir T. iestivuSi 2325 B.C. Butt, 3, K. ana R.N.Kaw, "Flai.t Kui^ar.aiy in 
fclieajdJaro T. sp/iaceiji;i;cciiii, T. a!i:/:ji'iu;i, r/.'-l'l". ; .C, i^i j . ! , C. i ; ] ! . C ^:.i v.i Cc:;a'5 i..l :i'>A:^ 
i 1, J , i ' i a l ^ ; : a ; . r - . ' i'; j n c . ^'j a •-; t j at;'J . . . c 
Haiatpa r, i'p/iacerflcjjcii.1 2 2 J M W C E.C. E u t t , B .C. l ; - ! ! . Coscn t :n C - t ^ a i i ;.. 
Ken' Ctr iLl , r r . l O i . 
Cuauadaro '!. Siihietoccm, Lciiifictm 2250-1753 E.C, Sha«, F . I . " . i j - i J , V c j e t a t i c r i l e j u i n s in 
C.'J.fi . Ma.'.'.y, vuaJ.;..*-atC jl.'.'Ja. a^LC!.^ . . j j ^ ' * 
J'., f? . 2 2 . ' - . , 
Ba.'.i»iii, Kacyana 7. HSILVUHI C,1JJ\I B.C. L-ne, F.^.i-L.-'iian i.'.u C.K.D.'.i'., i ; . , . riir.". 
'.icliCe, r r . c j i ' j : . 
Kalibangan, Rajasthan Tri t ieas i/;;), c,2330-I?52 B.C.'u$Lnu Kithre and ?.. 
i. C .i.a i ji 0 w L . . - c ; - . J _ a '^ f . , ^ I' . c . . a 
c a.". c i a n 4 .• a i u ' r, a. i L i n , ' ; n, .i a: i : i 
Gofkral, Kaskiir rriticu/ri i/jf 2IGG B.C. SharLa, .i. K, i ; 3 2 . Exvavation at :dhil, 
Ci.iiaud, Bihar 7. s^jliaerocijcciiiii 1323 B.C. ViiliOuc Ki tLic , i Jc^ ' i ln ic ? l i : . l t:;:.,.i;.s a' 
i ^ a t ^ a i j i i i . COiTi^aC'.uj'Ii/.. iui'^il'c i ' : j 2 " i - ] i 2 B.C. V ; £ 1^ i. u ;•!. I . ' . :• : , 1 ; " ' : . 
i'l a ii c J n li a I , i l l It; C !,.. 1 . a . 
Rc:..ai.i.i, F? 12^22. 
rr .^1-22. 
Scii.u.aii, KasLtiU f. iestivuiii, f. i;/;,acii;ci,'.;cu/; 15GG B.C. F J I J I . 
i" 
•LLanjikhera, u? 7. w/n/iactuii i222-o2C B.C. bull, C.K. and K . A . C h c w : : , - ; , 12:2 y . i : . l 
...a:.f;jjn, Ka:iara£ntia f. c^.aiii^'.^u 
Chiono'.oiy o[ sotie O I J C J L Kncati l i o i I n d i a . 
B.C.)-'- and Gufkral ( C.2100 B.C.).^ Pal eo-botanical 
iavcfS t iyat i on, have esLablishcJ the cultivation of 
wheat, barley lentil and pea in Kashmir during the 
neolithic period."^ 
In order to find the sources from which Kashmir 
imported the technology of wheat and barley cultiva-
tion, it is necessary to know the antiquity of these 
cereals in different civilizations bordering Kashmir. 
Wheat was introduced in Noith China, with which neo-
lithic Kashmir shows close similarities, around 1300 
B.C., which is obviously a much late date and the 
possibility of Chinese origin can be safely rejected. 
In India the hexoploid naked wheat variety wes intro-
duced during the Indus valley civilization (C. 2300 
B.C.)"", while in Kashmir our earliest information is 
from the aceramic neolithic phase of Burzahom (C. 2324 
B.C.). This shows that the antiquity of the cereals in 
Kashmir is atleast as old as that of Indus valley 
civilization, if not earlier so India too could not be 
the source of these cereals in Kashmir. This ii Iul^her 
substantiated by the fact that hexoploid naked wheat 
1. Farooq A. Lone, Maqsooda Khan and G. M. Bhat, 
"Palaeoethnobotany", P.8. 
2. Indian Aichaeulocjy (A review), 1981-82, P. 2C. 
3. Ibid, P. 24, also Palaeoethnobotany, op.cit,P.122 
4. Ping Ti.ilo. op.cit., P. 2. 
5. The earliest evidence from India is from 
Mohanjodaro (2250-1750 B.C.), Harappa, 2250 B.C. 
Palaeoethnobotany, op.cit, P. 118, 
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(T. aestivum, T. compactum) which was cultivated in 
neolithic Kashmir (C. 2324 B.C.)-'- presents the earliest 
evidence in the whole Indian subcontinent. Our argu-
ment lends further weight by the fact that the neo-
lithic culture c£ Kashmir particularly the tools and 
implements, present a contrast to that of Harappan 
culture. 
Probably the technology of wheat and barley culti-
vation entered into Kashmir from Persia via Central 
Asia, as wheat and barley was indigenous to Persia and 
dates back to 5000 B. C. "^  Moreover, the cultivation 
pattern of these crops in Kashmir presents similarity 
with that of Persia. Like Persia wheat was (and is 
still) cultivated on plateaus and dry lands. 
This assumption is further corroborated by the 
third earliest crop cultivated in Kashmir i.e. (lentil, 
lens esculenta). In fact the evidence of lentil culti-
vation in Kashmir, which comes from the neolithic 
accraniic phase 2324-1700 B.C.^ is only of its kind 
1. Bhat, G.M. and R.N.Kaw, 1S85. Plant Husbandry in 
Neolitliic Burzaliom, Kashmir, Current Trends in 
Geology, Vol. VI (Climate and Geology of Kashmir), 
PP.109-113; Sharma, A.K. 1982. 
2. Palaeoethnobotany, op.cit, P. 121. 
3. Indian Archaeology (A Review) 1961-62, the sickle, 
stone axe and pottery found from neolithic sites 
of kashmir is distinctly different from its 
soutliern counter-parts. 
4. Hans E. Wulff, op.cit, P. 2 42. 
5. Indian Archaeology (A review), 1982-83, P.20. 
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from North/West Asia. This explicitly suggests that 
the earliest cultivators of Kashmir had their contacts 
with any such civilization which was ahead of Indus 
valley civilization in the domestication and cultiva-
tion of cereals. In the context of Indian subcontinent 
Kashmir can atleast claim equality if not the pioneer 
in the field of these varieties of cereal cultivation. 
Apart from wheat, barley and lentil another neo-
licthic crop of Kashmir was pea. The evidence comes 
from the neolithic site at Burzahom. It were these 
cereals which were t-h# first domesticated in the Near 
East, where agriculture first developed.^ This lends 
further wight to the assumption that the cereals of 
Kashmir came from this area. 
Thus having discussed the when and where of the 
cereal cultivation an equally important question which 
begs answer is the why of this new economic system what 
made early man to shift from hunting/gathering to 
cultivation'* was it the outcome of some compulsion or 
Lentils Were associated with the start of 
agriculture in the east, in India the earliest 
evidence of lentil is from chirand 1800 B.C. 
Navdatoli Maherhwar, 1550-1400 B.C. 
Pal atfoethuiiobotany, op.cit, P. 138. 
Ibid, P. 203. 
Ibid, P. 203. 
The animal reniains, at the early periods of the 
neolithic sites of Gufkral, clearly demonstrate 
tliat people were predominantly dependent on wild 
yumc, Indian Aichaculogy (A Review), 1Q02 83, 
P . 2 0 . 
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did he chuo:::e it voluntarily. Apparantly all our specu-
lation speak in favour of some compulsion like the 
population pressure or the shortage of food, which 
infact ii.ean'j one and the same thing. It is generally 
held that the shift to agriculture led to the permanent 
settlement. But its vice/versa cannot be ruled out 
particularly in a region like Kashmir^ Where the popu-
lation having found itself confined within the high 
mountains might have finally led them to shift to 
agriculture. It is not out of place to mention that 
according to the early literary sources of Kashmir, the 
valley was in the remote antiquity occupied by people 
seasonally.-^ But since coming into and going out of the 
valley every year was by no means an easy task, besides 
other problems involved. The best option was to stay in 
the valley. The permanent stay might have led to culti-
vation as the fishing and hunting would not have proved 
sufficient. The pit-dwellings also show that the neo-
lithic man started a settled life and for a long time 
depended on wild gaiae and then slowly shifted to agri-
culture.^ 
Inspite of the tough state of early agriculture 
which forces one to see into the causes of compulsion 
for the shift towards it, agriculture had its advantag-
es also like the pr^villSige of Settled life, satisfac-
tion of accumulative instinct and, last but not least 
the privilege of occupying the private property. It is 
1. Nilmate Purina, Annonymous(tr.by Ved.Kumar),V.235. 
2. Indian Archaeology(A review), 1982-83, P. 20-24. 
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t r u e t h a t u.an lioiiucj 1 1 y w o u l d Law- Leci i r e l u c t a n t t o 
l e a v e h i s c a r e f r e e - h u n t e r / y a t h c L p a t t e r n of f o o d 
p r o d u c t i o n b u t i t s t i l l secUiS t h a t t h e l i l e w o u l d n o t 
b e t h a t a t t r a c t i v e a s h a s b e e n h e l d by soii,<. c;,-) r,l :--, r O 1 a I. S , 
for example Joseph Needhairi while praising tlie pre-
agricultural stage of human life says, "In between 
sea railing for food, ti^ e hunter gatherer had ample 
leisure to Lell stories play gai/jes and elciboiaLe iheLa-
physical stories, iiideed ti.c way of l i l e seems so 
attractive tiiat Maisiial Saiiljiiis i^ ad duLbed i L a.s tiie 
original affluenyt/ society." This i^iay be true if the 
supply of food is not much difficult but at the saiuc 
time the econoiuic system would always keep the man 
under perpetual threat of future starvation. So inspite 
of some attrac'tive features in the hunter/gatherer 
stage of human life there are strong reasons ii: favour 
of settled life as a better alternative. 
Wheat (tritucm vulgare-vi 11 , and triticu.a spaero-
coccum) barley (Kardeum vulgare linnen) and lentil 
(lens esculenta) the earliest cereals dwiues 11 o^ t ed ajid 
cultivated in Kashmir did not make the shift to an 
agricultural society. People still predominarit 1 y de-
pended on game like fishing arid liUiitin^ : .'^  Th'.- cereals 
only s upp 1 eiuen t e d the deficiency- ^hich ,v u .. 1 d have 
arisen because of increase in populatioi; ^nd the re-
sultant decrease in the animals of prey. It cettainly 
Josep Necdh^iu, op.cit, P. 31. 
Indian Archaeology (A review). Excavation at 
Culkral, 1S31-82, PP.2C-24. 
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took a long time^ spread over thousands of years^ from 
the cultivation of the first plant to the full agricul-
tural revolution. This period is known to us as Neo-
lithic period I spreads over the period between the 
beginning of the cultivation to the full metal using 
economy. 
Tlie eatliest Cereal cultivation in Kashruir began, 
like Iran, on plateaus-^ before it developed on the low 
lands. Infact the variety of cereals introduced in 
Kashmir are still mostly cultivated on alluvial land. 
The only major change occured in its cultivation is 
that it is now cultivated as a Rabi (spring crop) while 
during Neolithic period it might have been Khaiif, 
(autmn crop). This change certainly seeius to have taken 
place witli the introduction of rice as the chief crop 
occupying the main season of cultivation in the cold 
climate of Kashmir. This is fully curroborated by the 
fact that the hilly regions around Kashmir valley where 
rice cannot be cultivated either because of cold 
cliiiiate or non-availability of irrigation f aci 1 i ty^  1 ike 
Kishtwar and Ladakh, tlie wheat and barley are still 
raised as suiiiiiier crops. The earliest neolithic .:,ites 
like Burzahoiu and Gufkairal, where from we have the 
information of these cereals^are all situated eithei on 
foot hills or on plateau lands. In fact the whole 
Field studies show that neolithic and early 
historic settlements have always taken place on 
the terrace surface developed on the late 
pleistocene forniation. Indian Archaeology (A 
Review), 1979-80 (Excavation at Burzahom), PP.32-
34. 
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neolithic age of Kashmir is also known as the Karewa 
(plateau) age and it were these Karewa lands which 
could have been used for cultivation, particularly the 
dry-land cultivation like that of wheat and barley, 
because the plains were mostly under water either 
throughout the year or atleast during the rainy season 
(April-June) which corresponds with the cultivation 
period. This was so because the bed of river Jehlum the 
chief drain of the valley was a few meters higher than 
its present level. 
The peculiar kind of barley cultivated till recent 
past in Kashmir was cultivated at an alleviation of 
7000 feet.^ It was an important food staple among the 
mountain people. The grain has not the chaff scaler 
adhering to it but is naked like wheat."^ 
The cultivation of these cereals, as can be still 
observed in Kashmir, does not need much labour and 
iiianure. The need of impl eiiiei:its is also minimum • £veii at 
present one plough is given and after the seeds have 
been sown the fields are again ploughed. The fields are 
not Weeded or manured. According to Lawarnce, "the 
barley lands of Kashmir prohahly have not their match 
1. River Jehlum and its tributaries were flowing 
couple of meters higher then its present bed level 
during neolithic and early historical times. The 
river reached its present bed level in the eighth 
centuty A.D. Ibid, 1978-79, P. 70. 
2. Walter R. Lawrence, "Valley of Kashmir", 1967, P. 
341. 
3. Ibic, P. 241. 
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for bad and slovenly cultivation in the woild"-'- This 
gives an indication how simple the cultivation of 
barley in ncolitliic Kashmir would have been. Because in 
the latter stage the rice cultivation totally dominated 
all other cereals in Kashmir occupying the main season 
aiid soil, and thtr cultivation pattern of other ceteals 
like wheat and barley went through but a little change. 
It is not ihach difficult to iiaagine how the early nian 
would have been cultivating these cereals. If sowiug is 
done aftei the rainy seasoii April-May, there is not 
much need foL the preparation of the field. In fact the 
cultivating pattern can be to a great extent deduced 
from what was irx vogue in Central Asia and Iran, the 
source of Kuohmir wheat and barley. Besid^ .-s a common 
type of lajid was used for its cultivation both in 
Kashmir and Iran.^ It is not out of place to niention 
that while in Indus and Egypt the cultivation wao made 
in irrigated fields, in Mesopotaiuia and Iran it was 
done, like Kashmir, along foot hills or plateaus. 
V7ith the introduction of ricc the other cereals 
like wlicat, barley and lentil were relegated to a 
secondary position and rice coinpletely took over. These 
cereals, even if cultivated, were cultivated as rabi 
1. Ibid, P. 341. 
2. Couipare Hans. E. Wulff, op.cit. P. 242; Indian 
Archaeology (A Review) 1979-80 (Excavation at 
Burzaham), PP.33-38. 
3. Ping.Ti.Ho, op.cit., P.2. 
'I- I b i d , L ' .2 ; Hans U.. V J u l H , o p . c i L , P . 2 4 2 . 
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(spL'iiig) crops or on that land where rice cultivation 
was nut possible."^ Not surprisingly therefore in anci-
ent and lUfcdreval period of kashiuir history, there are 
reference to their use and cultivation but they never 
had the status of a staple food except during draught 
and failure of rice crop.' There is hardly any refer-
ence to show that aiiy attempt was made at any level to 
improve their cultivation. V;hat occupied the attention 
of kashmir cultivator as well as the state was always 
rice. 
B. Rice 
The original home-land of rice (oryza sativa) is 
still a matter of debate, inspite of the fact that 
among all the iiuportant cereals it was a late coiiier. 
But Oiie thing which can be said with certainty about 
the origin of rice is that its origin is not the dry 
Central Asia but rainy southern Asia. The most im-
portant claimants as home-land of rice, atleast in 
Asian context, ate", south East, India and China. 
1. In Kashiuir the iregable land was since remote past 
exclusively kept for rice cultivation wliile other 
crops wt-re cultivated where irrigation was not 
possiblc. 
2. Though there is no direct reference in this but it 
can be still observed while observing the 
traditional society that they only took to other 
Cereals if they Cannot obtain rice. 
3. Ping-Ti-Ho, op..;it, P. 19. 
4. Chang T.T. The origin, evolution, cultivation and 
breeding of cultivated plants, P. 29. 
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Botuaically India scciiii, the most possible region 
of origin we find a nuiubei of wild rice species as well 
aj cumiiiun lieu ijiowiu'j wild uJ wi.'cd:j and pUo:-.L.;j;_;iny d 
character comiuon to wild graii;es xiaiiiely shedding of the 
grain at maturity, whicli iiiouies self-sowing. There are 
also intermediate forats cuniiccting wild aiid cultivated 
rices. India is also richest in the world so far as the 
varietal diversity of cultivated rice are concerned. 
The coarse grained primitive varieties being especially 
typical to India also differ from secondary regions of 
rice-cultivation in Asia by prevalence of dominant 
gc;nes in its rice varieties."^ 
In India the wild variety of rice is reported from 
protoneolithic levels at chopane Mando (9000-8000 
B.C.).^ The oldest records of cultivated rice are from 
Mahagara and Koldilwa (7000-6000 B.C).^ The dates 
tend to support the view that the Asian cultigen of 
rice evolved over a broad belt that extended from the 
southein lout hills Lo the Himalayas across upper 
Burma, Northern Thailand and Laos to North Vietnam and 
1. Vavilov, op.cit, P. 29; His views and fully upheld 
by "V^ eal.th of India", Vol. VII, P. 115-16. 
2. G.R.Sharma, V.D. Misra and J.N.Pal, Excavation at 
Mahadaha) A Mesolithic Settlement in Ganga Valley, 
1977-78. 
3. G . R . Llhai. ma , V.D. Mi i u , I'^ oO. Excuvation at Mahagra 
lS77-7o (A ncolitliic settltiiucnt in the Be Ian 
Valley), Archaeology of Vindliyas aiid the Ganga 
Valley, Allaiiabad. 
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Table; Ckoaologj of sow oldest t i ce i m i u s f r^ i osia. 
Siti Type of pliiit CaiiaiuS EitiiiiitcJ dJc Rrl'-Icnjc 
KolJilwa and Halia^au Rice gtaiiis eiiieJJed in eatlLtin o57C-'15;'; E.C, LJ.I!M G,F,, ana C. Kaiii-/., i / ' ;3 , EAa.cil.ji. 
U.? . , Iiidia potsherds and k s k s in co« i'^,i at liala^^ra nlULaUd, ^llai.alad u n - v c u ^ i j . 
Chirand, Bihar,India Charred grains 2500-13^0 S,C. Sahara, K, and T. j a i t o , ijc-i, Tlr ciili i .^ ' . 
Rice c u i L 'J r e ^ r. : r. c i a. n r c n a e c i c 3 y j c u 1 n a; 
Attanjikhera,[JP,India Charted grains 2,0G0--uC B,C, Chu»dLury, K,A, 1 5 " , nniciei i t a j r i c i U u i c 
and lOresifj in Noith Inaia, licw' DeiLi. 
Rangpur, Saurashtra, Iitipressions 2,0(1C-15CG B.C. Vishna Hithre and R, S a i i t L n , ; ;S2. Food 
India ecwno:.; of harat.cani in L. rcssechi, Harai-pan 
CiniLLati.Ou, a C'j..t=L.fjrai'; p iUpcc . i i e , r r . 
Lothai,Gujarat,India Iiij 
. f i C i J i o l l i 
icai ceiu. iu , rP . l : "» I . 
fthar, Rajaithan,India hiprcSjians 1335-13^3 B.C. l i . 3 . S- jn l .^ l i i , l.z. '•:. 
K EiCavalicr. al .-.:.ar, FP. :.rt:o. 
J J' Semthan, Kaskit,India Carred grains c. 1500 B.C. Farooq n. Lone, FalaecctLvcLutan), F?, 13
Ben Chiang, Thai I and Husk reiiiains rn potsherds 353G B.C. ici., C.E. 1332, Ban Chiang Futtsry and R^ce, 
tipeOlilOn, rr. J.'Ci, 
Ban Ka Di, Thailarid Hulled r ice kernels 1500-300 B,C, Kighaiii, C, ar.d A. Kiingasu, ISon, The excava-
t ion of San ji'a di Sang Kua.'.g fhru!; and "fan 
K a 0 11 a 1 1 n p r e.'. i 3 v c 11 c * .v, r .^ '. * •; a. - c n 
lioithein Thailand, PP. 3 3 - ; G . 
Ulu Leang, S.Stila^itsi, Cat'iioriiicd grairis and ^h&t c.4000 B.C. Glcvti , ' . C . [T",. Tic '.a'.c itcni: r.;c '.:. 
Indonesna iragiucnts Eastcin Inui,nciia, 'n^i!- .-.rc.'.ar-'.vC;, ::, i - ' 
ol. 
Solana, N, Lujcn, Gluiuc iii.prints on potsherds c.liOO E.C. Chang, T.T. ISoo, The ethn.Lcian; o[ licc in 
Ph i l l i f in t s ini.ii!at 3»JUU,CJSI '•,.,',•>, . '^-^JII F-jL^iw'.iv't^ 
( In p t c S S ; . 
Eru-Jai Jiao,Zhejiana, Carboniied grains and broken c.SGGO E.C. Tea.i of LuC-Jai-Jrao s i t e 1331. Eica . iuo. ' at 
China hiiS/is L'iO".jia-JiSo s i i e iii vong Xiang cC'..n'.r; Oi 
i u c j i a l i g , j . p . . 1 1 , 
Ho-iiiii-tu,ihc]iang,China CaiLoniied giains, husks s tui* 533G B.C, Hy-i'-u-To CiiCuVeiy c! i ' i ipc:liiil r i i a . i i i v c 
society, an iifipcitani s r i e n'eii'n'ij PP. o"13. 
neng Chiun, Taiwan Gluaie ijiprints on potsherds 1335 B.C. L i , L C , 1 1 1 : ? . . ! ! : • : . ; : ; l ; e d ly i^i Ti.. 
Xoiti Trai Cave, Vietna^i 1333-3333 E.C. 3a„ T.T. 133;. T.cc; c: rcce : . ' l l . a ' . l c . : a..i 
Chronology of o l d e s t nc,^ U U L L S fro;.. As ia . 
South West and South China. The chronology of ricc 
cultivated in different parts of Asia as revealed by 
archaeological finds is given in table^EL 
Keeping in view the antiquity and varietal divers-
ity of rice in India there hardly remains any doubt 
about it being the original home of rice cultivation, 
but the problem with India, to be considered as the 
original home of rice cultivation, is that the archaeo-
logical and literary evidence of rice culture is very 
late. The evidence* from Harapan culture (2100-1750 
B.C)"^ is the earliest. The Rig-veda compiled in around 
1000 B.C nowhere mentions rice.'^ It is not simply the 
domestication of rice plant but flourishing of rice 
culture which is responsible for its diffusion. On the 
other hand both written and archaeological records fioni 
China show a much earlier date. The approximate date of 
rice culture in yang shai village is probably close to 
the dawning of Hunghsoid culture around 3000 B.C. From 
1. Chang T.T. op.cit, P. 425-40. 
2. Palaeoethnobotany, op.cit, P. 112. 
3. Sir Mortimer Wheeler, Civi 1 izatioii of the Indus 
Valley and beyond, P. 90, rice husks reported 
during the later stage of Harappan civilization. 
See "the birth of Indian Civilization, Bridget 
and Raymond Allchin, P. 264. 
4. Rig-veda the earliest sacred book in Sanskrit 
compiled around 1000 B.C. or slightly earlier 
never mentions rice but often alludes to wheat and 
barley. The Sanskrit name for rice, vrihi, only 
appear in Atharva-veda written after 1000 B.C. 
Ping.Ti.Ho, op.cit, P. 20. 
5. Ibid, P. 19. 
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present evidence there is reason to believe that rice 
may have been cultivated first in the lower Han river, 
late in 4rth millennuim B.C. before it was introduced 
into neolithic nuclear area.-'- The oracle records of 
the shang (1520-1030 BC) and various works of Chgan 
period (1030-722) all testify to the rice culture.^ 
Thus the aggregate evidence in China predates by im-
mense time to that of India and even if India was the 
original domesticator, China can well claim as one of 
the earliest rice cultures. 
Out of twenty three species of the swampy grasses 
oryza recognized laxinomically by the scientists only 
two have been domesticated. Of the domesticated spe-
cies oryza glaberrima is strictly a regional crop 
confined to Africa and only oryza Sativa has the world 
wide significance.'* The regions where the species of 
rice has been discovered are India, Indo-China, Indone-
sia, Taiwan, Western Africa, Madagascar, Central and 
South America and Australia.^ 
In view of the world wide significance, particu-
larly in this part of the world, we find with little 
surprise that the earliest rice reported from Kashmir 
1. Ibid, P. 19. 
2. Ibid, P. 21. 
3. Ibid, P. 21. 
4. Ibid, P. 21. 
5. Ibid, P. 21. 
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is the same species oryza Sativa (0. Sativa-P).-^ The 
neo-lithic sites of Eurzahaia (2324 BC) and Cufkral 
(2100 BC) in Kashmir did not reveal rice in the early 
neolithic levels.^ Thus the rice findings at Semthan 
(1500 BC) is the earliest. It appears at Grufkral 
towards the end of second phase datable to 1000 BC and 
in the Megalithic period at Burzaham C. 1000 BC. This 
shows that the rice was introduced in Kashmir somewhere 
around 1500-1000 BC. 
Like many other parts of the world rice is a late 
comer to Kashmir. However, there are some obvious 
reasons for this late arrival. The regions with whom 
Kashmir shows closer contacts like Central Asia, Iran 
r 
and North China^j all received the cereal late, so 
Kashmir could not have it earlier. Secondly the early 
settlers of Kashmir lived mostly on Karewas which were 
1. Oryaza sativa has been usually classified into 
three sub species - India, Japonica and Javanica. 
The distinction between the sub-species is based 
on morphological characters and adaptation to 
temperature. Palaeothonobotany, op.cit, P. 104. 
2. Sharma,A.K., 1982, Excavation at Gufkral (1979-80) 
3. Indian Archaeology (A Review), 1981,82, P. 21-23. 
4. Palaeoethnobotany, op.cit, P. 112. 
5. It is not only the pit-dwellings and burial 
customs but also the tool complex like, stone axe, 
sickle and bone tools which take after the Central 
Asian and Chinese model. They are conspicuously 
different from their southern counterparts. See, 
Indian Archaeology (A review), (Excavation at 
Burzahom) 19G1-62, P. 24. 
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more suitable for cereals like wheat and barley. 
To know the region of origin, where from rice 
travelled to Kashmir, we have to give due consideration 
to the regions with whom Kashmir had close cultural 
contacts and, of course, the state of rice cultivation 
in that area. India which is a strong contender for the 
place of home-land of rice and keeping in view the 
geographical proximity, it is difficult to 
overlook it as a possible place where from rice trav-
elled to Kashmir. But as already mentioned literary and 
archaeological evidence from India is too thin to 
confirm that even as late as C.IOOO BC rice culture was 
flourishing in India. The rice culture in Cl^ ina or. the 
other hand was by then atleast one thousand years old.^ 
So the needle of probability of the origin of Kashmir 
rice tilts towards China. Another point of interest is 
that Harappan culture had not strong contacts with the 
neolithic Kashmir, atleast not comparable to the con-
tacts with China, which is clearly revealed by the 
neolithic finds of Kashmir.^ 
Because irrigation is a pre-requisite to rice 
cultivation and it was not possible on the plateau 
land on which the neolithic man dwelt. 
Ping.Ti.He, Op.cit, P.20. 
Indian Archi:^ o^l ogy (A Review), Excavation at 
Burzahom 1961-62, P. 2-4. The bone tools and pit 
dwelling which were so characteristic of neolithic 
Kashmir have not been reported from Harappan India 
while they have been found in China, 
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We do not exactly know when rice became the staple 
food of Kashmir. The neolithic people seem more depend-
ent on hunting gathering rather than on agriculture. 
It is possible that rice by then would have been used 
on ceremonial occasions like China.^ On the basis of 
plant remains and agricultural crops recovered from the 
neolithic sites of Kashmir one can to a great extent 
imagine the evolution of agriculture as well as the 
cropping system that were introduced -tiiere. This will 
also give an insight as what role did different spe-
cies play in the food economy of Kashmir and how a 
change in their food habits took place. It will also 
help to have an idea as when rice, the most important 
cereal of Kashmir became the staple food. The crop 
remains recovered from Burzaham and Simthan are given 
in table 2. 
Apart from the progressive development in the 
cereal cultivation a good number of pulses and weed 
plants show an increasing trend with every new phase 
which is why the cereal constituent of the agricultural 
economy shows a decreasing trend as shown in the table. 
Another note worthy feature is that the wheat which 
started as a major crop shows a constant decrease while 
barley shows an increasing trend. It is not clear why 
this Chang-c occur ed but the inference seems coriect 
1. Ibid, Excavation at Gufkral, 1982-83 
2. Ping. Ti.Ho, op.cit, P. 20. 
3. Palaeoethnobotany, op.cit. P. 204-6. 
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because even tcday in the hilly regions like Kishtwai' 
and Laddakh, it is barley which is mostly cultivated. 
If the statistical data represents the real picture 
then it can be deducted that the new crop rice, re-
placed the cultivation of wheat and did not effect the 
barley cultivation much. However, it is not without 
risks to generalise our argument on the basis u£ plant 
remains only, ignoring the other evidences. The devel-
opment of rice culture, for example, which has been the 
main food of Kashmir since ancient times does not 
constitute much of the plant remains during the early 
historical period. The introduction and development of 
different crops and their progress or retrogression in 
different phases of the early settlements gives a good 
insight into the cropping pattern of early Kashmir To 
begin with the first crop introduced were wheat, bar-
ley, lentil and pea. These were all by then cultivated 
as Kharif crops sown in spring and harvested in Autumn. 
Thus during the 3rd milleninum BC only single cropping 
system was prevailing in Kashmir. In the 2nd millennuim 
BC with the introduction of rice double cropping system 
was introduced. Rice which is a kharif or summer crop 
was introduced during the close of Neolithic period II 
at Gufkral (C. 1000 BC) and period I at Semthan 1500-
600 BC. Towards the end of 2nd millennium BC and during 
first millennium BC the double cropping was further 
developed by the cultivation of horticultural fruits, 
pulses as well as some fodder crops and trees for 
fuel.-'- Hence from ^st millennium BC onwards mixed 
Ibid, P. 206-
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cropping system flourished in the valley. Thus it 
becomes clear that agricultural economy approached 
maturity during the period. The rice cultivation, 
however, does not seem to have become pre-dominant 
during the period. It was only in the ist millnuium AD 
that rice culture completely took over which becomes 
clear by the massive irrigation work;^  undertaken during 
the era. It may however be noted that rice was on an 
increasing trend ever since its introduction in Kashmir 
in around 1500 BC. 
One obvious question which strikes one's mind is 
that why the cultivator of Kaslimir cultivating wheat 
and barley shifted to rice cultivation on such a large 
scale. There must have been some compulsions or attrac-
tions in the new crop, which motivated or compelled the 
peasant to abandon his age old cropping system. The 
answer can come from the existing cropping system as 
well as the physical geography of Kashmir. The dry 
land cropping, to which the Karewa age people of Kash-
mir was used to, did not infact suit the overall geo-
graphical structure as well as the hydraulic situation 
of Kashmir. The plateau land generally used for culti-
vation of the early cereals was not fertile enough to 
withstand permanent cultivation as there is no natural 
system of enriching the soil. The land had to be en-
In the first millennium A.D. almost all the rulers 
of Kashmir are referred to have constructed one 
irrigated facility or the othei. , note-worthy among 
them are Lalitadytia and Avantivarmna (855-883 
A.D.), Rajtarangini, op.cit,Book 4, P. 191-94; 
Book 5, No. 70-90. 
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riched either by manuring or by the fallow system for 
which we have no evidence as yet. But onething is clear 
that in Kashmir a single crop is ]M» normally grown 
which helps the land to regain some of its lost fertil-
ity.-^  The tradition still continues and the tradition-
al Kashmiri cultivator is generally reluctant to go far 
the winter crop in the rice fields as it will affect 
the rice production. 
But inspite of this seasonal fallowing the plateau 
land cannot undergo continuous cultivation. This must 
have compelled the earlyman to look for such a farm-
land which had somt; natural system of em i chiiit-nL . The 
low land had this advantage as it was enriched every 
year by the silt brought by inundation and can be used 
for continuous cultivation. This must have prompted 
the early man to shift to rice cultivation and the idea 
was not far to comie because the regions around Kashmir 
with whom neolithic man had close contacts^was already 
practising the type of cultivation in the same kind of 
field, for more than a millen'oi-m. Chau chu fei a 
twelfth century AD official while describing primitive 
rice culture in Southern most China, says, 
"In preparing the field for rice planting, the 
peasant chose only the kind of land tiiat is evenly 
submeiged under water all year round. If the land 
is but a too high to be submerged constantly, they 
would reject it. Even when they do cultivate, they 
Lawrence, op.cit. P. 306 
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would barely, break up Liie ground. Without deep 
ploughing and hoeing they siiTiply broadcast the 
(rice) seeds never transplant the shoots. After 
the seeds are broadcast tiiey don't water the 
fields during draught nor do they drain off the 
surplus} water after excessive rain caring nothing 
about manuring, ploughing and weeding they leave 
everythiiig to heaveji". 
The low land rice cultivation in the valley where 
land remained submerged under water for most part of 
the yearythe rice cultivation would not have been much 
different from the one mentioned above except for the 
fact that one or two ploughs would have been given 
before broadcasting the seeds."" but in neolithic 
period the hydraulic situation was certainly different. 
Most of the land in the low lying areas would remain 
submerged under water for whole year. 
This type of land had one more advantage. While 
the dry land needed some sort of tools for working the 
ground, be it only a digging stick, for this low land 
rice cultivation no such tool was needed. Even today 
there are localities in South East Asia, where the rice 
1. Ping, Ti.Ho. op.cit, P. 25. 
2. Nilmata Purana, (Annonymas) tr. by Ved. Kumar, V. 
567-68. 
3. Indian Archaeology (A Review), 1978-79, P. 70, 
because the river was flowing a few meters higher 
than its present bed level. 
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field is neither ploughed, nor spaded nor hoed. The 
soil may be fairly puddled and all the weeds destroyed. 
The farmer can accomplish this purpose by splashing 
around in bare feet. The process of preparing rice 
fields with bare feet is still a common operation in 
Kashmir though today it is done in addition to plough-
ing. Thus keeping in view the abundance and fertility 
of the low lying land, the scarcity and non-productiv<-
iTy of plateau land and the early system of wet-land 
cultivation, coupled with the idea from their eastern 
cultural brothers, it seems little surprising that the 
Kashmiri neolithic man shifted to rice cultivation 
which shaped not only the economic history of Kashmir 
but its socio cultural history to a great extent- t«»-. 
The agricultural history of Kashmir, since the intro-
duction of rice culture, has primarily been the history 
of rice cultivation. 
The rice cultivation being generally in the wet 
lands faces two problems; the irrigation (supply of 
water) and the drainage (the removal of excess water). 
But in Kashmir where the land remaingi submerged under 
water and during undation is overflown by it the 
problem which the cultivator generally faced was not 
the irrigation but the drainage. It is the floods that 
have often brought catestrophy to the rice fields 
rather than the draught. It has always been the lord of 
floods which posed more horror than that of dry weath-
1. Ping, Ti. Ho, op.cit, P. 25. 
2. Ibid, P. 25. 
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er. This characteristic of the rice cultivation in 
Kashmir is reflected throughout its history. The his-
tory of development and diffusion of rice cultivation 
in Kashmir is mainly connected with this drainage 
system. The greater the work of drainage the more 
extensive became the cultivation of rice. So before 
proceeding further in the system of rice cultivation it 
is important to know about the irrigation system of 
the valley. 
In order to understand the irrigation pattern one 
must bear in mind the geographical structure and hy-
draulic situation of the valley. The valley of Kashmir 
is distinctly basin shaped and it has a length of about 
eighty four miles. The lowest point has an elevation of 
5200 feet and the mean elevation is 6000 feet above the 
sea. The lowest Banihal pass in the Pir Panjal range, 
forming its outer boundary, is 3000 feet above the 
level of the valley. 
In its course river Jehlum below the town of 
Islamabad flows through a plain of low level recent 
alluvium. The width of this plain varies from two to 
fifteen miles.'* It appears level to the eye. There is 
1. Our sources are replete with the reference to 
different floods which often resulted in famines. 
See Rajtarangini, op.cit. Book 4, No. 1219, 1624; 
Book 8, No. 1422, 2449, 2786. 
2. Ibid, Book No. 1, 159; Book 5, No. 68. 
3. Lawrence, op.cit, P. 44. 
4. Ibid, P. 44. 
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no doubt that this alluviuiu has b'-.-',-a funned by the 
river floods and the formation laay bu liliil obsurvud. 
There is no evidence that any change of level has taken 
place since the deposition of this alluvium which 
contains in many cass pGtteiy and othei." woiks of art, 
of comparatively modern date. During neolithic times 
this must have been ii,03tly submerged u^ .der uutd . This 
alluvium plain today forms the chi<.-f rice cultivating 
area of the valley. 
On the borders of this great plain of recent 
alluvium, there occur extensive elevated plateaus of 
alluvial or lacustrine material which occupy a great 
portion of the valley to which the local name Karewa 
(Udder)'/. TroiH their elevated position tnese /.arcwas can 
not generally be brought under irrigation. The Karewas 
are separated from each other by ravines of ICO to 300 
feet in depth. Occasionally they are surrounded alto-
gether by lower ground but generally they are connected 
to some mountain that bound the valley. Karewas and 
their dividing ravines occupy a width varying frorri 8 to 
16 miles along tlie south-western side of the valley. 
For a length of about 50 luiles fron, n^ar Suup^yi^n to 
the river flat between Sopore and Earaiuulla, the Kare-
was adjoiz^ iing the mountains liave their surfaces in-
clined from the latter with decreasing slopes. 
At present the Jehlura rr.akes its exit from the 
valley through a narrow rocky gorge below Baramulla. It 
Ibid, F. 45. 
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is yet to be finally established whether the valley of 
K a s hian ir is true rock basin or a blocked river valley 
but the latter seems more probable which is also men-
tioned in almost all the ancient and eaily medieval 
literary works of Kashmir. 
The plains suitable for rice cultivation are of 
two types - the ravines between the karewas and the 
central plain of Kashmir along the two banks of river 
JehluiTi made by floods. The system of irrigation needed 
for these two types of lands is quit different While 
the ravines are to be irrigated by artificial canals, 
the central plain need drainage and dykes to protect it 
from the flood and excess of water. The ravines between 
the karewas or the "karewa vulleys" which they should 
be better called, are almost, all of them drained by 
small streams flowing in the middle. In fact the 
"karewa valleys" are the outcome of these streams 
cutting the karewas deeper during floods. Thanks to 
tlie formation of the country irrigation is not diffi-
cult and is some-what taught naturally. The villagers 
of Kashmir always speaks of mountains as their treas-
uries and in a year of good snow the treasuries are 
full.'^ The snow melts into various mountain streams, 
which lace the valley and rush down to the Jehlum 
river. At convenient points on the mountain streams 
temporary weirs or projecting snags are erected, and 
1. Nilmata, op.cit, V. 227-290; Rajatarangini , 
op.cit, Book No. I, 25. 
2. Lawrence, op.cit, P. 44. 
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the water is taken off in main channels, which pass 
into a net—work of small ducts and eventually empty 
themselves into the Jehlum. 
In the low lying areas tlie irrigation is still 
eauiei a^ Llii.-' level of Lhu j lie a MIL; coming f i om high 
altitudes and the cultivating fields do not vary much. 
The streaiTiS can be easily damped and used for irriga-
tion. 
In the given geographical structure and hydraulic 
situation the main task which beset the rice cultivator 
was the drainage, to remove the access water, from 
swamps and the construction of dykes to protect the 
land from inundation. The history of rice cultivation 
in Kashmir is essentially the history of struggle 
against this hydrological chaos. 
We do not exactly know when the activities of 
irrigation and drainage started in Kashmir. However, 
one thing which is to be borne in mind before trying to 
find out its origin is that such activities are only 
possible through an organised effort, that is once an 
organised comiriuni ty had come into existence. Because 
archaeology does not help us much in this regard so we 
have to rely on other sources of information. The 
history works of Kashmir which have dealt with Kashmir 
history since the very beginning of the human settle-
ments do not survive to us. The earliest extant work 
does not date earlier than 6th century AD. Though 
these works aie full • uE term:, ielatt-d to iiiigation 
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and drainage like stream (Kula), embarkment (setu) or 
dyke, and dam (Gund)-^ but their description about such 
works in remote past need to be corroborated through 
other tests. The physical verification and of course 
the nomenclature which luckily has mostly remained 
unchanged. The first textual evidence to an irrigation 
canal provided by Kalhana, is about King Suvarna, who 
ruled Kashmir before Ashoka is said to have brought to 
Karala the canal (Kulya) called sdvatnamani. Kaiala 
has already been identified in modern Zainpor^ and a 
large irrigation canal named Sunman Kul the exact 
derivative of Suvarnamani Kula still exists which flows 
along the east scarp of the Zainpur Plateau.-^ The 
importance and usefulness of the canal can be easily 
imagined by the fact that it has survived all the plus 
two thousand years of our known history of irrigation. 
Similarly Kalhana mentions construction of a long 
dam called Gudda Setu by one king Damudra. Damudra is 
name of an important plateau (Udder) known as Damudar 
plateau. He is also said to have built a town on tliis 
plateau and is thus named after him. At the south foot 
of the plateau is situated a small village called Gud-
Suth. The name Gud-Suth also means in Kashmiri the 
1. Rajtarangini, op.cit. Book I; No.156; Book 2; 274; 
Book 3, No. 345; 383, BookS, No. 120. 
2. Stein, M.A. "Rajatarangini of Kalhana, Vol. I, P. 
17n. 
3. Ibid, P. 17-18n. 
4. Ibid, Book No. 1, 156. 
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first dam^Gud (First), Suth (Einbar kiT.ent)-'• , but at 
present no such arrangement survives. The same king is 
also said to have built long stone lined dykes in 
Kashmir to guard against inundation. Thus we see 
before th beginning of Christian era, not only the 
construction of dams and dykes introduced in Kashmir, 
but they were made with all the refinements of modern 
one's. The stone sets being used to protect the slopes 
of the dykes. Keeping in view tiie construction of 
dykes in otlier parts around Kashmir and their rich 
tradition still suiviviag in Kaslijuit, it is almuoL 
certain that fascines too would have been used to built 
eathen weirs. ^  In fact because of the simple mode of 
construction and greater availability of raw material 
in comparison to stones, fascines may have predated the 
dykes. 
The literary sources of Kashmir are replete with 
the description of different irrigation works and 
almost all the rulers are credited to have constructed 
a canal or a dyke and what catches one's attention is 
1. The small village of Gudsuth, is situated 70°,50 
long and 33°,58 lat. Stein, op.cit, Book I, P. 
28n. 
2. Ibid, Book 1, No. 159. 
3. Fascines and stone were used to protect the dykes 
and built weirs since ancient times. We have 
evidence from China from 100 A.D. R. J. Forbes, 
studies in Ancient Technology, Vol. II, P.15. Wc 
do not know where from Kashmir received the 
technolugy but a simple technique like using tree 
branches to protect banks of the streams and used 
for construction of weirs, because of its 
siraplicity, can be of local origin. 
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that the virtue of constructing an irrigation facility 
or a drainage system is held at par with the construc-
tion of religious places like temples or images. It 
will not be out of place to mention that the construc-
tion of our capital city - Srinagar is alsu result of a 
grand embarkment work of early Kashmir. The construc-
tion of these irrigation works is often, if not always, 
attributed to some super human being or atleast to the 
support they provided to the political authority. This 
was perhaps so because of the gigantic nature of these 
works which the ancient or medieval man could not 
conceive to be possible of the humans. The construction 
of the embarkment made for the protection of the city 
of Srinagar as narrated by Kalhana is an example in 
point. To quote Kalhana, "your desire, 0 ruler of the 
Earth (Pravana sena II) will be fulfilled; come to my 
side after crossing this embarkment. With these words 
the Raksas strtched out his own knee from the other 
bank and thus caused the water of the Mahasrit (stream) 
to be parted by an embarkment". The identity of this 
stream (Mahasarit ) has already been confirmed by M. A. 
Stein and is presently known as Tsunt Kul (the apple 
canal) To quote Stein, "it is bound along its rigJiL ui 
north bank by an old embarkment one and a half mile 
long which stretches from the rocky foot of Takith hill 
in the east to the high lying banks of vitasta (Jehlum) 
1. Rajtarangini, op.cit, Book 3, No. 483. Kalhana 
says that three brothers of the king who were hi, 
ministers built a Hatha, a ternple and an embark-
ment . 
2. Ibid, Vook 3, No. 343-44. 
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in the west. TJiere cdJi be no duuLl as Lu Liie antiquity 
of this emharkment, without it large poition of the 
city which are built aluiig the low lying s'iuies of tin! 
Da J and the numerous canals stretching from the latter 
to the west, would along with all the floating gardens 
of the lake be exposed to annual inundation from the 
river. The embarkment is still known by the name of 
Suth obviously from Sanskrit Setu (dyke)". 
However, the first famous ruler during whose reign 
irrigation received great impetus, was Lalitadytra (3th 
century AD), He is the first ruler referred to have 
used water wheels (arghatta) to irrigate the lands 
where ordinary mans of irrigation were not possible. To 
quote Kalhana, "At Cakaradhara (Modern Taskhadar below 
Vi jbror) he made an arrangement for conducting the 
water of the Vitasta (Jehlumj and distributing it to 
various villages by the construction of series of 
arghatta (water wheels). Kalhana simply mentions the 
water wheel. He does not give any other detail about it 
so to rediscover the type of water wheel used in Kash-
mir it is important to know the type of water wheels 
used in other parts around Kashmir. 
Stein, Vol. No. I, P. 101-2n. 
The system of irrigation heie refeired to is 
explained by the configuration of the ground near 
Tasakhdar on account of the high alluvial plateau 
which stretches in a semicircle from Vijbror to 
below Taskadar, the land enclosed between theiu and 
the left bank of the river cannot be irrigated by 
the ordinary means of canals. At present the 
fields are irrigated by wells. Stein, Vol. I, P. 
141n. 
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Broadly speaking two types of water wheels for 
raising water were known in the ancient and medieval 
period. One was the Arghatta (noria) and the other was 
Saqiyq or the Persian wheel. The Araghatta was a liui 
round which pots were attached. It was operated with 
human energy and it collected watei. by the surface of 
water pond or by the river side. The Saqiya on the 
other hand with a bucket chain or potgarland and a pin 
drum gear could draw water from the well and was moved 
by bullocks. In principle both noria and Persian-
wheel can have a gearing system or can work without 
it. This has led some to conclude that the water rais-
ing device has a three rather than two stage history. 
The first was the arghatta - a rim round which pots 
were attached and was worked by human eucigy. The 
second was arghatta with a bucket chain to make it 
applicable to wells and raise water to higher elevatiurj 
but this was without a gearing system. The third was 
Saqiya that is with both pot-garland and gearing sys-
tem.~^ It however, looks doubtful if the history of 
technology has moved on such a logical course. It can 
be safely presumed that water wheel mentioned by Kalha-
na was not Saqiya, because in India and China we have 
no reference of Saqiya before 13th century. In fact 
1. Irfan Habib, (Medieval Technology exchange between 
India and Islamic World). "Aligarh Journal of 
Oriental Studies", Vol. II, 1985, PP. 198-99. 
2. Aniruddha Roy, Bagchi, S.K., "Technology in Anci-
ent and Medieval India" (Harbans Mukina Agricul-
tural Technology) P. 116. 
3. Ibid, P. IIG. 
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the first clear example about India comes through Babur 
(1526-39) whose account makes it clear that it was not 
by then known in Central Asia or Afghanistan, Thus 
there is no circumstantial evidence of such a device in 
8th century Kashmir. The description of the apparatus 
itself indicates that it was not a saqiya. Kalhana 
makes mention of the apparatus at more than one place 
but nowhere animal power is referred to. About Queen 
Didd (1128-AD) lie says tliat slie "accomplished all kinds 
of pious works by constructing water-wheels, wells, 
halls for the students and the like".^ The period 
being contemporareous to Kalhan, the gearing system and 
use of animal power would not have escaped Kalhan's 
keen eye. However, it is possible that the arghatta was 
used with a pot-garland or a bucket chain because at 
one place where the water wheels are mentioned the 
water was to be raised to the high plateau which seems 
Babur writes in his autobiography, "(In Hindustan) 
they water certain crops in Lahore, Dipalpure 
Sirhiad and other territories around, they ir-
rigate by the (Water) wheel (Charkh). They tie 
sticks to both the ropes and tie pitchers to the 
stick. This double rope to which they tie the 
pitchers is thrown over the wheel (Charkha) set up 
over the well. At the other end of the axle (Tir) 
of the wheel there is another wheel. But the side 
of the wheel there is yet another wheel whose anle 
stands upright. When the ox rotates this last 
wheel its spokes (Parha) getting into the spokes 
of the second wheel rotate the wheel carrying the 
pitchers. Where the water falls from the pitchers 
tht;y fix a througli (neu) and from the trough they 
take the water to where over they like", vide 
Irfan Habir, op.cit. PP. 199. 
Rajatarangini, Book 8, No. 2416. 
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impossible by a simpl*^ water wheel. 
The most outstanding figure in the agricultural 
history of Kashmir is undoubtedly Suya, the master 
agriculturalist in the court of Avantivarman (855-383 
A.D.). The contribution of Suya to the development of 
agriculture in Kashmir, particularly the rice cultiva-
tion was so great that on the basis of his hydiaulic 
Engineering he was considered a superhurnan being to 
whom Kalhana calls the lurd of food (Anapati) and 
attributes him a legendary birth. *^  In fact, while goii^ g 
through his great works in hydraulic engineering one is 
astonished to observe the astounding achievea^ents of 
the medieval mind. Before describing his great works, 
it may not be irrelevant to point out that the legend-
ary position which 3uya dssumed (peihaps) provtrd help-
ful for him for accomplishing lus works. Because of 
this position he could perform some such acts which 
would have been otherwise difficult to accornplish. 
Mention may be made of changing the confluence of two 
great rivers (Vitasta and Sindhu ) of Kashmir.-^ Had 
Suyya not assumed a super human position he would have 
found it difficult because changing the natuial course 
of things particularly the rivers, which were held 
very much sacred by Hindus was not possible in tlie 
1. Ibid, Book 4, No. 191. 
2. Ibis, Book 5, No. 72. 
3 . I b i d , Book 5, No. 97-9i 
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contempOL di.\/ religious milieu."^ 
The projects undertaken by Suya to improve the 
productivity of land and bring more land under cultiva-
tion reminds one of the modern techniques in the devel-
opment of agriculture. The important projects undertak-
en by him include the drainage of access water, irri-
gating the hither to unirrigable laud and testing the 
water cuasumption of the soil.^ The most important 
and massive project undeitaken was to cleat the bed of 
the river Jehlum (Vitasta) and regulate the course of 
water. Kalhana gives a detailed description of this 
grand Jehlum clearance plan. According to the author, 
"He took many pots (full} of money (dinnara) from the 
treasury and embarking on a boat, proceeded in haste to 
Madavarajya (modern Maraz Southern Kashmir). After 
dropping here the pot (full) o[ money at a village 
called Waudaka,"' which was submerged in the flood, he 
hurriedly turned back on reaching Kramarajya 
(presenL Kamraz, the northern Kashmir), the locality 
1. Even in other parts of the world, where rivers 
weie not revered lu I he extent Hindu.s did, we jee 
tliat people in general did not like to change the 
natural course of things. We know from pre-
historic China that emperior Yan punished his 
Minister Kun because he wanted to change the 
natural course of things when he planned to build 
dykes to retain the yellow river in its bed. 
Forbas, op.cit. P. 13. 
2. Rajatarangini, op.cit. Book 5, No. 81-98. 
3. The site of the Nandaka village is most probably, 
situated around Vijbror, with this name may possi-
ble be connected old Nandi canal. Stein, op.cit. 
Vol. I, P. 197n. 
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called Yaksddara-^ (near Khadnyai ) he thiew with both 
hands money into the water. There where the rocks, 
which liad tolled down from Liic mountain lining both 
river banks, had compressed the vitasta (Jehlumj and 
made its waters turn backwards. The famine stricken 
villages then searched foi the money dragged out the 
rocks from the river and thus cleared the bed of tlie 
vitasta"." Not only was the river cleared by Suyya he 
even blocked the whule livet. £oi seven Jays by cuu-
structing a stone dam.After clearing the river bed and 
constructing stone walls to protect the river fiuui the 
rocks which might roll down, he removed the dain."^  New 
beds were constructed for the river wherever it was 
felt that the inundation would make breaches. 
Another grand plan which Suyya undertook was 
changing the confluence of two great rivers of the 
valley - vitasta (Jehlum ) and Sindhu (Sindh) which at 
once served many purposes. It regulating the course of 
the united rivers, brought more land under cultivation, 
which previously remained submerged under water and 
saved it to a great degree, from the devastating 
floods. This was indeed a great plan only a master of 
hydraulic engineering and well versed with the hydrau-
Yaksadara lies about three miles below Baramulla. 
It is the last projection of the mountain range 
which descends tn the South east from the Kaj Nag 
peaks. Ibid, Vol. I, P. 197n. 
Ibid, Book 5, No. 90-91. 
Ibid, V. 92, Book 5, No. 92. 
Ibid, V. 95, BooOk 5, No. 95. 
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lie siLuatiuii of the valley could unJeL'takc. While the 
novel iaethod of clearing the river bed (dropping money 
in the river) may seem funny but the change of the 
confluence of two rivers was a project ahead of its 
times. To quote Kalhana, "The two great rivers the 
Sindhu and the Vitasta, whicJx formerly met neai the 
temples of Visnu flowing to tiie left and light of 
Trigianti (respectively) have to this day in the vicini-
ty of the city (Srinagar) thcii coixf 1 uence ^liich sa^ya 
first planned ajiJ wliich will last to the end uf he 
world".^ 
The old course of the river has already been 
recognized by M.A. Stein lying in^nediatel y to the east 
of Tirgaiii" and-Parspor ( ancient Pai IhasapuL a) around 
the Panznor^ naiubal . By forcing the river to pass to 
J 
the nortli of Trigam instead of South, of it; became 
possible to reclaim a great portion of land between the 
1. Ibid, V. 97-98, Book 5, No. 97-98. 
2. Trigami is the name given to a collection of small 
hamlets situated on a short distance from each 
otlici on the laised groundt: sticLcliing f i um Un.' 
left bank of river Jehlum in the direction of 
Parespor plateau. Its modern name is Trigun., 
Stein, Vol. II. P. 329. 
3. The name Parihasapura is preserved in that of the 
Pargana Paraspor. The identity of the name Paii-
haspura and Paraspor is evident on phonetic 
grounds, It lies to tl;ie South West of Shadpure 
740*^.34 long. 34°.11 lat. Stein, Vol. II, P. 
200n. 
4. Paznor lies to the east of Paraspor below the 
Parespore platea, Ibid, P. 301n. 
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vitasta and Lhe Sukhuay livci un the south. •'• Ai>dtt 
from this large tracks of land, lying to the south of 
the Valour lake, were to a great extent saved from 
recurring floods^ by preventing the river Jehlum from 
entering the very centre from the side of Parspor. This 
also regulated the course of the river from the junc-
tion to the Volur that is what Kalhana mentions iiTune-
diately after referring to the confluence that stone 
embarkments were constructed along the vitasta iii its 
course above the Valur. 
In order to facilitate the cultivation uf newly 
reclaimed land Surya founded various villages and in 
order to save them from floods constructed circular 
dykes around these villages. This gave them the 
shape of round bowls (Kundla) so tliese villages are 
known with the same name like Mar-Kundal and Jts Kua-
dal . These villages still survive with the same naiues 
situated close together with the left bank of the 
Vitasta. Therefore, there remains no difficulty in 
identifying them as the same villages mentioned by 
Kalahana. 
1. Ibid, Vol. II, P. 331 n. 
2. As suya forced the river to the nortli of Tiigair. 
instead of South of it, it became possible to 
reclaim a great portion of land between the Vilas 
ta and the Sukhuag river on the south. Ibid. P. 
331. 
3. Rajatarnagini, op.cit. Book 5, No. 105, 106. 
4. Ibid, Book 5, No. 106. 
5. Stein,op.cit, Vol I. P. 199n. 
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Bcsidt^s these grand draiuaye projects Suyya also 
made gieat contribution in supplying water to the land 
which was till then dependent on rain water. He con-
structed new canals and distributed water to the new 
fields as per the requirements of the land. He con-
ducted experiments to ascertain the quantity of water 
needed for irrigation for each type of paddy land. 
These tests of water consumption carried on by 
Suyya find special mention in Rajtharangani which nays, 
"After watering all village (lands) he l^ o^k from 
(eacJi viJlaye iJoine sull and dticci laincd, by (ubijei v ing) 
the time it took to dry-up the period within which 
irrigation would be required (for each soil respective-
ly). Hem then arranged accordingly on peiinaiieiit basis 
for the size and distribution of the water course for 
each village". 
Suyya's categorisation of the lands on the basis 
of their water consumption has finally led to the 
recognition of land on this very basis. Even today 
soils are recognised in Kashmir according to the quali-
ty of theii water consumption. These cla^scL. aic r.nown 
as Crutu, Bahul , Sekil and DazanJad-^ Gurtu soil con-
tains largeot portion of clay. It holds watci and in 
c. 
years of scanty rainfall is safest for rice. Balii 1 is a 
1. Rajatarangini, op.cit. Book 5, No. 110-112. 
2. Ibid, Book 5, No. 110-112. 
3. LawreiiCc, op.cit, P. 320. 
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rich loam of great natural strength, Sakil is a light 
loam with a sand sub-soil and it needs sufficient 
irrigation. Dazanlad soil is chiefly found in lowlying 
ground near swamps. But it sometimes occurs in the 
higher villages also.-^ It seeius very likely that the 
recognition of land on the basis of water coi^sumption 
followed from the experiments conducted by Suyya. 
During the reign of Avantivarman (855/G-883 A.D) 
the rice culture of Kashmir reached almost its maturi-
ty. Its production increased so much that the price of 
one khari came down from 200 dinars to 36 dinars'^ soon 
after Avantivaiman we came to know about king Samkara-
varman (893-902 A.D) who "himself cultivated the 1 aiid 
as if he was an agriculturist", whicli simply sliuws the 
importance which the kings gave to the agriculture. 
Duiiny Llie reign of King Abhinianya (958-972) the new 
post of revenue officer was created and the agricul-
ture flourished with all its accessories and with a 
non^enclature of its own and with a remarkable influence 
on all other departments of the life. New words like 
Catusa, KhaJ and Armica'^ became the douiestic words of 
Kashmiri language. The catusa modern Kuth (granary) is 
a four pillared paullion which is made above ground, an 
1. Ibid, P. 320. 
2. Rajatarnagini, op.cit. Book 5, No. 116-17. 
3. Ibid, Book 5, No. 170. 
4. Ibid, Book 6, No. 264. 
5. Ibid, Book 7, No. 1024; Book 8, No. 23, 1245. 
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all wood liut to stole the paddy after it has been 
thrashed in the autmn. The irripoi. lance and leverciiCe 
with which the granaiy wuo held can be iiad f t on. the 
observation of Joaaraj, the 15h century court chioni-
cler. "The granaries are indeed lilW-tfeC* breasts of tiie 
earth from which the people derive their nourishiuen t". 
Siiidlarly Khal (the threshing floor) a track of land 
kept by every peasant family, close by to the residence 
to store the rice before threshing, was an important 
iteni of peasant culture. The crops stored in Khal 
Cannot be reiuoved uiiless the state share had been taken 
t r oiii it." V^ c also come across tcriiiS like atmika modern 
araiu (market gardener or vegetable gardener). This 
clearly show^ that the peasaz^ it of Kashmir was special-
ising in raising different crops. 
The food crops cultivated by kashmir peasant, 
apart from the above uientioned cereals and pulses, 
include pulses like black gram (Mango), acontifolius 
(Moth), onions and saffron.Black gram (phaseolus mango) 
mung in kashmir and mudga in Sanskrit, is one of the 
earliest pulses cultivated in Kashmir. Seeds of this 
crop have been recovered from the second phase at 
semthan (600-200 BC).^ It is also mentioned by Kalhana 
1. Jaina Rajatarangini, P. 140 
2. Rajtarangini, op.cit. Book 8, No. 1245-4' 
3. Ibid, Book 7, No. 3'J-40. 
4. Ibid, Book 7, No. 788. 
5. Palacoethonobotany, up.cit, P. 134. 
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aS a i l iuVOO I" u d i i u C U i i-J. Va i_ ci.» C j - o i - . x x i. i x c u c u t - u a o i, ^& 
was s o w i'l ill L" i c 6 x i c i u o w ri i c ri i.' c ^ ^ u x i. c u i c s i. p ri a o c o i u o 
_ . - . - • ^ • r 1 -• . 
a v ^ u i i x A X x u i \ x x o 
iiVipoiTtdiit puiso: , now iTiostly c u ^ t i v a t e ^ xor c a t t i c sriu. 
s h e e p . E c i x l i c s t e v i d c i i c e IS fi'GiT. k u s i i s n p h a s e ai_ 
a c i l i c i i a l l \ , O V X ~ ^ W U i i . U ,) . 
O a x x x u i i l O L o c U S i j c i i x v u o i x i m / , . ii a ti x i. <xii x ii / i i a i ^ x ' 
K d i i i a x u x l i J d i i . : ) K i.'J. t c t l iG K o i i u x i i l^acj iiiit± L ± } 
IS a natxVc ox south Euxupc 
r 
s p a n , F x a i ' i C c . G L i^cCz. , T u i ' K c y , r c x S i a a i iU v ^ - n i n a . I l l 
k a S hiTi i t' t h e C U 1 t i V a t X O i'l x S m u S t i y C O i'l f 111 c d t O t a ij i c 
l a n d s of paiiipUJL'. The p l a n t i s p r o p a a a t e d veoic ta tx vc i y 
by b u l b s . lii. kashiTiir t h e b u l b s a r e t r a n s p l a n t e d i n 
Augus t -Sep te raber i n r a i s e d p l o t s . The l i t e r a r y e v i d e n c e 
coriies froru 5 th~6 t i i c e n t u r y A.D. There i s iio a r c h a e o ~ 
l o g i c a l e v i d e n c e as y e t . Because of t h e s c a n t y iiifwr/iia-
t i o n i t i s d i f f i c u l t t o know t h e r e g i o n wherefrom i t 
t r a v e l l e d t o Kashmir . I t had b o t h r e l i g i o u s as wel l as 
d o m e s t i c u s e s . 
1. Rajatarangini, op.cit, Buok 7, No. 73G. 
2. LawLcnce, op.cit, P. 399. 
3. Fal aeoethoiiobotany, op.cit, F. 135. 
4. Wealth of India.(A dictionary of Agxicultuxal 
Froducts), Vol X, F. 811. 
5. Ibid, P. 311. 
6. R a j a t a r a n g i n i , o p . c i t , Book 1, No. 42 , 220; Book 
6, No. 120; Book 8, No. 1834. 
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Jcnc-L p u l s e s , b e a r . s a n d v e g t - t a b i e i j iTicntiuuc-d : ; . 
w r i 11 f n s G u L- c e s a r e k u 1 a 11 h a \ De 1 i chcs B i 1 f I o r u£ ; 
Guu 1 a , o a n a . C i c e r Ar 11-r i ii'.JJII,; ai'.d i T i a S u ^ a . ' K a l h a a a 
m e n t i o i : s e s ariiTiUiT; ( t i t a ) . " The V >^>j t;'. a b i >• i a i c v <. . .. 
L --. . -r i 
v e g e t a b l i r s '^f b i t t e i t a s t . r kl.ov^;. :. 71 tva i a ^ a k a " '..^ 
H o i t i c u l L u t e 
Froiii i i c - o l i t h i c t i nu r s o n w a r d s K a s h m i r h a s had t h e 
r e p u t a t i o n of b e i n g a g r e a t c e n t r e of h o r t i c u l t u r a l 
f r u i t s . I t h a s b e e n p r a i s e d by t h e l o c a l s a s w e l l a s 
t h e f c r e i g n e i s a l i k e f o r i t s d e l i c i o u s f r u i t : i . Hiuc-n 
T s a n g , the- I ' h i n e s e p i i g r i , . ' . , who v i s i t e d Kash.:..: i 'iv;: i ; . j 
t I . C e . . L . . 1 _. . - . , „ . e S P C C 1 d . ^ J ill C i . ^ _ '_• . i b L ; . c- _ - -. 1 i, ^ '_ -
K a s h m i r . 11',- . i i - . -nrions i'>-.-aiy, il.i). w i 1 d [-i uiu.-; M'Jai ; , 
p e a c h e s ' T ' a n l , a p r i c o t s ( H a n g o r Mui ,; and g r a p e s ( 
P c - : a r . ' a i p r i n c i p a l f i u i t s of t h e v a l l e y . " * T h e 
S a r . s K r i t WOIKS o t a n c i e n t K a s h m i r a i s o iiiaKe r-i .- ir-r i 'Ct-s 
t o some proiViinent f r u i t s of K a s h m i r l i k e p o m e g r a n a t e s 
{ ci 1 n 1 .T.a . a 1.1 VN' a i nu 11 ' a JI r c t a ^ -^ n a i ..i.i . " h^  a . .. ^,;. a 
1 . K r i s h n a Mohan E^arly M e d i e v a l H i s i i i y 
r . .' 'i b . 
2 . i\ a J a t a r a n g 1 n 1 . o p. . c 11 , D o o K. 3 , No. 41.'' 
3 . I L i 0. , \' . 4 8 - 5 2 . 
4 . B e a l . S.. 3 i - Y u - K i , V o l . I . P . 8 8 . 
5 . N i l a m a t a , o p . c i t , V. 4 1 6 . 
6. L o k a p r a k a s a , P. 5 3 , N. Mala I . 1 2 4 . 
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praises tlie grapes of Kasl.niii. and says, " Learning, 
lofty houses, saffiOii, i-.^  w^Lv^ and grapes, ti::ing^  
that even in heaven c^r-c d^iricull to find are ouuunun 
hetc". He especially lueiitions grape juice used foL 
drink and says tliat thcr price of grape Juice increciSed 
along with rice because of floods^ which indicates that 
it had a very caimiion use. The horticultural fiuits ihust 
likely were used as an alternative food during fajnines 
which were frequent in Kashinir because of bad weather 
and floods. 
Walnut (juglaas regia) 
Walnut are native to Central Asia, Iran, Caucasus, 
Anatolia, Balkhan and soutijern Europe. There i: 
reference of walnut from Indian archaeological excava-
tion. However, the plio pleistocene and post glacia' 
deposits of Kashruir 1 i a . ' v c j j . e i u e U e a ^ J w U ' i i ^ ^ e u V v o o U o , i C c i i . 
i m p r e s s i o n s and p o l l e i . g r a i n s of j u g l a n s s p p . v a r i e t y 
T h e i r e v i d e T i C e frorii S i i u t h ^ i i a n d B u r z a l i a u i ^ s 
R a J a t a r c i n g i n i of K a l h a n a , o p . c i t , Bouk 1 , h'o. 4 2 
I b i d , Book 8 , No. 1 2 2 0 . The l a i i i iuc pi. ic t - of two 
p a l e s of g r a p e s i s g i v e n a s one d i n n a r a w h i c h 
g i v e s a p r i c e of 960 D i n n a r p e r K h a r i , S t e i n 
o p . c i t . V o l . I I , F . 32 5 . 
3 . Huds Oil, F . 
and t l i c i ^ L J. u e 1) . F a L 1111 u 111 L L^ . J ,. .-J >.y a i . H'.jii • 
wealth Agricultur^i Buieau. 
Fa i aeoe thnobotany , op . ci '. , r . ± -i\ 
Vislxnu Mithre (ISCZ) , Froristic and ecoloyical 
recoiJSxdera tions t^f the- pa 1 cis t oceiie plaiit xnii^ re^ " 
sion froHi Kashmir, Fal aeobotanis t , 13{3), 3C3--327 
i -Ui ' i X c u i t u r a l Teci i i iul oyy , ' 7 2 
Juglan regia variety-'- which indicates that it might 
have been biouaht frorr, its centre of origin in Central 
Asia.But its occurrence since plio pleist^nce times 
suggests that it might have been domesticated locally 
in Kashmir. 
Walnut has been an important agricultural product 
since early habitations in Kashmir. During early his-
torical period it was used for oil for cookery and for 
burning in 1 Uinps. ' However, during fdiriine it wao used 
for food.^ 
Grapes (vitis vinifera) 
The seeds of the wild species have been recovered 
from the Neolithic II phase of the Burzaham.'* The 
credit of the origin of V. vinifera is presently given 
to an area extending from south west Europe to western 
India. Cultivation of grapes was underway m the 
North-East as early as 4th millennium, B.C.'-' Grapes 
have also been reported from Mehrgarh ( Bronze age ) 
1. 
2. 
3, 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Pa''.•-•- --""-.nobotany, op.cit, P. 140. 
Padshah Nama (te.xt) I Chap. II P. 30 
Ibid, P. 30. 
Palaeoethnobotany. op.cit, P.144. 
Ibid, P. 146. 
Ibid, P. 146. 
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and Naushara f Indus levels ) . ' "[he grapes of Kashmir 
a r e also believed to have b -^  e n introduced through 
Central Asia from Middle Ea-^.'^ 
The grapes are the be.'^r and .i.u:.-:: cherisheti. f r •.;:'• 
of the valley. All the an'/ien* sou !•>--:; h.iV'- prou':!"; 
referred to it." It seems that it was miostly vised '''•: 
juice but like other fruits wov:ld Ije-.-omie an important 
food iteiTi during the famine. Grapes wer^ ^ :';.•.•• among 
the important products exported to India after Mughal 
occupation of the valley.^ -' 
Bitter cherry [ Pi u n es car as u s ) . The a n •:• -r .3 t o r o f 
one of the delicious fruits of Kashmir.It grows wild 
there. Its original home is not know but it i.s possible 
to have been collected locally by the ancient man of 
Kashmir. Kalhana mentions Kapitha a fruit which he 
says, that it grows only for a short time at the begin-
ning of the summer and is rare in India. The fruit 
has been aptly recognized by stein as cherry. Butas 
1. Costantirrd L. 1984. "The beginning of agriculture 
in Sihbi Kacchi plain and evidenct- fioui 
Mehrgarh". In Bridget and Raymond All •' •; '"nath 
Asian Archaeology), 1981. 
2. Palaeoethnobotany, op.cit, P. 146. 
3. Rajatarangini, op.cit. Book 1, No. 42. 
4. Ibid, Book 8, No. 1220. 
5. Lawrence, op.cit, P.351. 
6. Rajtarangini, op.cit, Book 5, No. 219-37. 
7. Stein, op.cit. Vol. I, P. 144n. 
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grafting was not know in ancient Kashmir,,-^  so it must 
have been the bitter cherry. 
Peach is believed to have originate- ' " '•"= .^  r e r n 
China. ^  Almonds in central to western Asia and 
Apricot in western China."^ Almonds have most probably 
been brought by the people who migrated to Kashmir. 
However, apricot and peach have their wild forms in 
Kashmir probably they were collected by the neolithic 
people locally. Similarly pomiegranate {punica gianatum) 
also grows wild in Kashmir and has in all probability 
been domesticated locally. 
Curiously enough there is no mention of apples in 
our contemporary sources.However, in the accounts 
written during the period that followed, we not only 
come across references about abundance of apple trees 
but more importantly apples are mentioned as the excel-
lent of all the fruits of Kashmir, alluding to the 
fact that apple cultivation had a long histoiy in 
Kashmir. 
1. Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri ., (text), P. 311. 
2. Vavilov, N. I. op.ci^ ^ """ ^  . 
3. Palaeoethonobotany, op.cit, P. 144. 
4. Ibid, P. 144. 
5. T a r i k h - i - R a s h i d i , ff, 276b-77a; Tuzuk - i - J ahang i r i 
( t e x t ) , P. 304. 
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II. Agricultural Tools and Implements 
After land and "si')]-•' : :r,v 1 emen t .: a i: ~ th-:- ;;,:. st 
fundamental feature of agiiculture. The importance of 
tools ir agriculture can be had from the fact that 
different types of agriculture are classified on the 
basis of specific tillage ; ri'ip 1 ement s used fur the 
purpose^-thus Highland news Giunea is known as digging 
stick culture, pre Columbine America and sub Saharan 
Afrerica as hoe culture and Europe, North America and 
most of Asia as plough cultures. This however, does 
not mean that in the said cultures, only tools, after 
which they have been named, were in use, yet it formed 
the most important items of the tools used. 
In a way the agricultural tools proceeded agricul-
ture, the reaping knife, or sickle, for example, was 
originally developed for the cutting of wild grass. 
Similarly polished stone celTs or stone axe so charac-
teristic of neolithic stage had their origin in the 
hunting economy.^ Thus even before the cultivation of 
crops the neolithic man in general was aware of some 
tools which were latt--;- on applied to ag r i ci; 1 t i.u-• 
Before discussing the origin and developmer:t of 
1. Joseph Needha- ""^•^ience and Civilisation in China 
(Biology and Biological Technology), Vol. 6, Part 
II, P. 131. 
2. Singer, Hollmyard and Hall, "History of Technolo-
gy" (Origin of Agriculture) Vol. I, P. 48. 
3. Ibid, P. 48. 
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tilling implements in Kashmir one should bear in miind 
that the early settlers of Kashmir were pit dwellers'^ 
and for any people wh'^  - ~ r. dig their residential 
pits,the tilling obviously would not be any great 
problem. Already before taking to agriculture they were 
well versed with the technology of digging and obvious-
ly must have had tools for the same. Once the idea of 
cultivation might have com.e to these marter diggers 
they would have faced little difficulty in applying 
their digging implement for the tillage. 
As it is generally accepted the tools and imple-
ments used by mankind during early period were mostly 
made of wood, a highly perishable item^ so the tools 
used by them have not survived to us. The chief tilling 
implement found so far from the neolithic sites of 
Kashmir are the hoe, stone axe, celts and harvesters. 
Surely there must have been other tools also like a 
digging stick which is one of the earliest tilling 
tools found at other neolithic civilizations but for 
being of a highly perishable material there is no 
evidence of it. The stone celts found from th^site may 
have been used for digging the pits, the most important 
1. The pits excavated ^rr", -^ e^ neolithic site of 
Burzahom and Gufkral measure upto 2,74 m at the 
top and upwards of 4.57 m at the bottom and 3 m in 
depth. This clearly shows the great skills in 
digging of this early man. Indian Archaeology, (A 
Review), Excavation at Burzahom, 1961-62, PP. 17-
19. 
2. Sankalia, H. D., Pre and Proto History of India 
and Pakistan, PP. 301-2, Indian Archaeology (A 
^,^.^.==s:w£eview-) , Excavation at Burzhom, 1961-62. 
r Ace. No , •> J 
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tilling tool*- foun"^ . V, c. h 
Hoe is a universal tool and has been found wherev-
er there is agriculture.-' It occurs in a variety oi. 
shapes and sizes. With such a remote antiquity and wide 
distribution it is very diffirult to find wherefrom it 
came to Kashmir or whether pit dwellers were already 
using it. it seems probable that it might have come 
with the agriculture itself. 
Two types of hoe have been found from Burzahom. 
Both of them are similar in every respect except size 
its underside is roughly packed, but the outside as 
well as ends are ground. The butt is hammered and the 
edge is convex.'^ Hoe would have been definitely the 
most important tool with the neolithic people of Kash-
mir, because even today it is an important implement in 
the dry agriculture.Since the early settlers cultivated 
only dry land crops like wheaty barley and lentil^ hoe 
would have been the most important implements in the 
absence of plough. Its chief function a—part from 
till\'':j would have been weeding and earthing up. 
The most important agricultural implement of pre-
modern times has been undoubtedly the plough. It was 
the first example of the application of non-human power 
1. Joseph Needham, op.cit, Vol.6, Part II, P. 135. 
2. Needham Dhiya, op.cit. PP.23-27; Sankalia, H.D., 
op.cit, ?. 30 2. 
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to agriculture.-'- The origin of plough is still a 
matter of debate. In-fact it is yet to be established 
whether the plough had an independent origin or devel-
oped from any of the earlier tools of tillage like hoe, 
digging stick or spade. But the latter seems more 
probable because the earlier ploughs are not much 
different from digging stick or hoe dragged by 
animals.^ In the simplest plough the stock and the 
pole were formed of a single branch of tree and pulled 
by ropes, this is called the heo-plough. Another 
primitive form had the stock and stilt made of a single 
piece of wood dragged by pair of oxen tied to the 
plough by a rope. This is know as digging-stick 
plough . This primitive scratch plough is still used 
widely in Mediterranean and in the arid land to the 
east where it is reasonably effective.^ The plough 
more likely seems to have developed from any other 
tilling tools because keeping in view its antiquity and 
the technological level of man at the time^ It seems 
improbable if such a revolutionary implement could have 
been developed independently. 
Lynn White, "Medieval Technology and Social 
change", 1962, P. 41 
Joseph Nedham, op.cit, Vol.6, Part II, P. 135; 
also Lynn White, op.cit. P. 43. 
3. Ibid, P. 133. 
4. Lynn White, op. cit, p. 41 
5. Ibid, P. 41. 
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The earliest evidence of plough is from the site 
of Satrup Moor schleswing in 5th millennium B.C. and 
from the site of Hama, Syria 3rd millennium B.C.' From 
china stniir- pi ougyi r.ha i rs h.ivi- bi-en found dat^ 'd l-ck to 
3000 B.C.^ Its earliest known r.ictorial representation 
is on a Sumerian seal of the 4th millennium B.C."' Ar-
chaeology shows that various kinds of simple ards, 
which consists of a pointed share fixed to the end of a 
straight stilt and pulled by ropes, were in use not 
only in Assyria and Egypt but also in much of west-
Asia, in Harappan India and over large areas of Europe 
by the 4th and 3rd millenniuiu B.C. 
It is in the background of this remote and wide 
distribution of the ploughs that the origin of plough 
in Kashmir is to be studied. But before discussir.g the 
origin of Kashmir plough an important question which 
begs answer is whether human or animial traction was 
first applied, "^h:^ will also help in tracing its 
antiquity in Kashmir. 
1. Joseph Needham, op.cit, Vol.6, Part II, P. 139. 
2. Ibid, P. 139. 
3. The V shaped stone pieces unearthed from th»r 
neolithic site of Liang-Chu have hither to been 
identified simply as winged implements for 
cultivation. But they are strikingly similar to 
the bronze and iron cap shares. However, these 
stone tools if certainly shares push back the 
history of plough in China by 2500 years, whi?h is 
otherwise believed not earlier than 500 B " '^..•;-| 
P. 155. 
4. "History of Technology", op.cit, Vol I, P. 8 3. 
5. Joseph Needham, op.cit, Vol. 6, Part II, P. 140. 
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There is still or-.;;ie controveisv whether hu.,..ii! or 
animal traction was applied first. The idea of human 
traction certainly looks to have come easily than the 
animal traction but as human traction is very arduous 
and represents no saving of labour over hoeing, there 
is no good reason for such an assumption', '^ i i s is 
further corroborated by the fact that while pictures of 
human traction appear much latter, the dates for the 
domestication of cattle and first appearance of plough 
are very close. 
There is no archaeological evidence to show that 
plough was used in neolithic Kashmir. But absence of an 
object from a site, is no conclusive evidence *" n show 
its non -e.xi.-1 eiice pa i't i cul ar 1 y in the mois-t clji;/ate of 
Kashmir, where the chances of surviv-i] of any artifact, 
are very low. So wf^- mu?^ In--': for circumstantial 
evidence for or against such an object. 
The presence of harvesters, pounders, querns, 
stone pestle, stone celts, heo and stone axe at the 
archaeological sites of Burzahom and Gufkral gives a 
clear impression of thriving agricultural '.'oiniiiuni ty. 
the cattle too weri- domesticated in the second phj.-je of 
neolithic settlement (1620-1300 B.C.)^ and the con-
tacts with outside world were established. Thus keeping 
1. Ibid, F. 140. 
2. Indian Archaeology (A Review), Excavation at 
Gufkral . 1981-82 , P. 24 . 
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in Tinr^  f^ e agi'i ~ul t ura 1 ac*" ivi t ip'^; ,  •Foreign cnn1'~~''"'^  
and domesticated animal in the late neolithic period in 
Kashmir covin] ed with the proliferation and wide diffu-
sion o ^  plough in regions around K a s h r: i r s u'" ^  a s 
India, China," Iran' and Centra' Asia- - -^  - -
difficult 1-0 believe that the plough w o TI 1 d not have 
been known to Kashmir. 
Another question which Sf^ ^^ ms perl"inent is ^ f"' Vnow 
the source of Kashm.ir plough. But in the abspnc^ of 
cai"egorical information i <" is difficult to answer the 
question, However keeping in view the fact that agri-
cultural tools have remarkably changed little through 
the ages and that an all-wood ploug'": is used in K~shmir 
till date along with the one furnished with iron share 
we can presum=> that all wood plough, which is n n t-
topological1y different from the iron share plough, 
represents th^ -^ m.ost an~ient plough of Kashm"'"-
In order to find out the original home of Kashmiir 
plough it is also necessary to have an idea of the 
plough types used in regions around Kashmir like China, 
Persia and India. So far as the plough types of china 
are concerned they are distinctly different from the 
1. Aniruddha Roy, S.K.Bagchi, "Technology in Ancient 
and Medieval India (Agricultural Technology in 
Medieval India by Harbans Mukhia), P. 112. 
2. Joseph Needham, op.cit. p. 140. 
3. Ibid, P. 140. 
4. Ibid, P. 140. 
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ploughs used in Indian subcontinent as well as Iran. It 
has hardly any element which resembles with that of 
Kashmir plough.Its V shaped cap type plough share, the 
draught beam as well as the stock all are of a differ-
ent type.Both ancient and modern ploughs of china like 
the bow-ard and farm plough are conspicuously differ-
ent from the one used in Kashmir. 
In Persia five different types of plough are 
used. But except one used in c?.spian Province and 
know as gijerr.eh all other are different from the 
traditional plough of Kashmir. They are particularly 
different in stock and the way in which stock and beam 
are joined. The plough used in Caspian province is 
also used in India and south East. It is widely used 
for rice cultivation" and is the most primitive plough 
used in Persia. It is suitably t rirr.nv'i'd tre*;' for): on*^  
branch forms the olouah beam and the tip of the branch 
1. The stone, bronze and iron shares found in China 
are of the V. shaped cap share type. Ibid, P. 155. 
2. Joseph Needham, op.cit, Vol. 6, Part II, P, 165. 
3. Hans E. Wulff, "Traditional Crafts of Persia". P. 
263. 
4. Ibid, P. 263. 
5. While in the Caspian plough the pole and stilt is 
motriced into the stock in other ploughs the 
draught beam is attached on the back extreme of 
stock and the stilt is joined to the draught beam, 
The characteristic differences are generally in 
the way they are joined together and the shape of 
the iron share, Hans. E. Wulff, op.cit. P. 263. 
6. Ibid, P. 263. 
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hook is protected by a socket share. A plough stil': 
with a handle is motriced into the rear of the plough.^ 
This plough takes after the traditional plough of 
Kashmir in every respect. The only difference is that 
the traditional plough of Kashmir has a triangular flat 
share like the one used in India since vedic period." 
While the Caspian plough has a socket type share. This 
can be due to any environmental factor like the scarci-
ty of iron in Kashmir. The fact that it is the earliest 
3 
plough and is mostly used in rice cultivation in Iran 
further strengthens the belief that the plough is of 
Persian origin. But as the plough U/as used in India 
also since ancient times and in this case even the iron 
share used is similar, the possibility of Indian origin, 
of the present Kashmiri pi ough. «I^ FB>7^  too cannot be ruled 
out . 
Nilmata-Puri,na. the earliest surviving written 
source of Kashmir history, written around 6th century 
A,D. attributes the origin of plough to the Hindu God, 
Balarama and regards plough the implement with which 
1. Ibid, P. 263. 
2. "Technology in Ancient and Medieval India", 
op.cit, P. 133. 
3. Hans E. Wulff, op.cit, P. 263. 
4. Nilmata Purana, Annanymous, tr. by Ved Kumar, V. 
172, 174,227. The plough has been attributed a 
mythical origin in many parts of the world apart 
from Kashmir. In China it is attributed to Shen 
Nung h^f-^  he.?.v-vnly Hu.sbandrr;3n v.'hn wif the STi^ e 
emperor and lived ir. the third milenmiurr; B.C. He 
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the Himalaya was broken and the valley, which was 
previously filled with water, was drained off. This 
mythical character, which is attributed to the plough, 
certainly symbolized the antiquity which the plough had 
even in the eyes of 6th century author. 
Rajarangini the 12th century chronicle and the 
most important source of ancient Kayhrnir is a bit more 
informative but certainly not upto our expectations. It 
also refers to the plough in a iuetaphoric manner but 
nonetheless we can draw some valuable information. To 
quote Kalhana "while the people were thus distressed, 
the king threw upto them heavy fines which took away 
their breath, just as if a boulder ( were thrown ) on 
an old bullock which has become worji -out by ( drag-
ging) plough".'' This ani:'l similar other references make 
it clear that plough was very common and ox was the 
animal used for traction. 
The use of animal traction in plough had a deep 
impact on the peasant society. It weded the agriculture 
to stock rearing which became an internal part of the 
peasant culture. The ox became one of the assets of a 
peasant family. It had a deep bearing on their socio-
Continued, 
is said to have taught the people the use of 
plough and cultivation of cereals. Joseph Needham, 
op.cit. Vol. 6, Part II, P. 41. 
1. Nilmata Purana, op.cit, V. 17 2. 
2. Rajataranjii-i of Kalhana, tr. by M. A. Stein, Book 
7, No. 1225. 
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economic status and it demonstlated their economic 
position in the society. This becomes amply clear by 
the remarks made by Kalhana when he advises the King 
how to keep the peasants under control. To quote, 
"Every care should be taken thai there should not be 
left with tlie villagers more food, supply than required 
for one year consumption and more oxen then wanted for 
the tillage of their fields.-^ Another impact of appli-
cation of animal power to plough on society was that it 
led to the partnership of animal team among different 
peasant families. As we know the draught team at least 
consisted of two oxen and it was very expensive for a 
peasant fauuly to lualntain two oxes especially during 
winter, when no pastures were available. Only the well 
to do could afford to have a pair of oxen. Normally 
peasants kept only one ox and made partnership with a 
fellow peasants. Such partnerships still continue. 
An important development in the evolution of 
plough was the use of metal shares, which gave it buth 
strength and sharpness. The metal shares were known in 
India around 1000 B.C. In china the metal shares wore 
well known before 500 B.C. (Chau - period).^ In Kash-
mir we have no direct information again about its early 
use, though metal was known before 500 B.C.But consid-
1. Ibid, Book 4, No. 347. 
2. Technology in Ancient and I'ledieval India, op.cit 
P. 113, D.P. Agarwal suggests that iron was used 
in making th<- plough share around 800 B.C. 
3. Joseph Needham, op.cit. Vol. 6 Part II, P. 155. 
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ering the scarcity of iiietai in Kaslijulr it seems iniprob-
able if it was used in ayricuiture in the pie-Christiai 
era. It needs to be borrie in mind that long after th* 
discovery of siuithing ores and workiiiy of the metal ii 
L'eiiidined a luxury in ii.any .-ILM.; i i; (. j_ c .^  una wab iiic^ Liy u.i.i.'i. 
for military hardware. Ecc^^^c of Ihe scarcity of iroi 
ores this seems true of Kashii.ir also. 
However, with tiie beginning of Christian t^ r^  
metallurgy gradually developed in Kashmir and bronz* 
metallurgy flourished after 6th century A.D. By 9t] 
century A.D. we have definite information about tin 
application of metal lo ayriculLure. The jlh cenlui. 
A.D. Archaeological sites uf Avctntipur has brought ti 
light soiue iron artifacts which include a nuiubc-r o 
agricultural tools like sickle, spade aI'id hoe vjhi c] 
leave no doubt that the metal was used in agriculture.' 
There are also some iron pieces which are being be-
lieved to be plough shares. If the actual plough shar-
has not been found, it is difficult to believe that i 
was not used for when iron had been applied to coiiipara 
tively less important Louis like sp^ide, uljviuusly Ihi 
most important agricultural tools would rioi have re 
mained without it. 
Not only the plough but other small ayricultuia 
tools like spade, sickle and heo also underwent a grea 
improvement with the application of metal. These tool; 
2. 
By oLl i , T t l i c e n t L . r y A . D . Ka 
f 1 '.J u 11 i) h i n g c e n L L e u f L. L u n z c 
Wi i i cn iiUVe s u r v i v e d t o u s i n ij>_j.,j 
S r i P r ' a t a b S i n g h i»iuseuni, S r i n a y a i 
w a s a 
;i. e ilia.'•.! n g 
; u 1 i i i g 0 i i a 111 i J a 
Ao r i n\}] I-iir ^1 'T^^,-}nu>l r.n v / « 7 
do not find any mention in th'=' written sources but 
their continuity uoto our tirr.-^.'^  testifies their use 
during the times when peasant was inor'^  dependent upOtl^  
such tools. The function and importance of th^ s^e tools 
would have been certainly reduct^ -d with the coming uf 
plough as the chief tilling tool but they never turned 
redundant. The heo apart from tilling small patches of 
land performed rome useful functions like weeding, 
earthing up and planting vegetables. Thus their validi-
ty continued part i cul ar •. y in dry-agriculture. The spade 
on the other hand was essentially a digging tool* and 
was useful in irrigation and drainage. It was used for 
digging small awkward patches and vegetable gardens. 
Thus the reason for this long survival of these dif-
ferent primitive agricultural tools lies in their use 
which is complementary not identical. 
With the application of iron to the agriculture, 
smiths became the necessity of every peasant community 
but smiths do not seem* to be the creation of the metal 
but had perhaps a long history as tool markers. As we 
know in many parts of the world stone and bone work-
shops have been discovered from archaeological sites 
that also contained smithies. The former producing 
knives and sickles for the common herd while the latter 
made swords and spears for the nobility. In some 
remote parts of the valley the tradition can be still 
observed, there are some smiths who along with miaking 
iron objects produce excellent bone tools mostlv for 
1. Joseph Neeham, op. cit, p. 134 
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[I] U ordi&acy plough, hul ' icks yoked to the clod cruslcr (5) An i l ' i u sUi l i an dcpict-
ia^ tlie miWiQiK 'ia agcicul tute , the KusLaLa of t ice arid puddlirig (treparing the 
l y i}n. fi-^ M 
jewellary and decorative purposes. The present day 
smith most probably carries with him the legacy of his 
ancient forefather of making bon^ and metal tools 
simultaneous1y. 
The traditional plough still used in Kashmir is of 
various sizes to suit the different type of land, the 
traction animal team and different cropping systems. 
But all the ploughs are typo—1 ogical1y simi1ar-There is 
no dissimilarity except in size. It is a suitably 
trimmed stock which is broad at the back and has a 
pointed front portion. This pointed tip is protected by 
a flat triangular iron share. To this symmetric stock 
is motriced a draught beam, which is usually niad<- 'if a 
single tree branch curved at one end which fits in to 
the stock. It is attached in such a way so that its 
other end suits the average height of the draught team 
and keeps the stock working at even depth with a mini-
mum effort of the plough man. On the back side of the 
stock is motriced a stilh and a handle^ usuall y mad- of 
a single branch. The long draught beam holds a yoke 
which is hitched to it by means of a strong loop made 
from animal hide. This loop runs through a hole or over 
a peg. The yoke is used so that it rests on the should-
ers of the anima 1 s , bet ween neck and the hump, h^l' in 
position by two pairs of yoke pegs and tied around neck 
with bands. The draught beam has a numbers of holes to 
adjust the yoke as per the height of animril. The pi jh 
nan while us'r.n thp plo'.:gh +:ilts it to one side u-!-.-rh 
helps in turning the soil and tills with.^out leaving 
any ridge between the furrows and thus no rross 
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p ] o u g h 1 n c i ;• needed. H - •.: • • •-- ' ' - " i -'^ Mr- ten d ? t - b e 
rectangular. 
III. Crinding and Huskiiuj Tec-rliuol ony 
The grains which had been mar's staple food for 
more than 5000 year-^ . now ar*= n.-;^  readily nsablp for 
eating, but have to undergo dif^-i-nt operations M k e 
husking or pounding and or i riding V.-fore they could be 
used. This is almost impossible without the he'p jf 
tools. The threshing however, does not need much tools 
and it has always been the practice to obtain it either 
with oxen treading it 'n !.>y I'ent i ng with stick.s or on a 
log or stone. The technique has hardly witnessed any 
remarkable change since the early times. But th-^ * g;ind-
ing and pounding need^-d an elaborate tool .'-; y.st em. As 
such it has undergone great r-hanges over the period 
which form an important aspect of the histor-y of ^--ch-
nology. Being concerned with the primary need of man it 
has received due attention. A good deal of the mechani-
cal engineering has been applied to its service. Tt is 
here that we see the first example of the ur.e of iiiani-
mate p o w e r h y d r a u 1 i ^  o )" w i n d , b u t that is a late 
devel opmi--n': . For the rr,ov.-:,.-nt. we a r .- cr.ncerned with 'he 
origin and f-}:e early d'^ v--1 opr •-n! cf grinding ar^ i p '.'r:!-
1. Hans E. Wulf, "Traditional crafts of pr^ -rsia" ' 
278-7 5. At Present the ric-^ an.i! whe.at ar^ mio.'^  
threshed by her. ti-g an lor -• :t;nne while oth. 
crops are generally beafpT witn sticks. 
2. Usher, .'^, . P . "A History of Ma.-hanc-^  a ] Tnv-n t - ' .• 
PIP.'' 
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ing tt^r-hnol ogy . so we hav^- to start- from the ear]i-rt 
and simplest. 
The objects like pestles, querns, pounders and 
mortars found from differ^^nt rrierol i t hi c and neolithic 
sites world over are among the earliest artifacts of 
the human material culture known to us. Their presence 
at sorr.e mesolithic sites had led some to conclude that 
tht^y point to the food production activity at sucK an 
early date.- But this view has been contested by .hany 
archaeologists on the grounds that the specimens found 
are so small in size that they could not have been used 
for grinding corns. They are more like th'^ ' st-ones used 
today to prepare pastes or make pigments. This.of 
course, seems closer to reality but does not: belittle 
their importance in thr- evolution of grinding techr.-.lo-
gy. Their very p r e s e n c e shows that once the human 
beings shifted *--0 food t'r oduct i on the idea ^^ f grinding 
them was already working, of course, on a minute scale. 
This is why that the earliest neolithic sites which 
have revealed the evidence of crop i-ultivation have 
also broug^^ t-r; ligh*: .-:o:n-.- of *: h !•.-•.>:• T- gr::idiiig oi p'.'und-
Sar.kali^i, H.D., Aspects of Indian History and 
archacl ogy (house and habitiation through age.".,^  =^  . 
^ f",- "^ P . 211 (-'!"'-• .'"•. h.av(- '^^ 'en r>-nor('-d frorti s^^veral 
sites in Europe, Central Asia Iran, Iraii, Pal-,s-
tine. Egypt and parts of Africa. They ar-- reported 
from all levels and are m.ade of sand-stone or 
ingenous rock. 
I h -; r]. p '^  1, t^, • 
T V, ^  ,^  p -1 -! r 
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i ng tools.'- Broadly speaking t h>:• querns are of two 
types known as saddle quern and rotary quern. The 
rotary quern is certainly of much latter date so u' 11 
be dealt with afterwards. The saddle qauern goes back 
to mesolittic period" but its form was not the same 
through out. The saddle querns found from mesolithic 
period are very small. During neolithic period they 
gradually grew in size^ and became larger which indi-
cates a greater use. 
The earliest grinding and husking tools found from 
the neolithic sites of Kashmir include stone pounders, 
with grinding marlcs and smoothed surface, stone qu'-rns, 
stone pestle with a rectangular cross section and stone 
ball from Burzahama. Besides a broken unfinished ring 
stone, pounders and querns all made of sandstone, a 
large quern with a depression on the working surface 
have been found from Gufharal . "' Keeping in view the 
cultivation of wheat and barley since the very begin-
ning of human settlements at these sites, there hardly 
remains any doubt that these tools were used -f n r 
1. JuditVi flewcomer, "Ter'},riol ogy in Ancient Wcjrld" 
P.29. also sankalia, op. cit.P.?34 
2. Sankalia, H.D. op.cit, P.235-37; 
3. Ibid - ?'^e-37; 
4. Indian Archaelogy (j\ Review), Exacavation at 
Burzahom, 1968,69, 1976-77; 
5. Indian Archaelogy (A Review), (Excavation at Hufh-
ral) 1981-8 2, P.20-??; 
6. Ibid. P.20-22 also Faraq A. Lone, Maqsooda Khan 
and G.M.Bhat, "Palaeoethnobotany", P.110-14. 
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Ch<ipi«r - li 
pounding or • 
whether the c-: 
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archaeologist whether 'he cjiai..:-- :• 
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morning,-^ as is customary in India including Kashmir 
for certain dishe^S of different kinds of lentil and 
rice. In Egypt also the same custom continues. The 
quern was handled as is shown in f-ic Egyptian statue nf 
the 5th dynasty ( c.2500 B.C. ) see fig> K''\y such a wsy 
of grinding however, will not yeild dry f 1 our . Con.v"-
quently the m.ethod of preparing bread out of it would 
havp been di'^ficult. So for obtaining dry flour prob-
ably large wooden or stone mortars were used. Th*-
saddle quern have been found in use throughout the pre-
historical period. They survive in far East to this 
day and are use4 in scT.e provinces o^ Iran. In Kashrr-.ir 
also one can find their use for small household tasks 
like grinding kajal and some medical herbs which speaks 
about their common use in ancient Kashmir in the ab-
sence of more advanced rotary querns or grinding mi!1^. 
Rotary quern was an important development in 
grinding technology. It appears that rotary mill devel-
oped during second millennium B . C. "^  pairs of millstones 
with matching pivots have been »^il>«' found in Pal-r-
1. Ibid. PP.35-50; 
2. Ibid. PP.35-50; 
3. Ibid. PP. 35-50; 
4. Ibid. PP. 35-50 • 
5 . Han? E . Wi;] f f n^ . 
6. Ibid, P. ?77. 
7. Ibid. P.277; 
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tine.-' But it is not quite clear how these early mills 
were operated. Lynn white believes that the true rotary 
quern is a late development around 1st century A. D. " 
The K-arlif-'T (luern.'^ . v;e-!'M u'or;-,-H w ^' ^ h a r eci pr or-.j t i Mg 
motion.^ The developn'- *: f^ ', i<- rotary rrii 1 ^  is 
still a matter of dispute, wh-^ th'-^ i it developed from 
s a d d 1 r- q n e ; n o ^  grain r u b b -- r . B11 f s C) far it j; f i r •:• t 
appearance is from Greece during 4th century B.C. 
where from it spread to ancient world through the 
armies of Greece and Rome. 
Th'- rotary ^uern w"i^ h vcrtirril peg handlf-- i ' -'* ' 1 1 
widely used in Kashmir. The earliest evidence 1- of 
course from Ra jat arangin: <-welfth century A D . To -y jte 
Kalhana, "In one place low -a.-rte vomen were grindihj in 
hand mills a n]3ss of unr^iprr-ed pearls, tahing the;!! ^ ~r 
white rice corn" . ^  The observation made by Kalhana 
makes it clear that the "hand quern" as it is generally 
called in Kashmir, was very common during the period. 
However it does not mak»^ it rlear whether it wa? .^ -:ed 
with a rotary motion or reciprocating one. But keeping 
in view the antiquity of the rotary quern it seems that 
1. Ibid. P.277; 
2. Lynn Whit^-, "Medieval Technoloav and Social 
Change", P. 145. 
3. Ibid, P, 108. 
4. Hans, E. Wulff, op.cit. P. 2 7 7. 
5 . T^rii l i e s , R . ,1 . , o p , <• j I P . 1 1 '' 
6. Ra jatarangi ni o^ Kal liana tr hv M. A. S^ -^ r-in 
7, No. 1576. 
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the one used in Kashri:- wa- c^ f-h- rotary m o t i o n . 
Considering the fact that the Greeks, famous as Bac-
trian Greeks, ruled the bordering territories of Kash-
mir for a pretty long time since 3rd century B.C. 
Kashmir was profoundly influenced by Greek culture 
owing to intimate contacts.-*• The introduction of rotary 
quern into Kashmir can be attributed with a great 
amonnt^ of -'^-rtainty to thir. (^ontact. 
A furtlier development of rotary quern was the 
applicatioT, of animal power. The rotary mi II , wt.'-'" her 
operated by hand or by animal or activated by wat*^'" is 
essentially the same. In each case the mechani.sm is 
rotary onel A fixed bed stone and a revolving iirper 
stone or runner. The mill driven by animal? d-'velotiMd 
further and began to be operated by water or wind. The 
most primitive from of w.nter mill Ucir. the (^ ref-k f'i!,rn 
often called Norse mill in which a vertical shoft- or 
angle bore at its lower end a small horizontal whet-1 
composed of number of scoops. A shaft passed upwards 
through the lower mill stone by a cross bar spar.r.ing 
the aperture or eye of the stone. .Su'-'h a mill is a''-.o 
call.--d th^ hori r.'--ntal water mi U . "^  Tin P tvr^ o^ mill 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Tarn, W. W. , "G>'eek.' 
15 5. 
B^r't.^ri:. and India" F 
The larg-r type of rot-ary mi ^  ^  was called "n^r^]:. 
arin-Hra" be^aus- -'t wa-? driven by blind folded 
horses, mules or donkeys as Wf^ll a? by slaves. Tt 
represf^nts the first step towards mechanisation of 
thp mi 1 ' . R J. Forbus, op.cit , P^ 144. 
D'M- Wi I M a m a •it. V •-' . I T I 
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reached china during 3rd-4th century A. D. "* It is this 
type of mill which still survives in Kashmir but we do 
not know when it was introduc^^d there. 
In fact we have no evidence of water or animal 
power nse:'l in ancient Kashmir to get a rotary motion. 
One reason why such a revolutionary idea did n'-t -nter 
into the valley can be the absence of any dire con pul-
sion to have water or animal driven flour rr.i 1 1 . A.'- -le 
know cooked rice has been the staple food of Kashn,i;is 
since remote past. So flovir was no basic necessity 
there. The small quantity of flour needed on some 
special occasions could be easily obtained from i"he 
hand querns so common in ancient Kashmir. The assump-
tion is further substantiated by tht^  fact ("lijt -ven 
till recent past there was a tradition of using t}ie 
other cereals like wheat and mair. e in cook"-d *rom 
because in Kashmir it is cooked cereal not the hi-ad 
that makes a meal. 
Since the staple food of Kashmir needs pounding 
not grinding, it was, therefore, not the rotary qu^rrn 
or r o t : w - v - :i. : •  ] hu'- M , ;:• - ,-^  :> i a r d n^-^-tl'v ' h a t a-;.-
needed to make the cereals ready for kitchen. But 
unf ortunat e'! y this basir- piece of machinery, which was 
one of the fundamental needs of evpry peasani" fanily, 
is no—where mentioned in the sources and we have to 
draw upon from, surviving traditional ter-hnolngy of 
Kashmi r. 
1 . Har^ '^ a K . Wu ] f ^  , op , ^- i t . P . 
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-pV,^  nf-stl*^ ' and mortar vjlii^ -h oliviorisly seems the 
natural off-spring of poundinn stone, was till 1'-''t h 
cpntury madr- of wood, thnunh it .ivirjtit- sound stranoe in 
view of the excellent stone -work ancient Kashini ; : .-: 
known far.The basic reason for the absence of st'-m^ 
mortars for husking rice would have been mainly caused 
by the problem of transportation' and the feeble pur-
chasing power of the emaciated peasantry. The present 
day stone moLtars of Ka.shmii would have bi-^ -n Hlnmst 
impossible to transport to di^*erent places ^-onsldering 
the then mo-de of t rar.spo'-t.-: t: on . This can b-^  one "'TI-
pnrtant r.-ison why our ancient niortars were madt- of 
wood. 
In Persia the mortars were also iTiade of bronce^ 
besides wood. However, in Kashmir there is no informa-
tion of bronze mortars. The small mortars still used in 
the kitchen of rriany Kashmiris ar''^  made nf pottery, '^ 'he 
mortars and pestles gradually developed to a rice IT i 11 
operated by water. "^  But in Kashmir no development 
bpyoni.^ . the sinriple mortar and pestle seems to have t?ken 
place at least not during th<^  ancierit period. 
Apart from pound-'no and grinding another crushing 
1. DuriiKj aip'i.'iit ,,nd :;, -d i'• v:i •" I'l'-id ^ •()::' • wi^- l':e 
cliief uin-ans of tran-'ooit I'l.'V i'.''.i::d y this fa';''-'y 
was available only to the localities living on 
river ban,ks . 
2 . Ha:-is , E . Wu 1 f f ,  op . c i t , P . 1'-' "^  . 
3. Ibid, P. 190-91. 
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technique known since remote past was pressing. The 
process was invented to express jui'^e rrom the grapes, 
but later on it was applied to py.t-ract oil from dry 
fruits and oil seeds. In Kashinir grapes and walnuts 
were almost exclusively cultivated for their juice and 
oil respectively. 
'^ he expressing of juice froii- r.oft skinned grripes 
obviously is not much difficult. It could be obtained 
by the simple process of crushing that is putting them 
in a wooden or stone vat and treading or pounding them, 
as is show, in th- an'"'i^ 'nl" FJyp^in;! re!~'ef dated bi^fore 
3000 B. C.-^  But extracting oil froiii walnuts or olivs by 
this method seems very unlikely particularly from the 
olive.'- . 
The earliest pressing tools for this purpose used 
in some ancient civilizations like Egypt about which we 
have more i n f c r-ma t i on . are the bag p r e "'-s and beam 
press. "Jr, f-}:^- bin -•••--'•'• ( -r^ .'hi^  s.-'en^ ^ i :^ nftei. i^e-
p i c t - r ' 1 J) FjyptTiu r-I/r-fc: hi t-:• d 3000 B.C. } , f htr 
opevatior. -"f" wringing th- I'loth " rori'--1's t pd o^ ^'illing 
a cloth v; J t li gi.ipe.-'s or c^ tlier i ngr f-'li en t s arid •"'>! c^i r.n it 
in >--;uc-V i way that the t'.;:- ends en each s:d- ^nf':]•'. ' a 
stick. The two sticks were then turned in opposite 
directions thus expressing the contents by torsion at 
1 • R. T.Fo rbes, op.ci t, P. 13 2. 
2. Ra jatarangi): i ^  op,,-:*-^  B""?': 7 '.'o l^po 
3. R.J.Forbes, op.cit, P. 133. 
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m\ic h h i a h e r r r e s s u r ^ s them cci'.:ld b^ a c h i e v e d by t r -^ad-
i n a " . ^ 
?iniilarly another -^^rrir,!!- ^ • : ni •• : ^ e^ devi:--^  wa: 
beam cress around 2000 B . ••". The ]j>-a.v rresi' aypl; 
principle of lever "one end o£ the bean^ hinged into 
wall or between two stone oil lets the other end is 
drawn down anrJ it is often lodded with h^ -j'/y r.f"iies. 
The middle of the 20-30'' beam pre.?.?es down a packet of 
bags of olives".^ It would have been any such si/riple 
technique e;;.r 1 oyed in :.';.cient Kashmir to extract oil 
from walnuts in the absence of oil press operated by 
animals which is now traditionally used in Kashmir. But 
as wp have no information what or how it war in ancient 
Kashmir we can only speculate. 
I Vi: i P . 
- V, ; 1 
-Ayr 1 cii J ( u / a l Ti-clinol u'jy / T O O 
Uivis>i«i -* it 
f i l l - , ^ , - i • • - , r « i . , ,_ » « , , .^.„ . 
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Textile technology involves two major techniques-
spinning and weaving. Howevef, before discussing the 
techniques a survey of available fibres is necessary. 
Different kinds of fibres originated in different 
1 • 1 1 ' 2 
civilizations - Wool in Mesof olaiia a, silk is China, 
cotton in India"^  and flax and liacn in Egypt. It was 
f 1 0111 these- CL-nLitrs of ci v i 1 i :ia L i uiis th.it Lhe Lechnology 
of these fibres developed and diffused to other parts 
of the world. In Kashmir the fibres used since ancient 
times were wool, hemp,^ linen,' cotton° and silk.' 
1. R. J. Forbus, "Studies m Ancient Technology", 
Vol. IV, P. 5. 
2. Ibid, Vol. IV, P. 49. 
3. R. J. Forbus, op.cit. Vol IV, P. 44; Hans E. 
Wulff, "Traditional Crafts of Persia", P. 167. 
4. R.J,Forbus, op.cit, Vol.iV, P. 27. 
5. Indian Archaeology, (A Review), 1981-62, P. 23. 
6. Rajatarangini of Kalhana, (tr. by M. A. Stem), 
Book 6, No. 298; Book 8, No. 98. 
7. Ibid, Book 7, No. 11, 93-94. 
8. Ibid, Book 8, No. 245. 
9. Nilmata Purana (anonymous, tr. by Ved Kumar) V. 
345-350. Though there is not direct information 
leyardiuy tiie manufacturing of silkun cloLlies m 
the source but the references to its use are 
numerous. 
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WOOL: 
The domestication of shect' yoes back to neolithic 
times-'- and began in Iran, Afghanistan and Baluchistan 
well bc-foi:.r historic tinies. Three species of wild 
sheep seem to have been involved in the domestication 
the iitouflon group such as Ovis Musirnon and Cvis Giit^n-
taJist with horns which usually point inward and char-
acterized by a white saddle patch; the vingneus group 
such as ovis vignei and ovis arkal and finally the 
Orgali group such as ovis am/non aid ovis poll of dark 
-J 
Grey colour and with strongly spiralled horns. Traces 
of wool from these varitics and crossbreeds uf tlicse 
species have been found in Persia, Mesopotauda, Egypt 
and northern Europe. 
In Kashmir the ovis or i ental is of the moufJon 
group, with horns which usually point inwards and 
cliaracter i Zed by a white saddle patch, was one ot the 
promia.-ut wild animals during the first period of 
neolithic settlement at Gufktal (period lA) Jat-:-.! by 
r 
carbon 14 metliod to about 2100 B.C.'' II wa.^  Lh^iu..-;: t, i--
cated ill the next phase (period IB) dated to about 1570 
1. R.J.Forbus, op.cit; Vol. IV, P. 21. 
2. Ibid, P.2. 
3. Ibid, P. 2; Hans E. Wulff. op.cit, P. 177. 
4. Hans E. Wulff, op.cit, P. 177. 
5. Indian Ar chaeocol og y (A Kevie,.;, op.L^it, F. 13. 
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B.C.-'- The other diiiiualh; duii.csticated during the peiiod 
were goat (capra hircus) and cattle. Specimens m -
dicate that the sheep was of a smaller size. The 
domestication of sheep and goat can be with great 
probability attributed to the necessity of obtaining 
wool . 
Wool was in all probability the first fiber woven 
into cloth. In Iran woven sheep wool and goats hair 
has been found which dates lack to 6500 B. C.-^  Even in 
regions of hot climate like Egypt wool seems to have 
been the earliest fibre used** Babylonia of the times 
of Hammurabi (1948-1905 B.C.) was called the land of 
wool and had already two main breeds, a sheep for wool 
and sheep mainly grown for its meat. Whatever the 
actual state of origin in other parts of the world, 
wool is undoubtedly oldest fibre used in Kashmir^ and 
the sheep domesticated in neolithic period has esseii-
1. Ibid, p. 20. 
2. Ibid, P. 20. 
3. Hans E. Wulff, op.cit, P. 173. 
4 . ba 1 1 J o I nj<\ and b 1 uu wool hu v u buun I ouuli J 11 
Egypt which date back to 2000 B.C. It was during 
the early dynastic period when linen seems to have 
displaced wool for climateological and religious 
reasons. R.J.Forbus, op.cit, Vol. Iv, P. 4-5. 
5. Hans E. Wulff, op.cit, P. 177. 
6. The information of wool and its weaving predates 
by immense time to the use of other fabres while 
the wool is reported from neolithic times the 
other fibres only find mention in the literary 
sources of first millennium A.D. See Indian 
Archzeology (A Review), 1981-82, P. 21. 
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tially been reared, thiuaghoul the history for rts 
wool. FoL cl iatol ogi';al Lcason^; woul leiuaiaed the most 
dominant fibre in the eiit i re tc-.tile history of Kash-
mir . 
Initially inan could nut drsci iininate between hair 
and wool. In ancient Egypt, haii of goats even of wild 
one's and camel was also used for making cloth. Wool 
differs from hair in its scaly surface structure wliich 
accounts for its felting properties. It has the same 
chemical coaipusition as horn biit oontains same 40% of 
natural grease. Wool was definetely regarded as a type 
of hair and hair of goats, mountain goats and ibex is 
some-tiines mentioned a proper material for weaving.*" 
This seems true of neolithic Kashmir also because most 
of the above mentioned animals were among the earliest 
domesticated in Kashmir.'-' This is furthei substan-
tiated by the fact that even today hair of horses, 
goats and even human hair is used for vuaking ropes in 
some Lemote areas of Kashmir. 
Till the advent of n-'etal wool was obtained from 
the sheep by plucking. The plucking was most likely 
done by a comb with teeth. ^  We have no i n f o rina t i on 
1. R.J.foibus, op.cLt, P. G. 
2. Ibid, F. 6. 
3. Indian Archaecology (A t-view), 1981-82, P.21-22. 
4. R. J. Forbus, op.cit, P. 8. 
5. Ibid, P.3. 
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about this method of getting wool li^  Kashmii. but until 
new evidence comes to light we may presume that some 
process very close to it must have been used in early 
Kashmir. Plucking gave a low quality wool in turfs. It 
was only with the invention of iron shear, which is 
believed to have been invented during iron aye around 
1000 B.C., that the wool was obtained in fleece. It 
also increased the quantity of wool. In Kashmir the 
iron shear must have been in use during ancient period, 
because the sources tell us about the use of scissors 
in Kashmir so the iron shear which is very akin to it 
must have been in use. This is also indicated by the 
large quantity of wool which was sold and purchased in 
ancient Kashmir which shows that the production of 
wool was good. 
About the subsequent process of fibre preparation, 
we have no contemporary evidence. However, the tradi-
tional technique that survives upto the present times 
may generally hold good for ancient Kashmir too as this 
is the simplest probable one. This technique obtained 
in other civilizations bordering Kashmir since very 
early times. Moreover we do not find any mention of 
1. Ibid, P.8. 
2. Rajatarangini, op.cit, Book 7, No. 852. 
3. Wool is among a few items whose rate is provided 
by Kalhana. According to the author one Paula of 
wool was sold at six dinners but this was the 
faiuine price when the price of rice had risen from 
200 to 500 dinners per kourver. So the normal 
price would have been very low, Ra jtarangmi, 
op.cit. Book 7, No. 1221. 
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that foil owed. 
Like other parts of the world-*- tlie sheep is shurn 
twice a y<rai. It was usual to w,ash tlie slieep before 
shearing. The shearing takes place in Autumn and 
Spring. The wool got in Autumn is long and is used 
generally for wrap threads while that of Spring is spun 
for weft. The wool, after it is obtained frou; the 
sheep, has to pass througli many up^ratioii before it is 
ready Cui ;;p.L nni ng . 
To make it ready much attention is paid to free it 
from dust and foreign substance. The next task is 
cleaning and separating the wool for which a quantity 
of husked rice is steeped in clean water for a day and 
night or longer, uxitill it becoides soft. Then it is 
ground or biuised upon a stune slab to fine i l l . 
Thin layers of this floui and wool ate laid altetuutely 
and squeezed with the liand untill they ate cuiup i .-1 e 1 y 
interniixed. A little water may be occasionally spLin-
kled over the heap if the climate is hot and dry, else 
it is not needed. After being treated thvs for about 
an hour, the flour is shaken out, the wool opened and 
torn to pi'.'es chiefly by the nails and ii;adc inl^ ooiiic-
• wliat square thin elastic pads 'jailed tua.bu. In this 
process, which is called veciiciiawuij, the Secoiid wuul is 
e x t l i c a l e d . Tile tujilbu is then Wulked into a tlilji [lat 
rowing about half a yard long called jnaid. The lu^ld is 
1. R.J. Forbus, P. 5. 
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folded up to the siiie of I umbu and deposited in a deep 
pot. Thus it becomes ready for spinning. 
The process of krffeding (vechenawun) was also done 
with a comb and hence called combing. But we have no 
information about its earliest use in Kashmir. The 
comb consists of a base (Payeh) on* the ends of which 
the comber puts his feet to keep it firm while sitting. 
In the middle of this base is firmly mounted an upright 
flat wooden piece about two feet high which holdi'two 
rows of sharp steel teeth ^dandeh). The comber takes 
a small quantity of wool into her hands draws it into 
the teeth and by putting her hands apart separates the 
fibres. If necessary she repeats the process several 
times untill the fibres are more or less parallel. The 
combing operation does not break the fibre. But in 
spite of the invention and introduction of this new 
device for kneedmg the kneeding by hand cunLiuued dud 
remained more common. 
There is yet another device used for loosening of 
tangled fibres, that is the bowing. But in Kashmir it 
was predomiaant1y used in cotton while wool was prefer-
ably knei^ded with handii or comb (because it gives 
parallel fibres and does not break the fibre). Hence 
its description will be dgff^rred till its proper place. 
William Moorcraft, "Travels in the Himalayan 
Provinces of Hindustan and the Punjab, Ladakh and 
Kashmir. In Persia, Kabul, Kunduz and Bokhara, P. 
169. 
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COTTON: 
A r e l a t i v e l y X'ieW COiuc-I t ^' K u i i l i i l 
nioiily used textile fibte- i^- cotton {Goa^ypuiih Hciba-
ceum) . Its original houie was undoubtedly the ludus 
valley civilization and its Sanskrit name "Kaipas" is 
still L'etained with little vaiiuLiun as "Karbas",in 
P e r s i a n , " K i r p d s " , i n H c - b l c W , " C i i j b u s a i . " , i n G r e e k , 
"Carbasus", in Latin, arid Kapas rn Kashmir. The earli-
est cotton fibre found at MoJianjodaro has beeii dated 
bad; to 3CC0 B.C." It was ]jr esuiuabl _»' used over whole 
area inhabited by Harappan people up to ISOOfr E. C. "^  
It was also traded abroad, for a cotton fibre bearing a 
seal impressed with Indus valley stamp has been recov-
ered from a prehistoric site in Iraq. It reached 
Middle East before 700 B.C.' In Cliina ai cliueu 1 oy i ca 1 
evidence dates from late Hun Iniies (200 B.C. Lo 250 
A.D.; wiiile textual evidence can be found iii the his-
tory uf Liaag dynasty (502 A.D. to S56 A. C . } "' 
In Kashitiir thouyh the Neolithic culture vVas cun-
teiiiporary to the Harappan culture, no ar chaeol ogi ca 1 
-L • rl a ii S r^  . VJ U 1 1- I , ;^ p . C i. L , r . 1 /' o ,' R . J . I'' o L O Li L' , 
o p . c r l . P . 4 4 . 
^ . K a 11 s K . W u 1 f f , o p . c J. L , h . 1 7 b . 
3 . I b i d , P . 1 7 8 . 
4 . I b i d , r. 1 7 b . 
5 . I b i d , r . 1 7 8 . 
5 . J o s e p h N e e l i a m , " S c i e n c e diid ' ' i V i 1 i £ a t i oil i l l 
C h i n a " , V o l . IX, r . : . '3. 
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evide^e has been found yet. And as there seems no 
link existing between the two cultutes its introduction 
by then is improbable. So far as the textual evidence 
is concerned our earliest literary sources which are 
not earlier than the 6th ccutury A.D. speak about its 
use-'- and by then it was widely used indicating a long 
establishment in Kashmir. The introduction of cotton 
can be at least pushed back to the first centuries of 
Christian era. When Kashmir was a part of great 
Kushan empire along-with the home of cotton the Indus, 
It is also presumable because by then the cotton tree 
had spread to Central Asia and China'^ through the 
silk route and Kashmir obviously could not have re-
mained uninfluenced by it. 
The cotton plant (gossypuim herbaceum) of Kashrnir 
which has now become extinct is a short annual plant 
about two feet high. The sowing takes place at the end 
of April. Its cultivation was made not only for fibre 
but also for its seeds from which oil and an excellent 
food for animal was obtained.'^ We have no textual or 
pictorial evidence about the preparation of fibre but 
it could not have been much different from that of i8th 
and 19th centuries as the process continued with little 
change. So we can draw upon the accounts of subsequent 
1. Rajataranyini, op.ciL, Book 0, No. 245, Di . MoLi 
Chandra"Costums, Textiles, Cosmetics and Coiftute 
in Ancient and Medieval India", PP. 105-8. 
2. Joseph Needham, op.cit, Vol. IX, P, 59. 
3. Watter, R. Lawrence, "Valley of Kashmir", P. 341. 
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tinges and the one used in India 'th« home of cotton' 
since ancient tiiries. 
The preparation of cotton fibte to make i_t ready 
for spinniny involves twu functiunj the scpai-citioa of 
cotton from the seed and loosening uf the fibre. For 
the Separation^ Seed the lia L Ve;^  t ed cuttun was left in 
the sun for few days to facilitate the separation of 
seeds. The separation was done through various means. 
In India thii has been traditionally done by two meth-
ods - the roller" au' the board and the cotton gin 
(Charkhi). Both appear to be of ancient origin. The 
simpler method that is the roller and tlie board was 
present in all the ancient civilizations." The toller 
used to be cylindrical was worked with hands on a flat 
board. But sofar we have no evidence of it in Kashinir. 
An improvement over this was the use of cottoii-yin 
whicii is believed to be of Indian origin as it is 
chiefly related to cotton.'^ The device involves paral-
lel w or ill gear systerii so that the rollers, i^arts of 
whose sides enmesh against each other, turn in opposite 
direction. The cutlon is inserted between the ioilers 
to separate the fibre from the seed. Tiie pctiallel worm 
Aniruddlia Roy, S.K. Eagchi , "Techi. 
and MeJieval India 
depicted in Ajaiita 
Alam", P. 130. 
olog. ii Anci ent 
(An articlr:, "Te>. L.Ie LOOIJ aS 
wi.id Mughal Paintings, by Ishrat 
2. Ibid, P. 130. 
3. Irfan Habib, " Medieval Technology Exchange 
between India and Islamic World", Aligarh Journal 
of Oriental Studies, 198^), Aligarh, P. 214. 
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gear is found only in Indian cultural area. Its use 
in ancient India is establisljeu by its depiction in 
Ajanta fresco. The crank handle is quite reasonably 
absent since the crank is a very late couier in technol-
ogy. The Islamic world lecL-ived the cotton-gin eatiier 
than Cliina."^  For Clmia tht; fir.-^ L evidence comcs froin 
1400 A. D. "^  But the cotton yin found in the Islamic 
world and China lacked the parallel worm gearing. 
Irfan Habib believer that the double rollers were 
imported fiom India but the worm gearing was lost in 
the transition which is not luuch coiwincing. It is 
probable that the coLlu/i-gin v.ithout parrel- worm gear 
may have an indepeiideiit OL'iyin. 
In Kashmir the first textual evidence to the use 
of cotton gin (kaid yender) is from IBtii century mystic 
poetess Lala-Ded'^ who mentions both cotton gin and bow 
(Duni) as a metaphor, who says: s ^ f / >'"^  
\.V.'Y> 
^^/\jy^,p')jj>/^ '^^'h'(/^r^'^ 
I, Liia, Sct'LOL't.'! IlKc a COttcn tIcWcL' hcfin^ to 11 JC:u 
The gin (Raid) aiid caider(dhuri) gave luc blchi Laid 
Then I was streiched a.", a new hcidleUaij) ti^i.t 
To me got su5pciidtd(wcavcri) fcoL in the weavcis IOGK,. 
4 
5 
Ibid, P. 214. 
Ibid, F. 214. 
Ibid, F. 214. 
Ibid, F. 214. 
Lai Ded (Urdu), J c. K C u l t u r a l rtcaaei(,y , r . i!^d 
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Reading these verses one can safely establish that 
by 14th century the cotton/gin had spread in different 
parts uf Kashmir. This is further substantiated by the 
f..:''. that it had already spread thi. ougiiout Central Asia 
with wliich Kashmir had vc-iy close cunlacts. Thouyh we 
have ao information about the type of device but it 
couldn't have been different from the one which still 
ligers on in Kashmir because even the present one is of 
the sirnplist kind like the one used in iriedieval 
P e r s i a . •'• 
The cotton/gin of Kashmir is a siiiiple roller 
without any gear system. It is simply Iwu horinunLal 
rollers placed betweeii two Vertical columns botli fixed 
to a liori£.ontal base. The rollers aie turned by two 
crank handles from two opposite sides by two persons in 
such a way so that they turn against each other. The 
man turning the crank on the right side inserts the 
cotton wj.th other hand which comes out fiuiu the other 
side leaving the seeds behind. The devices is pcihaps 
same about which Wulf/'savo, "that d rotary ci auk dLiven 
device IS described b} a i9th tiaVeJJei- In Ii'dli".^' 
Nothing can perhaps better explain the closeness 
of Kashmir with Central Asia during the sultans and the 
1. Hans E. Wulff, op.cit, P.18. 
^ • 1 0 1 a , r . J. o , 
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complete lack of cultural contact with India than the 
coming of cotton gin. Because looking from the typolog-
ical point there hardly remains any doubt that the 
cotton gin came from Central Asia or Iran. The fact 
that the Indian version was more developed and labour 
saving than its Central Asia counterpart but still the 
latter one finds entrance to Kashmir shows the lack of 
contact which Kashmir had with India. 
After ginning the next important operation is the 
loosening of the cotton fibre. The most primitive 
method for achieving this was beating with a stick 
(scutching) but beating has its own hazards as it 
breaks the fibre. A ntw device was invented that is 
the bow string device where by the knots of the fibre 
were opened by the vibration of the string thus loosen-
ing and separating the fibre instead of scutching. The 
bow was in use in India in the first century of chris-
tian era and according to ^orbus it was known to pre-
historic Europe.-^ In Kashmir the first evidence is from 
15th century which seems very late.'^ It must have 
been used in Kashmir since early times, as ancient 
Kashmir at different tiiwes formed a part of vast empire 
that included interalia both India and Kashmir. The 
1. Aniruddha Roy, S.K, Bagchi, op.cit, P. 130. 
2. The first textual reference in India may be traced 
in one of the Jatakas where one reads as "a 
women's bow for carding cotton", P. 1321. 
3. R.J. Forbus, op.cit, p. 11. 
4. Lai Ded, op.cit, P. 158. 
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bow of Kashmir both ethunological1y and typologically 
shows Indian origin. Its noinencl at ure is the same as 
in India. It is possible that it came alonj uith 
cotton froiri India. 
The bow string device is Cc-^ 'e'- -bun, in Kashmir 
dhunia in India and the process uf bowing is called 
dhunun in Kashmir and dhunna in India. 
The bast fibres: 
F 1 a u t s ilia inly used for textile XJ L u d u c L i ^. n i n 
ancient Kashmir were hemp- {Cannabis Sativa) and flax 
(Linuin usitatissimum). There were other plants also 
5 5 like Brich bark (Betula utiiis) but these were act in 
much use and the quality of cloth was not good. 
Hemp (caiinalies sativa) or the 'bhung' in Kashndri 
originated in Central Asia. The plant is a descendent 
of an outbreed wild ancestor which does not seem to 
Aniruddha Roy, S.K. Bagchi, up.cit, P. 132. 
Rajtarangini, op.cit, Book 6, No. 298: Boub 3, Uo. 
98. 
Tbid, Bouk 7, Nu. 1193-9'! thougli thete ir, no 
diifCl teleiencu to shew thai Lhusc LibLus ui hump 
and flax were prepared but tlie abundance of their 
woven cluth and tlicii use till present for ropes 
e s t a b l i s h e s it without doubt that IL>-.- plants Wete 
used for fibres. To quote Kalh^i.a, "ii. the 
MadhuiiialL, the linen cloth abandoned by inen 
appeared like rows of ghees", Bouk 7, No. 119: 
- J. v' e i 
Joseph Needham, op.cit, Vol. i >., P i .i . 
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have sutvived. 
In Kashmir the plant grows wild and its cloth is 
mentioned in earliest literary sources of Kashmir." It 
was till recent times cultivated though only for making 
ropes and paper. It is still cultivated in some remote 
areas mainly for Hasish (a psychotomimetic drug). 
LINEN: 
The next important fibre plant was flax (linum 
usitatissimum) 'Alish' in Kashmiri and 'atasi' in 
Sanskrit. Nowadays mostly cultivated for its seed for 
extracting oil. But in ancient Kashmir it was essen-
tially cultivated for fibre."^ The flax or linen had 
been one of the prominent fibres of Kashmir. Its 
description in the Sanskrit sources indicates that it 
was widely used for a variety of fabries. Kautilya 
also mentions 'atasi' jas a fibre yielding plant and 
mentions Ksauma as high quality cloth made of it. 
Ksauma was also an important fabre of ancient Kashmir.° 
1. Ibid, P. 23. 
2. Rajatarangini, op.cit, Book 6, No. 298; Book 8, 
No. 98. 
3. Ibid, vii, 1193. 
4. Moti Chandra, op.cit, PF. 105-10. 
5. Haripada Chakriborti, Textiles in India (33 B.C. 
300 A.D.), Journal of Indian History (Golden 
Jubilc-e volume;) P. 6S-66. 
6 . H u t l C l i o i n d i a , O p . C l L , P . l O L . . 
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Linen originat-d fruu. Wcst Asia but we do not know 
that what part of western Asia was i'.-, .^ -ible for the 
discovery and working oi fibre of flax. It was 
widely known by tlie time of HeroduLu:.- in 600 B.C. The 
Seed deposits dated back tt 2000 B.C. liave been found 
in Egypt.'^ Its seed was _uiuc tiiiiei. used for food also. 
Its stem was till sccanl times u.scd for basketry in 
Kashmir. 
We have no available information about the prepa-
ration of separating the linen fibres from flax stalks. 
So in order to get an idea about the technique it seems 
pertinent to refer the one 111 a t was in u s c i. 11 the 
neighboring world. To quote Forbus, "Tlie opfiatiun of 
separating tiie linen Libre troih Llax stalks liave 
clianged little tli rough the centuries.... The flax 
st^alks (after they are pulled) arc then bound iii beets 
and put up into stooks to dry. Rippling with a big 
toothed comb serves to remove the balls. Then follows 
the operation of retting by iiiimersing in water and 
holding them down with a stone. By bacteriological 
decoiiipos i t i on which last.; 5-15 days the fibres are 
detached [ 1 uiii the Woody cole - after drying I he ...Calks 
are then drawn over the edge of a stone or beaten with 
a wooden mallet to detach the wooden parts fiun, the 
fibre. Next follows skutchinl^ that is the wooden 
parts are beaten out of the fibres by hanging hunks of 
1. R.J.E'orbus, op.cit, F. 2 7 
2. Ibid, P. 27. 
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flax over a wooden board in position and holding them 
with one hand, the other t^ielding a wooden skutching 
blade and beating the hunks. The ci;ude flax is then 
refined by roughing and hackling. This procedure diff-
ers little from that of antiqui ty" . •'• 
SILK: 
Silk is one of the earliest fibres woven into 
cloth. Its original home is undoubtedly China where 
both silk reeling and silk spinning flourished during 
the Chau times (1030 to 722 B.C).'^ Broadly speaking 
silk is of two kinds - wild silk and pure silk. Wild 
silk is product of silk worm feeding on leaves of the 
forest trees. Pure silk is the product of mulberry 
silkworm. The cocoons of silk are generally unreeled 
and an endless thread of 700 to 900 m in length is 
obtained. But the product of some kinds of cocoons 
like the Eri Cocoons is spun and not reeled. 
In Kashmir the silken textiles have since ancient 
time been considered the most elegant only fit for the 
royal house. Our earliest written sources refer to it 
with all the praises. Nilmatpuran while refering to 
its use says "adorned with a garment like the lighten-
1. Ibid, P. 28. 
2. Joseph Needham, Vol. 9, P. 348. 
3. Haripada Chakriborti, op.cit, P. 72 
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ing and China silk resembling the rays of the moon". •'• 
Jonaraja the fifteenth cci.tiuy chruniclcr regards it as 
an emblem of rcyal favour."^ 
However, it seems that the silk was not produced 
in Kashmii but was an impurted iLein. The written 
sources refer to it as China silk cinansuka which 
indicates that it was iiaported from China. The earli-
est textual evidence of silk production in Kashmir is 
not before Zainul-abi-Din (1470 - 1520 A.D > 't 
SPINNING 
The ait of spinniiitj is indeed very old. Our 
earliest known languages show a good nun.ber of words 
related with the spinning. Sewing was already a fine 
art when ruan used leather throngs and sttunds of sin-
ews, some of them twisted in the palaeclithic age.^ A 
lot has been said about the origin of spinning but that 
is mostly conjecture. We do not know exactly how, when 
and where it originated. It remains to be seen whether 
it has a single place of origin or developed in differ-
1. Nilmata Purana, op.cit, P. 72. 
2. Rajataiangini of Jon^rja, tr. by J.C.DuLL,P.137 
3. Nilmata Purana, op.cit, Vol. 335. 
4. Jonraja, op.cit, P. 
5. R. J. Forbus, "Studies in Ancient Technology", 
Vol. IV, F. 14 9. 
C. I'-!, iv, P. 149. 
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ent parts of the world independently. It is only 
presumed that different areas discovered the spinning 
properties of different fibres independently what 
ever the origin, one thing can be said with certainly 
that the earliest spinning was done by twisting the 
fibre by the hands. 
Spinning proper is the formation of a continuous 
thread by drawing out and twisting fibres. The twist-
ing is the all important operation in spinning. By 
twisting fibres are pressed together and interlinked by 
means of irregularities on their surface. It has been 
observed that fibres when moistened start rotating in a 
certain direction during drying. This direction or 
spiral deposition put into a yarn is called the twist. 
It is either in the right direction (Z spum) or left 
direction (S spun). That is if viewed from the above 
the movement of the spindle is clock-wise the resulting 
thread will have spirals conforming to the central part 
of letter Z and is referred to as Z spun and if the 
movement of the spindle is anti clock-wise the result-
ing thread will have spirals conforming to the central 
part of letter S and will be referred to dt. S spun. 
We do not know how man discovered this, but the earli-
est threadi. have been found spun <iu per then spuming 
1. Ibid, iv, P. 149. 
2. Ibid, iv, P. 150. 
3. Joseph Needham, Science and Civilization m 
China", Vol. V, 9, P.64; R.J. Forbus, op.cit, iv, 
P. 150. 
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properties e.g. Linen i ^  a fibre w i t hi the spinning 
properties lu the left direction and this rjas the 
general spinning pattern m Egypt and Mesopotamia. 
Hand-made cords arc the f ortv-1. unners of all spin-
ning and their earliest evidence _^ the pottery with 
cord impressions. Tlie technique of decorating pottery 
with cord marks is most probably of Far Eastern origin 
and is one of the oldest types of such decoration in 
the wor Id-at uuad 3000/BC.'' The earliest ceramics 
everywhere in Asia are charactei i zed by cord luarks. In 
Kashiidt alsu tlie car lies I luiuwn pullcLy is marked with 
cord impression which speak about spinning at this 
earliest stage. However, the cord marked pottery 
only indicates the spinriing but does not point to the 
technique involved there in. 
Spinning with implements: The liand spun thread 
was wound on a stick, which is believed to have led to 
the spiiiniiij by a stick. In thi::. prucesi, a hooked 
stick was held in the right hand and the left hand 
draws a few fibres which are attached to a huok on the 
e n d o f t h e : ^ t i c i . w l l i c h l i i t l i e n I w i o t e d . T h i . : . . . . l l c k 
seems to have afterwards shaped the future history of 
1. R.J.Forbus, c^  . ;-; ^  , P. 150-51. 
2. Joseph Needham, op.cit, V(9), F. CI. 
3. The earliest known decoration of pottery in Kash-
mir ii, of mat and curd iidpreSbiun found fioui the 
neolithic site of Gufkral. Indian ALchaeolwgy (A 
review), 1981-82, P. 23. 
4. R.J. For bus, op.cit, iv, P. 152. 
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spinning as it led to one of the must important inven-
tions in the spinning technology -- the hand spindle. 
Much has been said about how this happened which seems 
logically convincing but is not suppoL'ted by any 
factual evidence. It is generally believed that a 
simple stick is difficult to work and from an economic 
point of view very inefficient. People may have, there-
fore, experienced with a spindle rod and finally they 
must have teali'^ed that it lacked the uecessaty weight 
for easier and faster rotation. Whatever the truth it 
came about that a weight normally a disc shaped round 
whorl, made of bone, wood, stone or pottery acted as a 
revolving mass like a flywheel. The whorl had a hole 
perforated in its centre to fix it to the spindle rod 
and thus the hand spindle had been invented. 
With the invention of hand spindle it became, for 
the first time, possible for man to produce continuous 
yarn of equal fineness. Its usefulness can be no way 
better explained than by the fact that it served human-
ity as the most important spinning device from neo-
lithic to Industrial revolution. Even with the inven-
tion of spinning wheel it continued to play an import-
ant part in the spinning process.'' This importance 
and long survival is because of soinc inherent advantag-
1 . I b i d , P . 1 5 2 . 
2 . I b i d , P . 1 5 2 . 
3 . I b i d , P . 1 5 2 . 
4 . I b i d , P . 1 5 3 . 
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es in the hand spindle. It is a simple device, easy to 
make and can be operated anywhere in any position -
sitting, standing and walking and above all can produce 
yarn of extreme five quality. In fact even after the 
invention of spinning wheel the wrap threads, which 
need to be stronger were for long, spun by hand 
spindle and it survives still for doubling threads. 
Usually there are two possible ways of showing 
that hand spindle spinning techniques were used in 
neolithic cultures, either by finding the spindle whorl 
or actual spun yarn mostly woven into fabrics, ^owever, 
it is the spindle whorls particularly those made of 
*^ o''-''y and stone - with greater chances of survival 
which provide us most of the information about our 
early textile technology. Spindle whorls dating back 
to 3000 B.C. have been found in different parts of the 
world. In Kashmir our earliest information is from 
2nd millennium B.C. The whorls have been found at the 
neolithic site of Gufkral (1570 B.C.).^ The whorls are 
made of stone and terracotta with medium to large size 
holes. The wooden whorls must have been in use but 
because of being perishable particularly in the wet 
climate of Kashmir, they have not survived to us. In 
fact in the latter times all the whorls were made of 
1. Joseph, Needham, op.coit. Vol. 2(9) P. 71, Stone 
Spindle whorls were found in telailat Ghassul 
Palestine dated about 3000 B.C. From Egypt of the 
same tiuie and in China 4460 B.C 
2. Indian Archaeology(A Review) 1981-82, P. 23. 
3. Ibid, P. 23. 
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wood that is perhaps why we have not encountered stone 
and terracotta whorls after the Neolithic period. In 
neolithic Kashmir hand spindle was still valued as a 
cultural object. That is why it was made of variety of 
materials and shapes. Afterwards when it lost its 
cultural importance and remained a mere technical 
device, its efficiency remained only concern for its 
maker and it does not mirror any cultural attachment. 
It is perhaps this loss of cultural importance that our 
early literary sources make no mention of the device 
and in absence of any specific work on technology there 
is no written information available about the hand 
spindl e. •'• 
The hand spindle during the early period were 
operated in many ways but we have no information about 
the type of hand spindle used during our period. We 
can however d^aw from methods used around Kashmir. The 
Egyptian tomb pictures of Bani Hassan (2000-1700 
B.C.)provide several methods of spinning by hand spin-
dle.^ 
The grasped spindle spinning method: In this 
method the whorl is grasped by both the hands and 
rotated-H.'his produces a coarse uneven yarn. 
1. The hand spindle is not mentioned in aijy of the 
written works of ancient Kashiuir. 
2. R.J. Forbus, op.cit, iv, P. 154. 
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The supported spindle spiuniay lueLhod: 
In this method the spindle is rolled on thigh and 
drawing out of the fibre is done between the hands. 
The method is the direct fore - runner of the next 
method. 
The suspended or tlie dropped spiiidle spinning 
method: In this method fibres placed on the distaff or 
in a basket are drawn out fastened to the spindle and 
caught under a hook. The feeding is done regularly 
while the spindle rotates. Rotation is done by hand 
the spindle is dropped and allowed to swing the dropped 
spindle spinning uses increased - .turn of the whorl 
and in this way a fine and even yarn was obtained."^ The 
suspended spindle spinning was also known in Hcditeita-
nean antiquity and can be seen from pictures on vases.'^ 
It is this method of spinning which was in vogue in 
ancient and medieval world including Kashmir. Though 
there is no direct information to show tliat such a 
spinning was known in ancient Kashmir but keeping in 
view the antiquity of spindle whorls found from the 
neolithic sites of Kashmir and its development in otlier 
parts around Kashmir.-^ It can be said almost with 
certaini-.y that the suspended spindle spiiining would 
have been practiced already in late neolithic period. 
1. Ibid, P. 154. 
2. Joseph, Needham, op.cit, v. (9), P. 73 
3. Ibid, P. 73. 
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Consideriay the high quality cloth, ancient Kashmir is 
known far, it can be safely established that the spin-
ning was done by suspended spindle method because in 
the absence of spinning wheels there was no other 
device with which such a fine thread could have been 
produced. 
The spindle whorls recovered from the first phase 
of neolithic site of Gufkral had large holes which 
indicate that the thread produced would have been 
coarse. But the whorls obtained from the succeeding 
phase (1470 B.C)-'- were with medium size holes. This 
leads to infer that the hand spindle was still in the 
stage of evolution but was progressing towards stan-
dardization. The quality of yarn produced by the hand-
spindle spinning depends upon the shape and size of 
whorl. The perforation for the spindle should be 
exactly at the centre otlicrwise it will wobble. Whorls 
of small size give finer yarn because its frequency of 
rotation is higher while the large whorls have longer 
run when turned once but its frequency of rotation is 
1ower. 
l-'tuiii neolithic tiiiit-'i. onwards hand bpindle wdiJ the 
chief spinning device in Kashmir. It was only with the 
coming of a more economic competitor^spinning wheel 
that the iiuportanct; of hand spindle was relegated to 
second position as a spinning device though even then 
it did not turn useless. But as the spinning wheel is 
Indian Archaecology (A Review), lySl-82, P. 23 
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a late development. Tlieie is no solid evideucc of it 
before thiilcenth centuiy froai Indian subcontinent. 
Hand spindle served tlie textile industry as the chief 
spinning device. However, its method of working is 
nowhere mentioned in the literacy sources but it ob-
viously could not have been different from the one 
still in practice. Nowadays the hand spindle is only 
used for doubling the threads in the traditional cloth 
manufacturing. For doubling heavier whorls are needed 
so the whorls used for spiiining would have been smaller 
i fi size. 
A stick 2-3 feet long called distaff also played 
an important role in the hand spindle spinning. It 
was used to hold prepared fibres from which the thread 
is spun. The distaff is held under the left arm of the 
operator if moving and kept on a stand if the operator 
is sitting to leave the arm of the operator free. In 
Kashmir it does not seem to have in common use, for 
which there are some obvious reasons. The distaff was 
generally used for long fibres such as flax which was 
used in a very small quantity in Kashmir, the most 
dominant fibre being wool. Finally the spinning in 
Kashmir lias been mostly an indoor activity confined to 
the winter season when no agricultural work wai, to be 
attended. Thus the need of a distaff was not felt. 
The prepared fibres were kept in a basket or a pot. 
1. Distaff has been an important member of the 
spinning industry almost found every where 
alongwith hand spindle, R.J. Forbus, op.cit, iv, 
P. 153. 
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Ail idea of the quality of y a m produced by hand 
spindlt! spinning can be had ftoin the fact that even 
after the introduction of spinning wheel it remained an 
integral meiaber of the spinning industry - to produce 
the threads of better quality. More Craft the 19th 
century European Traveller still found it eraployed by 
men for producing the finest yarn. 
An important invention of pre-modern times is the 
invention of spinning wheel, which is of great techno-
logical interest. It is the first example of belt 
transmission of power and producing and control 1 ing o|p 
various rates of speeds in different moving parts of 
the same riiachine. A—part from this^ spinning wheel is 
also of gi'coit interest because of the application of 
cranky which led man from reciprocating motion to rotary 
2 
motion. 
In Kashiuir there is no inforiuation about spinning 
wheel during our period of study that is before the 
coming of Huilims (1339 A.D.) but keeping in view the 
importance o£ this devi^ .'c- in, not only the :jpiuning 
technology, but in the over all technological develop-
ment it sceuiS worthwhile to probe into its possible 
date of artival into Kasimar. 
1. Moor Craft William and George Trebeck, "Travels in 
the Himalayan Province of Hindustan and the 
Punjab", P. 173. 
2. Lynn White, "Medieval Technology and Social 
Change",?. 114. 
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Forbeij ascribes the origin of spinning wheel to 
the Indian cotton spinneii. about 500 B.C. Linen white 
has rightly disputed its presence in ancient India but 
has fallen in the error of claiiTiing an European 
origin.^ Net-dhani has, established tliat the origin of 
spinninij wheel lay^ j in .'..ilk wi;:!' .j wheel in China 
during first century A.D. The exaiiiples in China, at 
least, antidate those of India and Europe"^ and the 
attribution jeems logically convincing though it still 
lacks a solid evidence, which generally remains elusive 
with the inventions of such antiquity. Needham has 
based his assumption on the illustrations of spinning 
wheel in different parts of the world in which China 
has a clear priority over rest of the world. So on 
present showing the origin of spinning wheel can be 
attributed to China.'^ 
Outside China, Islamic civilization seems to be 
the first to accept this superb invention much earlier 
than its first known appearance in Europe - 1240-45 
A.D^ In India Isami (1350 A.D.) is the first to refer 
to it during tlie age of Rezia. In the Islamic civiliza-
1. R.J. Porbus, op.cit, iv, P. 156. 
2. Lynn White, op.cit, P. 119. 
3. Joseph Needham, op.cit, iv(2) PP.107,266-8. 
4. Ibid, PP, 102-5. 
5. Irfan Habib, "Medieval Technology (Excliange 
between India and the Islamic world), Aligarlj 
Journal of Oriental Studies, V.II, 1985, P. 204 
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tion, Persian poets offer references to the spinning 
wheel (Charkha-lit WheeiJ in 1138-9 and 1: / w hicL 
makes it clear that by 12th century the spinning wheel 
had become wide spread in Central Asia and Iran. 
In Kashmir the earliest reference kriown sofar is 
provided by 15th-I6th century saint poet Sheikii Noor-
ud-Din Reshi^ .. wJjich leaves no doubt that tlje 
spinning wheel had come to general use in Kashmir in 
the 15th century. It is also supported by circumstan-
tial evidence considering the fact that the spinning 
wheel had become coiruiion in Iran already in 12 th cen-
tury, with which Kashmdr had close contacts particular-
ly during that period when tJiere was larye scale influx 
of the Muslim mi ss i ona r i e.--. from that region. Tlie 
Sultans also were particularly interested in the tech-
nological transmission from chat area into Kashmir. 
This is further substantiated by the spinning wheel of 
Kashmir itself which typol ogi cal 1 y takes after tlxe 
1. Ibid, P. 204. 
2. Ka 1 aia-e-Sheikh-ul - Al aifi (Kashmiri with Urdu 
translation) Classical rrinteis, Delhi, ). 39 
"At t i i e old a j e , i-jltvli yuUL . t ; p u i i e S 
w i J ] y e t d i s j u r n t c J 0 , S[.'iiutiu^j wJ iee i 
You will b e dislikijd by ihu / ( i c / i ibe l s 
of y o u r ow]i f a i n i l y . " 
J 
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(il) Mat Impression of p o t t c t y sLoiiia^, va r ious types of -'eavirig t e c h n i q u e s . (B) K n i t l m s 
and i cn i i i j touiS ',Buriliuiii) (C] n vase sLowiu; a ifOKiaii sp inn in s » i t h Land s f i n o i e .anJ 
holding d i s t a f f ( A t t i c Winayar, 450 B . C ) (D) Men plying yarn (Eanihassanj 'r\ v. ' ' 
of a Lor izoi i ta l I o c s , t i e k r a p p i n j pegs in a »eavcrs shop (Toih of Ifc Ait'cU C 
Thates, 200C B.C.)(Courtesy:?crbus, Studies in Ancient Techn oiagyj 
spinning wheel of Central Asia. But curiously enough no 
historical work has nientioned its arrival or presence 
in Kashiiiii.. Thus it can be- said with certainly that by 
13th ceiituLj ..;-• :ri.iny wheel had become common in re-
gions around Kashmir like India, Iran and Central Asia. 
Considering the close contacts Kashmir had with these 
regions particularly with Iran and Central Asia the 
spinning wheel must have become known to Kashmir. 
Because of the large influx of Muslim missionaries from 
these regions into the valley and the fact that every 
effort was made by the sultans of Kashmir (1339-1586) 
to fashion the technology of Kashmir after that of 
Persia and Central Asia the introduction of spinning 
wheel by then should be little surprising. 
WEAVING 
The origin of weaving goes back to pi a-»eol i thic 
age. Much has been said about its origin but that is 
more an attempt at the logical reconstruction of the 
sequence rather than a story corroborated by factual 
evidence. However, one thing is almost certain that 
basketry, matting and sewing preceded weaving and these 
techniques must have finally led to its development. 
For a society which had learnt the art of spinning and 
was well versed with the art of basketry and matting, 
the art of weaving was not too far. Thus weaving 
proceeded the Neo-lithic revolution which only estab-
1- R- J. Forbes, "Studies in Ancient Tt::c}inoloyy", IV, 
P. 112. 
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lished it at; a house-hold cask. 
The sfun thread is o£' , two categories - the wrap 
and the Weft thread. The wrap threads are stretched in 
the looui and hence need to be stronger to bear the 
tension. The weft threads are then passed over and 
under them in a criss-cross pattern, this is called 
Weaving. Tlie durability and stienyth of the cloth 
depends iiiore on the wtap thread than on the weft as the 
lattet is oiily used for tilling. 
So to beyin with the weaving starts with wrapping 
and the simplest method is to wind the requisite number 
of threads around two woodeti pales in a figure of 
eight (*). Tiiese two pole::. also serve as the beams of 
the looiii. This type of 1 uum was mostly used for inatting 
but the earliest textiles were also woven on such a 
loom.'^  lii this type of luom no wrap division is possi-
ble and the weaving is made entirely by darning. Sucli a 
loom must have been knowii to the neolithic settlers of 
Kashmir. Tlie mats of which we have impression on pot-
tery shreds unearthed from tlie neolithic site of 
Cufkial"' wuuld iiuve been woven on such a loom. It 
still survives m Kashiui i. iur making reed maLi.. 
1. Ibid, P. 1S2. 
2. Ibid, P. 192. 
3. liiJidii Archaeology (A Review) (Excavation at 
Gutkrai;, P. 25. 
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There is no information written or otherwise about 
the type of loom used in ancient Kashmir. E u t: the 
references to textiles ate numerous and both local and 
as well as fureiyn writero have praised the textiles of 
the period.-^ The floor tiles found at the archaeologi-
cal site of Harwan showing a women wearing transparent 
clothes also indicate that high quality textiles were 
produced. One gets an impression from the description 
of these textiles that the weaving technology too would 
have been developed one. But one soon falls into bewil-
derment when even the word loom is not found in any of 
the available written sources. The mention of cloth too 
does not help us much in forming an idea about the type 
of loom. Even fine cloth can be woven on a simple loom. 
So we can have only a speculated account of what the 
loom of the period would have been like. In order to 
take an idea of the loom it is necessary to know the 
evolution of loom in the contemporary wojild around 
Kashmir and to study the little available literary 
evidence in that context. 
As mentioned earlier the earliest loom used for 
making textiles was the mat weaving loom in which no 
1. The textiles of Kashmir have since ancient times 
attracted the attention of foreign visitors. 
Hansu, the official history of early Han dynasty 
(202 BC-9AD) has praised the woolen garments of 
Kashiiiii-. Heun Tstng the Chinese Pilgrim who 
vih^ itcJ Kashmir duriuy 7th century A.D. also found 
a Very fine woolen texture expui t . -l to Northern 
India,, Beal, S., Si-Yu-Ki, Vol. 1, P. 88. 
2. Harwan terracotta, Sri Partap Singh Museum, Srina-
gar . 
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wrap divi^^jiuii was p o s s i b l e . ^ The liiore a d v a n c e d fo t ius 
h a v e ci -shed 1 od t o g i v e oue s h e d t l i o u g h t h e s e c o n d h a s 
l o be J u t l i ed , i iuch u luuii. . .-U i 1 1 i n u s e i n soiTie r e m o t e 
p a r t s of t h e w o r l d . "^  A f u r t h e r d e v e l o p m e n t i s t h e 
h o r i z o n t a l y r o u n d loom, i n t h r s t y p e of loom t h e w r a p 
i i p i . c p a i . e ^ l o n Lwo p e ' ^ ; . ^ u t h e i i - ' j U t e u f e r c j h t a n d 
tiansferrea tu tiie louiu. The wrap threads are divided 
into twu layeis - half -J E which I lie udd threads are 
lashed 10 a stick ( tiic i ud hiiiJJle) tied above tlie wrap 
when thxs rod licddle is raised a space "the shed" is 
foriuca through which a wctt Can be passed. To obtain 
the Counter shed for the next passage of the weft, the 
even threads are raised by means of a shed rod - a 
piece uf wood tuined un edge. Such a loom developed in 
Egypt before 2(J00 B.C."' This type of look had some 
obvious disadvantages. Tht- piece of cloth woven can not 
be longei than tlic distance between the two beams as 
there was no ar rangeiiient lur rotating the breast beaui 
fur rolling the woven c]^ L^l^  oi the wiap beam to roll 
the extra wrap on. 
Tu uvercoiiie tliis dili^culcy, perliaps, jjjothcr type 
ol Ivw.ii .^as invented >':nu..ii aS the wrap weighted loom. 
This type of loom had ii.^  wrap beam up and the wraps 
^^  1 •• h V. l a p W c i g l i l : , . l i a h g i l i j d o w n t o l C l l i j ! hv W . a V ' . I l u 
w o r n u p w u l d s . T h e w r a p w - r x g h t e d l o o i u W e r e w i d e l y U S e d 
R . J . F o i b u s , o p . c i t , IV, P . 1 9 5 . 
I b ^ d , F . 1 S 5 . 
I b . u , r . 1 ii 5 . 
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in a n t i q u i t y in India,, 
w e l l as in E u c o p c "' v, c- 1 
e v i d e n c e d by a large n^ .,ii,,t:i. c 
I s i a , '" M i d a 1 e E a s t , a s 
J c £ ij L e 5 0 C B . C . w L ,- c h is 
vv I a y w e 19 ^  • t s t a u r» a h y 
a r c h a e o l o g i s t s in tucSf aic-iS. H u w c v e r , it is p o s a i b l e 
that we m i g h t be k n c i n g uiore about this type of iuoui 
b e c a u s e it h a d an iiuper i sliabi e i t e m .the w r a p weigiit 
w h i c h w e r e u s u a l l y ruade of p o t t e r y or s t o n e , w i t h it 
which has survived to us more than other types made 
entirely of wood. In Kashu.ir thi^  archaeologists haven't 
come across any kind of v.r^ p weight so for. 
In Persia we find a 1 oQiu that seems to have devel-
oped from tlie horizontal loom with two beams into a 
horizontal wrap weight looin. In this loom the weiglit 
which is tied to the cloth beam on one side is led 
around a deflecting pole at an angle towards the ceil-
ing then vertically over wrap suspension pulleys. In 
tills type of 1 ooiu much luii^eL wiaps ca;. be placed m t u 
the loom by balling it up having it susp-ended under 
constant tension ={.; weight.*^ We now have a loom which 
is conveniently horizontal but has the advantage of 
3 
4 
5 
C 
I l a r i p a d u C h a k i a b o i t i , " T e x t i l e I n d i s t i y i n I n d i a 
( 3 0 0 BC-300 A . D . ) ( J o u r n a l of I n d i a n H i s t . ) , P . 
7 4 . 
Hans E. W u l f f , " T r a d i c . i a l C i ^ i t s uf F e i i i i a " , F . 
2 0 3 . 
I b i d , P . 2 0 2 . 
R . J . F o b u s , o p . c i t , 2 0 1 . 
H a n s , E. W u l f f , o p . c i t , P . 2 0 3 . 
I b i d , P . 2 0 3 . 
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having wrap weights. A Ii'ithtT cievel opiuen t of this looni 
was the application of treadle meciianism enabling the 
weaver to handle a greater nuihber of heddles in a 
predetermined sequenceo. Tbii. type u£ loaiii sceiiii; the 
predecessor of the ttaditional looiu still used m 
Kashmir which in all probability has the same source of 
origin. 
The traditional loom of Kashmir is not a pit loom 
but placed above ground on a wooden frame most likely 
because of the generally wet ground of the valley where 
it is difficult to keep the pit dry. The IOOH, consists 
of a rectangular frame {c-n'oych) witli two short coluiiais 
holding the breasts beaui (nord) and two longer coluitins 
hoding ct their upper end a wrap diverting beam and 
further down the wrap beam ( nord ) . The wrap is pre-
pared separately. The wrap ends are knotted to the 
thin steel blades that are inserted into the slots in 
the breast beam and wrap beam. The heddles two in 
number for the plain weave and four for the twilled 
Weave are suspended from celling over a pair of pulleys 
[carh ) and connected to the treadle by thin ropes. By 
pressing tlie treadle lever tlie weaver forms the shed 
throws the shuttle ( maku ) and compounds the weft with 
a reed. Tlie breadth of tlie ciutli is maintained by a 
wooden holder, when a certain length of the fabric has 
been woven the weaver loosens the wrap Learn with a 
release lever and winds tiic wovei. JIO;' • . 
beaio or ciotu beaui turi"ij.nj i 
O I' e a; 
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The loom almost takes after the type of loom found 
in Iran and noiuencl atui e also i^ oints to the same ori-
gin. But this type of loom is not certainly older than 
the Sultanate period (1339-1535 ) in Kashmir. Piowever, 
it has one distinct ft-atutc and that is actually uur 
point of interest heic. The- bcaiJers of the wrap, 
unlike the main, is not tied to tiie wrap beam, but 
hangs down vertically frcm th-.- deflecting pale with a 
wrap weight around Skg's in weight tied to it, to keep 
it in constant tension. This wrap weight can be a relic 
of the wrap weighed loom still lingerings, but this 
can be only conjectured. The only improvement which it 
has over the loom used from ancieut tinies is the trea-
dles and some times fuur heddles instead of two to 
weave a twilled cloth. It is probable that the looiu of 
ancient Kashmir would have been so. But to reach safar 
grounds, regarding tlie possible type of louiii, let us 
analyze the meager written inforiiiation available about 
the weaving pattern in ancient Kashmir. 
Coniing to the literary evidence the information 
provided by ksmeiidta (990-lOC/J n.D.) is the liiost con-
spicuous hint to know the probable type 
ancient Kashmir. 
U L i U Ol! m u s e d i n 
I n o r d e r t o h a v e an i d e a of t h e loom t h e i n f o r m a -
t i o n p r o v i d e d by k s m e n d r a i n N i r m a m e l a i s w u r t h r e p r o -
d u c i n g h e r e , "The t e a c i i e r e jnp ioyeu in kayastka's house-
hula f o r t e a c i i i i j ^ ' t i . e •jLildiL.. •^•i ILc: in.'L;;'e, . J . s t e a d of 
cai'iyiag uut his duly rviii i e J ^.^^y i.xS M...e lu s p i n n i n g ; , 
d r a w i n g o u t p a t t e r n s ( l ikhaiiciin ; UJUJ weavi i iu t.he p u t -
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tern on the strips with Tujis or eyeless wooden needles 
(sucipattkavanam}."'" Through the information does not 
indicate as what kind of 1 og>iu was used but it certainly 
points to a weaving techni'-iue whicix is still extant m 
Kashmir and is found in Ir:.i. una central Asia since 
early tinics. In this particular type of weaving Wefts 
are inserted by wooden bobbins ( Tujis ) and no shuttle 
is used. The weft threads alone form the patterns and 
do not run the full width of the clotii but are woven 
back and forth round, the wrap threads and brought to 
surface only where a patticulai colour is needed m a 
design. The infurmatiun picvidcd b'V ksiuendra certaiuly 
points to the same kind of v.eaviuv; as it mentions the 
most striking features of this weaving like the wouden 
sticks and drawing out patterns ( liJ.haiiajn ). Eut the 
existence of such weaving in ancient Kashmir does nut 
help us much in rediscovering the weaving looiii of the 
period. At present the pattern weaving known as ( kani-
shawl weaving) is done on the same loom which is used 
for siniple cloth weaving except that tliC wefc threads 
are inserted with wuoden sticks instead of shuttle. 
The first cleai i ii f o 1 iiui t i o n ab(.uit a new luoiii 
introduced in Kashmir is provided by Shrivera, the 
fifteenth century chronicler. though the information 
does not pertain to cur period but it c e r t a 1 ii 1 y h e 1 L-
1 . Dr . i 'lohi C h a n d r a , " 
a i i d c u 1 f 1 u i c i 
I C S . 
^ u o u UJ..C 
. • . l l c l e . l t u i i C i'l 
i c: X L. 1 i e s , ^ w c i 11 e L i, c s 
. e V ci i 1 i . '^ ^ ci , r . 
N a i m a m a l a , 1 1 . 4 5 v i d e Dr . M o t i 
10 9. J o h n I r i v i n , "Tlie K a s h m i r i S h a w l " , P? 4 3-C 
U n a ii d r a , (J p . c i t . 
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i n f o r m i n g a n i d e a a b o u t t h e a n c e s t o r of t h e n e w l y 
i n t r o d u c e d l o o m . To q u o t e S h i r i v a r a , " t h e K a s h m i r i s 
m a s t e r i n g t h e i n t r i c a c i e s of t i i e s h u t t l e ( t u r i ) and 
] ooiii ( v e i m a j Jiow Wfd\/c- J.'-.->jii( i 1 itl ^md c o s t l y :Alki.,. Tliu 
p a i n t e r s seeing the- ^jii^ins ( o i t r a ) a n J c r e e p e r 
designs ( L a t a k r i t i k } o b t a i i . c d by i n t r i c a t e w-^aving 
p r o c e s s ( V i c i t r a v a y a n a } die i c^duceJ t o i - i l e n c c as Liie 
f i g u r e s i n a p a i n t i n g " . 
W h i l e r e a d i n g t h e s e l i n e s i t b e c o m e s c l e a r t h a t 
t h e new l o o m was a vc-ry s o p h i s t i c a t e d loom on w h i c h 
c r e e p e r d e s i g n s c o u l d be wov>rii. Such di ;6 . i4" 'can be woven 
on a d r a w - l o o m i n w h i c h i t i s p o ^ o i b l e t o r a x s e e v e r y 
s i n g l e wrap t h r e a d , b e s i d e s t h e c L e e p e i d e s i g n s c a n be 
a l s o woven by t l i e a b o v e i u e n t i o n e d ir icthod t l i a t i s w i t h 
wooden s t i c k s , b u t i n t h a t c a s e no s h u t t l e i s u s e s a t 
l e a s t n o t f o r w e a v i n g d e s i g n . W h i l e t h e a u t h o r p a r -
t i c u l a r l y m e n t i o n s t h e i n t r i c a c i e s of s h u t t l e . Hence i n 
a l l p r o b a b i l i t y i t s e e m s t o h a v e b e e n a d r a w - l o o m 
i n t r o d u c e d by P e r s i a n u r c e n t r a l A s i a a r t i s t s w h e r e i t 
was i n v o g u e f i om S a s a i i i a n LJII . 'JS ( 2'i-l-C-^O A.D ) . " I t s 
i d e n t i t y a s d raw loom i s f u r t h e r s u b s t a n t i a t e d by t h e 
f a c t t h a t no wooden s t i c k s a i e lucntiuiiL-d by []>•' . l u l h u i 
w h i l e i n o t h e r weave t h e p a t t e r n s a r e e s s c i i t i a l l y woven 
R a j t a r a n g i n i of J c a a r a j a , OL . ij' Dutt L- t 
. J ± - .- . 
The dr aw -1K ooiii, 'Kc^vin^' WL^S u^ jeu by oassaniaus and 
Umayyads. Seljuk.; elubuiated un it in Fei^ia. It 
was also used by by Ual^ t llieS and they ale Said to 
established silk '-.caving in various parts of the 
:iup±re, R.J. FotbiiS, op.cit, P. 21 T 
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by the sticks. 
Whatever tlxe actual state of the loom introuucc-a 
during the region of Zain-ul AbiJin ( 1420-70 h.u.) one 
thing is clear that the 1ooia had the speciality of 
weaving patterned cloth which indirectly points to the 
fact that the already existing i oin was developed 
ciiough to Weave simple cljLh. it L'uuld, i..ost pioLaoIy, 
have been two heddled lior i L-UH tal louiii with or withuut 
treadles, tiiough the fifteeiith century poetess Lal-Dcd 
points even to the use of treadles,"^ which speaks of 
its long establishment in Kashmir but as the verses of 
the poetess have passed from mouth to mouth recorded 
very recently, it is difficult to rely on this inforina-
tion alone, the four heddle harness alsu set-i;is a late 
development when a ;iew cloth calle>i pattu becuines 
coiumon in Kashmir.'^ The puLLu whicii is still woven ..n 
Kashmir, on traditional luom with four heddles, is a 
woollen cloth of twilled weave, this c1oIh h e c ^  .n e 
common from sultanate period ( 1339-1533 A.D./ only. 
There is no evid'-rnce of ii -L i\ Ka;' i.:rii r a r a w r. ~ i 
a f t e r S u l t a n Zaiii-ul-r.b..aiii {l-^Z'^j-^^ A . E'. ' . It i 
p o s s i b l e t h a t t h e i u u m W a s i ij 11 ^dii'-'eLl by iofui'jji 
a t t i s t s i n t h e R u y a l l.'oi: ksho[-'S u£ th'/ J u i l ^ ; ; a;..; 
because of loss ol Royal Fatronaye, due L.u the 
Civil wajLS which followed Sultan Zaiu-ul - Abidm ' 
reiyu, went out of use. 
Lal-Ded, Infra, F. 111. 
Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri, Engligh tr 
Beveridge, FP. 147-48. 
LodgeLs cind 
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^:'W»»w;s 
I l k . -
(6) 
'un »esring trarisparent c 
farts (froa HarwaG, 1 .ju n.U.j i , r . nu i iu iu . . i li c 3 a i 
lootfis on aii al t ic bo»! [roiii CLivsi ^^ lO l.C. ;CcjrUjy; Futiu 
= 4 :C -u ; 
cn 
(1 :;T:V:.." 
P- J : 
^ ".'.> ^ < .-> -»" - ^ —' ^V s > 
..'//-
Ou - - - ^^ s i ^ iT ' . ^ i ; ^^^ :^ ; ^^ ' 
Loots Ul KarL- ^^' '^i ' gcauiid-IoQ.. and shcdiia, .-_.__.... ,., -.-_.. ^. . ,., ^ ^ ^^  .. 
;:; .arp-t«M O side Icii;,; U; lU-Lcddlc, p ) i U d - u i (5) .arp-.c.;hl<£;i. fcc-vi vo^l^ 
e; 
ik^dLic^ dK I'Cs <fy,i-\ m e. 
.p 
'>.nQOl<i( - i i i 
lyletatl l\ai:c^:y^ 
The parauiount iinportaiice metals had in Kashmir, 
like othisr parts of the world, even during ancient and 
medieval period can be well imagined by the words, 
which Shrivara the fifteenth century court chronicler, 
puts into the mouth of his patron Sultan Zain-ul-abi-
din. "The royal power witii its seven constituents and 
with its mineral wealth (which was essentially com-
prised of metals} is like a body with seven limbs and 
blood."^ 
The first metal to have ever come under man's 
control was copper and all signs point to eastern 
Mediterranean zone as the place of origin in around 
4000 B.C. By then mankind was already familiar with 
the physical transformation by fire in pottery and the 
production of prolychromic pottery had already led to 
tlie sLandui d i i-at i un ut Kliuii wh icli 1 at lei served I Ite 
key function of reducing tlie ores. We do not exactly 
1. Rajatatangini of Jonaraja, tr. by J. C. Dutt, P. 
1G3. 
2. Haas E. tVulff, "TtaJiiional Crafts of Persia", P. 
3. Hult, Riiieiiart and Winston, "The Science of Man" 
(An introduction to anthropology), P. 135. 
4. Hanecy Hodges, "Technology in Ancient World",P.57 
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know liow the ruetal was first discovered. There are 
many possible ways which could have been responsible. 
The iiiu.'-jl imputLaiil i-iubablc uiiyiu x L. I he wuikiiiy 
of native copper. It is believed that the gathering of 
nuggets of native copper and iiaiuiuer rny them in differ-
ent shapes was the first step."^ There are still 
several primitive groups in the Mediterranean who by 
means of cold working and polishing use fragments of 
native copper for making tools and ornaments. Howev-
er, some other possible origins are also presumed like 
O A 
reducing ut ores directly or the Egyptian fiance 
which wui produced much before the metal. 
Wiiatever the exact state of origin, the first ever 
copper-broxiiie culture evolved at summer in 3500 B.C.° 
1. Hans E. Wulff, op.cit, P. 2. 
2. Ibid, P. 2. 
3. Heuery Hodges, op.ciL, P. b'l . 
4. Ibid, P. 55. The so-Cdlled Egyptian fiance 
uiujiualcd m Neat K.i.sL but is called Kgyptian 
because such enormoui. quantities of iL were later-
on produced in Egypt. It is also possible that it 
can be the first step in the use of metal because 
the Conditions to be provided for its preparation 
were similar to the one needed for the reduction 
of ores. Such as the material could not be made in 
open fire, the work had to be carried out in a 
Ible or a lidded vessel which would keep the 
smoke aiiJ ash away. A very high tempciature was 
iiec-ded which wa.--; not available in doinestic fire. 
5. Ibid, P. 54. 
6. H o l t , Ki r iehar t and Wins ton , o p . c i t , P. 306. 
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At aliiiuiit the same time it flourished in Egypt. •'• In 
the iudus valley the metal became common in around 3000 
B.C.^ Bronze age was well established in Persia in 
around 2000 B. C. "^  It was a late comer to China - Sang 
period (1500-1100 B.C)'^ 
Thus by the time of the first human settlement in 
Kaslimir (2324 B.C.) tiie copper and bronze had already 
assuiucd uu important position as raw material for both 
military hardware and tools and utensils of agricultur-
al and domestic utility. However, stone still con-
tinued side by side. 
In Kaijlimit: theit- is uo evidence of cupper from the 
first phase of neolithic settlement at Burzahom, the 
earliest settlement' Kashnur. The first evidence comes 
from the 2nd phase of the neolithic settlement (1700-
1000 B.C.).^ It has also been found from period IC of 
first piiai^ c at Gufkral (1699 B.C.)^ and from the North-
ern black polished ware phase at Simthan (600-200 
B.C.). ''Ke c'bj*^ cts unearthed include arrow heads, a 
1. Ibid, r. ;>oy 
2. Ibid, p. 314. 
3. Hans E. Wulff, op.cit, P. 4. 
4. Holt, Rinehart and Winston, op.cit, P. 316. 
5. Indian Archaeology (A Review), 1964-65,1973-74 
(Excavation at Burzahom), PP.13-17. 
6. Ibid, ly81-82 (Excavation at Gufkara) P. 24-25. 
7. Ibid, l''7o~7'i (!-;x.;.!V,»l 1 un at. Simlhan), F.70. 
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knife, a coil, double edged point, a ting, a needle, a 
aail vjith kiiob-head, halt pin with flattened coil head. 
Wherefiom did the neolitiiic man of Kashmir learn 
the uye uf the metal? Had he already been acquainted 
with it before he canie to Kashmir, as we know copper 
bronze age resulted in remarkable increase in human 
population and people spread out from the crowded 
central Mediterranean zoiie. If so then he must have 
been in know of the alloying technique also which was 
more than 1000 years old in these regions. 6r weather 
the metal was introduced by any new incoming group or 
the K.i:;limii i ;; i ccci vt-d it f t om any of I ht- pel'iphfidl 
region of north west or from Harappan civilization. 
These are the quest ionSi whi cli can be put but not conclu-
sively aui^wered. It seeii.s more probable that it came 
from any of the regions of north west rather than from 
Harappa, because we have no information of contacts 
between neolithic Kashmir and Harappa:: ilization, 
while its iiiaterial culture closely takes after that of 
Central Asia.^ 
T h e o b j e c t s (ounii t I o m tlie i i e o l l t h i c s i t e s <.i f 
Kashiuir !i,,w.^  ^'le^ii thai t ;.o U.-^ .T of m e t d l Wct;-;. not liinjt-
ed to jei^ellciry and decorative purposes only. It was 
1. Holt, Rinehart and Winston, op.cit, P. 305. 
2. Agarwal, D.P., Guzder S and Kusumgar S, "Journal 
of Indian History, Golden Jubilee Volume" (Radio 
Carbon Chronology in Indian pre-historic Archaeol 
og y ) P . 4 . 
3. Ibid, F.3. 
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also used for making objects of functional utility like 
arrows, kiiives and needled etc. Apart fruin the copper 
objects anoLhet notable ti.iid at the neolithic site of 
Burzaheui is the crucible which indicates that the 
Ihetal o b j e c t s Wele locally p r e p u t e d . H o W e V e r , it iS 
still unknowii whether tlie metal was mined locally or 
imported from abroad. The specimen found are yet to 
undergo a scientific test to reveal their actual na-
ture-whether it was native copper or mined from the 
ores , 
The process of producing the metal lequires^the 
worket suiue understanding of the method but not a great 
deal of equipments .-jj,: It is supposed that the copper 
U£8d was mined and mariufactured locally. The circum-
stantial evidence does not disprove such a supposition. 
For the reduction of ores such as copper the tempera-
ture :ieeued is f I o t Very high. The reduction can be 
done by m i ;•: i li g the u i <.- with the fuel, ideally 
charcoal,- although any dry wood would suffice"^ and 
place it into a shallow pit. This was the earliest type 
of furnace used for leduction of ore the most siinple 
4 
on. Ciucibies were in general use m antiquity in 
1. Indian Atchaeology (A Review), 19G6-67{Excavation 
at buL 'z,aliuiii) . 
2. Woud '-liji, cual has been recovered f i uin all the 
lev..-i:. uf neolithic .Settlement;. ,11 Gufktal, Indian 
At •jhai.-L, 1 ^ ij V (A Kevi.;-w), iyijl-cil.', F. '2'j , 104. 
3. Henry Hodges, op.cit, P. G2. 
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Eyypt, HfiUMotaiiiia aiiJ IIL.^ The eatlic:jt curcible was 
a sineltiag pan of teftaclOL'y clay, ui baud mixed with 
2 
clay, used for me 1 tiny uf nictals in pottery Klin$. 
The crucible could also bt- heated in an open fire. 
Keeping in view, the use of crucibles in other parts of 
the world and the low quantity of metal used in the 
then Ka.-jhihi 1 it seems qujle proljable that the crucible 
was used as a smelting yau for the reduction of ores. 
So tai as the use of furuaces yoes, we have no informa-
tion about it in Ka. ' ' The furnace, uiere used for 
reducing larger quantities of ores while in Kashmir the 
objects found are very srnall like arrow heads and pins. 
So the snielting pan too would have sufficed secondly 
the use of crucible apart from melting was to reduce 
the metal tu a liquid fonu. But in Kashmir, neither the 
low stdudaLd of potteiy which points to a low available 
temperature, nor the copper objects found warrant 
such a gerera1isation. 
Unalloyed copper presents two casting problems 
first, its high melting point (1083^C) makes it hard to 
liquefy and quick to solidify during the pouring pro-
1. R.J.FuiLuS, Studies in Ancient Technology,Vol 
2. Ibid, P. 128. 
3. The pottery of the neolithic period of Kashmir is 
particularly of low quality, "keeping in mind the 
contacts of neolithic Kashiuir with regions like 
China and Central Asia who have a rich pottery 
tradition froii. earliest tiines." For Early pottery 
ill Kashmir setr Indiai. Arcliaeology (A review) 1981-
O _ , I- . ^- <J - ^ ^ . 
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cess which must, thej.efoLc, be done rapidly. Secoi:idly 
molten copper decomposes water vapours and absorbs the 
hydrogen released, which in turn forms bubbles as the 
copper cools and solidifies. Alloyed copper wit^ tin.. 
zinc, lead or arsenic caii trliminate th les e probi eiiis . 
Apart from these castiny difficulties, by alloying 
copper a liarder and altoyetljer more useful and easy to 
work ruetal could be produced. This was known to man 
already in 3000 B. C. •'• but the alloy mainly used was 
tin to produce copper-tin alloy - bronze. With the 
beginning of first millennium B.C. another alloy was 
used- the zinc to produce copper zinc alloy-brass. It 
was well known in 8th century B.C. and according to 
Forbes was discovered by the people of Asia minor and 
introduced in Persia during the region of Achaeme-
naians^ where from according to Avicena (980-1037) it 
spread to India and China.-" As we know Kashmir was a 
part of Gandhara in 600 B.C. and Gandhara itself was a 
tributary of Achacmenid empire which extended from 
Persia to Central Asia,^ so it is not in.probable that 
1 . Hans E. W u l f f , o p . c i t , P . 1 0 . 
2 . I b i d , P . 1 0 ; H e n r y H o u d g e s , o p . c i t , P . 8 0 . 
3 . R . J . F o r b u s ; o p . c i t , P . 2 8 4 ; Hans E. W u l f f , o p . c i t , 
P . 1 2 . 
4 . I b i d , P . 2 8 4 . 
5 . Hans E. W u l f f , o p . c i t , P . 1 3 . 
6 . K. i ' i ' j i . ^ i aiid E. H a t J y , ( A n g u t t a r a H i k a y a t r . by 
F . L . Woudw- ' . ' i dun , V o l . 1 , 1 9 5 1 , P . 1 9 2 : The 
S t a t e o£ Gai id l iara r o u g h l y c o r r e s p o n d e d t o K a s h n d r 
aiid T a . s i l a . See V.D. M a h a j a n , A i i c i e n t I n d i a , 
D<rihi , lyGO, P . 1 6 6 . ' 
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the technique tidvellc-d thi ouyh Gaadhaia to Kashmir but 
as We have nu cviJeiiCe as vet uf its use iu Kashmir at 
such an eaii}' date, speculation at tiiis time seems 
preiuat ut e . 
Exactly when, the alloying technique reached 
Kashmir is not known but keeping in view the prolifera-
tion of the metal and the political and cultural con-
tacts of Kashmir with outside world, it must not be 
latter than Ku.bhan iJeiLod when Kashiiiir became a part 
of grand Kushan empire extending from North India upto 
Central Asia^ and botli the extremes were well ac-
quainted with the production and use of the metal. 
However, the first concrete evidence is from pre Karko-
ta period (600 - 855 A.D.) that is immediately before 
600 B.C. By then it was well developed in Kashmir 
and its i at r ui:luct i on can be safely pushed back by a 
consideiable petiud of time. In 8th century A.D. 
Kashmir was a flourishing centre for making bronze 
sculpturs which iiave survived to us in neighbouring 
Chaiiiba. The cat lies t written source Ni Imatapurana 
(6th century A.D.) luakes its mention and the 11th 
century Rajatarangini of Kalhana gives an explicit 
1. Ra jatar aiiyiiii , ti. by M. A. Stein, P. 66n three 
Kushan lulers naa.ely Luslika, Jushkas and Kainska 
find mention in Rajtaiangini, op.cit. Book 1, No. 
30-31 . 
2. PratapaJitya Pal, "Metal Sculptute in Art and 
Atchitecture of Ancient Kashmir", PP.77-30. 
3. Ibid, PP. 80-85. 
4. Nilmata Purana (ti. by Ved Kumar) V. 422-23. 
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description of alloyed copper images made in Kashmir. 
To quote Kalhana, "into the image of Muktakesava he put 
eighty four thousand tolkas of gold and collecting as 
many palas of silver that pure minded. King (Lalitada-
tya} made the famous (statue of) parihasakesava with 
just as many thousand of prasthas of copper he made the 
glorious (statue of) the great Buddha which reached upto 
the sky". Thus both textual evidence and the extant 
images established that the alloying technique was well 
known by 8th century A.D. in Kashmir. 
If the metal element present in copper is in 
amount greater than 2% we can assume that it was likely 
a deliberate alloy addition rather than an accidental 
contamination. Metal analysis shows that several 
copper alloys were popular in Kashmir. The most common 
alloy used was the leaded brass (copper wjlli ^tleast 2% 
zinc and 2% lead) and brass (only zinc added to the 
copper). Bronze (atleast 2% tin added to copper) was 
very rarely used but tin was frequently used with zinc 
to produce a copper tin zinc alloy or a copper, zinc 
tin alloy depending upon which element is present in 
greater quantity".^ No object has yet been found to 
have been produced of unalloyed copper.-^ 
1. Rajatarangini, op.cit. Book 4, No. 201-203. 
2. Chandra L. Ready, "Copper alloy Casting and Deco-
rating Technology" in (Art and Architecture of 
Ancient Kashmir) ed. by Pratapaditya Pal, P. 95. 
3. Ibid, P. 95. 
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Casting Technique: 
Though the casting technology is very old and 
stone moulds have been found to cast metal objects, 
already in 3i'd millennium B.C.-'- But in Kashmir our 
information is not earlier than (600 - 200 B.C.) pro-
2 
vided by some cast copper coins found at Simthan. 
However it is more likely that these coins came from 
outside. 
The brass sculpttt.rs of ancient Kashmir are un-
doubtly the most glaring example of metal casting in 
Kashmir. These sculpturs have been produced by cire-
perdue or lost wax casting method. They are so elabo-
rate in their detail, form and ornamentation Which 
could not have been achieved without this method. This 
particular method was known to Persia and China before 
one thousand B.C. and flourished in India before 1st 
century A.D. In Kashmir however, there is no such 
earlier example. 
1. Henry Hodges, op.cit, P. 63. 
2. Indian Archaeology (A review) 1980-81 (Excavation 
at Simthan). The coins belong to the Kushana 
rulers who apart from Kashmir ruled wide areas of 
Northern India and Central Asia, 
3. Hans, E. Wuff, op.cit, P. 63. 
4. M.K.Pal, "A study of the Technology of some of the 
important traditional crafts in Ancient and Me-
dieval India", P. 16. 
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In this method the first step is to make a model 
in a wax of the object to be produced in metal . The 
wax model may be either solid or hallow. If hallow the 
wax is built up around a clay core. Iron rods or wires 
(armature) are often used to support the casting core. 
Iron nails (chaplets) are used to keep the core in 
position. 
A system of runners (passage for pouring metal 
into the mould) and raisers (passage for the release of 
the gases) are attached to the wax. The model is then 
cooled with various layers of clay which produce an 
exact imprint of wax iir-age '^n its inner surface.^ 
The assembly is heated to melt the wax which is 
poured out leaving a cavity for the molten metal. The 
molten metal is poured in through the runners displac-
ing air which escapes through raisers. If air or other 
gases are trapped inside bubbles and casting flaws 
result.-^ The poured metal will take the shape of the 
imprint which has originally been formed in the clay 
mould by the wax model. 
After the metal has solidified the investment is 
broken away and the runners and raisers cut off. 
Surface irregularities are fitted down and casting 
1. Chandra L. Ready, op.cit, P. 96. 
2. Ibid, F. 97. 
3. Ibid, P. 97. 
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flaws may be patched over. 
In Kashmir the statues were always cast in one 
piece. Occasionally a base was cast separately and 
attached to the figure with tangs. The majority of 
statues were'''hal 1 ow casting. 
All the available information shows that the metal 
sculptitrfcasting technique came from Gandhara. The 
bronze images of pre-Karkota period are like contempo-
raneous stone sculpturs closely related to Gandhara 
bronze.^ This is also corroborated by Kalhana who says 
that in the first half of 8th century the focus had 
shifted from Gandhara to Kashmir which now became- Ik-
leading centre of metal casting in the North Western 
region of the subcontinent. Accounts of Chines pil-
grims such as HeuanTsang (A.D. 600-644) also make it 
clear that Gandhara has ceased to be the leading centre 
of Buddhism. The exact period when the metal sculpture 
casting flourished in Kashmir is not known probably it 
was during the region of Lalitadyt'a (725- 750 A.D.) 
during whose reign Kashmir was a major political force 
in the region and his conquests brought enormous wealth 
and prestige to the valley. This must have attracted 
or compelled leading artists in the region to move to 
Kashmir. This is further substantiated by the informa-
tion given by Rajatarangin which mentions a number of 
images and statues of gold, silver and mixed metals 
1. I b i d , P. 97. 
2. I b i d , P. 97. 
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made during the reign of Lai itadyfa.-'• However, non of 
the sculpture of precious metals like gold or silver 
had survived, obviously because they were more prone, 
to fall a prey, to the greed of latter rulers. Keeping 
in view the quantity as well as the high quality of the 
bronze sculptures it is probable that Laliladytia 
established a royal workshop to caste these colossal 
statues. The most leading name in sculpture casting in 
Kashmir is that of Gugga^ whose impressive bronze 
sculptures have survived tto ufi in neighbouring Chamba 
which was a vassal state of Kashmir at the tinit^  of 
Laiitadytia.^ 
Though Kayhifiit is nut lich in ':'.iypvi uiey but Jt 
still could have sufficed for t_h_e 1 o c a 1 use during 
ancient or medieval period. The ore deposits are 
located in district Srinagar, Anantnag and Baramulla. 
The earliest copper mineralization mentioned in liter-
ary sources is in Kamarajya (Anantnag) during the 
region of king Jayapida [770-801]. To quote Kalhana, 
"After these words, he gave to him such directions in 
his dream that after waking up in the morning he found 
the mountain with a copper mine. From this mountain 
which was in Kramarajya, he obtained copper sufficient 
to coin hundred crores less one Dinners which bore his 
1. Rajatarangini, op.cit. Book 4, No. 195-204. 
2. Pal Pratapaditya, op.cit, P.80. 
3. Ibid, P.80. 
•1 . Chandid L. R..-ddy, op.cit, P. 96. 
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name."^ T h i s i s t h e e a r l i c - s t a v a i l a b l e - T e x t u a l i n f o r -
m a t i o n about t h e niinin^i of coc-i-e;; i n Kashi i i i r b u t i t i s 
a l m o s t c e r t a i n l y o M e . , - t b . r. l b ; . ; . L, / i b c t i m e of 
T 1 • i > 1 1 . • • ' 1 1 . 1 • 1 1 : , ! - 1 - , 1 1 1 4 - ^ r 
L a l i t a d y t i a coyy^-i w.. .>...i i...i.../ L^ L--.-^  , J. ^ J I ^ i :j,..'a„'i i i L^ . 
mined in Kasliiulf. Dui L!i<r ;:,i;.:n!j :..•.. .. t ..-in to have 
been on a large s c a l e . It only fi^lfillc-d the official 
n e e d s . T h r e e ot.-utu.i-rs a f t e r L u l i t a J y t i c we l e a r n 
about H a r s h a (1C3:' - llCl A. b . ) u^trltinu d^-wu ihe i m a g e s , 
2 it is said, tw L^ V er-^'o.ue his financial d i f f i c u l t i e s 
w h i c h indirectly poiiit to the scarcity of the m e t a l . 
But keeping ii. view I: he di .y i e^^-ard .vbich liai -^ba showed 
towards the ii.iu.j.ro ^•.•.d leHa.UiUs i-i le.-. Is K.)...- Braha-
mans / his attituih- st.-L-ui.s to li..ive ha.,,! i L-I i j i uu;; rather 
than financial roots. 
Copper OL alloyed copper was mustly a v a i l a b l e to 
upper most class of the society only. Its use seem.s 
to have remained r e s t r i c t e d to in,ages, coins and other 
items of luxury like vessels for i..ur,b.c -.  1 a^ .. iig .-^  The 
common house bob,; iL.;.i,.:: cui.ti;.ued iw b./ ,;......• •_ f pot-
t e r y . T li e a y L ^  c n 1 t u.. a 1 ine i a i t .j .j 1 .;. : „ L. :. .! .•; o 1 a i' a r e 
e x c l u s i v e l y n.ade of ii, u u . It seeuis Ib-.i ^ ;. rbashmii 
copper or alloyed copper was not applied L W ..^.^  L i cul t ure 
and what we call a c a l c o l i t b i c period or br.j;:ze age in 
history was pc-ri.aps iiever w i t n e s s e d in Kashniir. 
1. Rajataiai.^iul, u^ . •.: i t , 
2. Ibid, E.jub 7, Nu. r.3C 
3. Ibid, Eoub 4, Uc. 
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- • > / - . - . - ^ 
• : ! • 
& • • . " 
. V ' ' p . \ c •.'•"• V*^/ 
i » i m iWii ^Bii IW iii'|||'|i|lnihil '' I III I itmm n iiii«i»mii .«;vi. . i J. 
All/ Valive stupa, Raihiur, StL-jlL ccntuiy A,D. Brass, Ihe .^iU SucUlv, ;,'e» voc): (Cuartesv: 
Robert E. FiiLc:). . 
There is a good tradition of manufacturing copper 
utensils like trays, rice plates and other house hold 
items still surviving in Kashmir but this its not older 
than sultanate period. 
Precious metals: 
Along with copper ano alloyed copper metallurgy 
the technology of precious metals like gold and silver 
also developed side by side as there is not much dif-
ference in the working method of these metals. 
Human thirst for precious metals is indeed very 
old. Since remote antiquity gold beating has been in 
practice to make gold leafs which could be made into 
jewellery and other decorative objects. The first 
known example of leaf gold is from Egyptian tombs of 
about 2500 B. C. •'' Pliny tells us how gold was beaten 
into leaves'" since then it has remarkably changed 
little. 
In Kashmir gold beads have been found from the 
upi'er levels of lliiid phase dl the .»i ch.i«.M>l DCJ i i M 1 ;; it..-
of Burzahom.-^ This would have been in all probability 
brought from outside. The earliest literary sources 
are replete with references to both gold and sliver. 
1. Hans, E.Wulff, op.cit, P. 40, 
2. Ibid, P. 40. 
3. Indian Archaeology (A Review), 1968-79, P. 10. 
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It becomes clear from the textual evidence that pre-
cious metal technology was highly developed and prolif-
ic during Karkotas (600 - 855 A.D.). Both the metals 
were cast into images and used for minting coins 
(Dinner).-'- The metals were also used for making leaf 
(tilka) ornaments Gold lace was spun into thread and 
woven into cloth. Gold was also used for gilding 
other metals to give them a golden look. The technique 
seems to have highly developed in Kashmir and was 
sometimes used to cheat people by giving them false 
Gold (ordinary metals treated with the gild of Gold). 
To quote Kalhana, "this man said that he could make the 
parsol with many thousands of Gold (pieces) secreting 
the art of putting Gold on Copper. Jonariaj-a informs 
us about the working method of gold that it was melted 
(heated) in fire and beaten with hammer.^ The silver 
was also used for making bowls and for inlay working. 
There is no information as to wherefrom the metals 
were obtained during ancient period. Jonraja the 
fifteenth century court chronicler tells us that gold 
1 . 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
6. 
R a j a t a r a n c j i n i , Book 7 , No. 9 5 0 . 
I b i d , Book 7 , No. 9 2 8 - 3 1 . 
Ibid, Book 7, No. 1575. 
Ibid, Book 7, No. 529-31. 
Jonaraja, op.cit, P. 323. 
Chandra L. Ready, op.cit, P. 96; Rajtarangini, 
op.cit. Book 5, No. 12. 
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was collected from river banks.-"- Th,is however, would 
have yielded only a small quantity of gold used in 
Kashmir. It seems that it was mostly an imported item. 
The written sources indicate that generally gold was 
available in a very small quantity even to the rulers 
except to the great conquerors. 
IRON 
Owing to the scanty and unclear evidence it has 
become difficult for the historians of technology to 
give a connected account of the evolution of iron 
metallurgy. It is generally admitted that the success-
ful smelting of iron was achieved due to the experience 
gained from the smelting of copper, which generally 
came to use earlier than iron. 
The earliest evidence of iron is provided by a man 
made iron at Tell Chargar Bazaar in North Syria dated 
by the excavator to 2700 B.C. An iron blade with a 
bronze hilt was found in Iraq dated 2450-2350 E.C.'^ In 
1. Jonaraja, op.cit, P. 89. 
2. Rajatarangini, op.cit. Book 6, No. 529-32. 
3. N.R. Banerjee, "Iron age in India". P. 106, Hans 
E. Wulff, Traditional Crafts in Persia". The first 
iron which appears at this time was only used for 
Jewelry. The high nickel contents (about 5 
percent) indicates tliat it must have been meteoric 
iron. 
4. N. R. Banerjee, op.cit, P. 106. 
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Syria true iron industry began between 1300-1200 B.C 
Asia minor has been the most fruitful ground for the 
development of iron industry in ancient times. The 
archives of Hittite empire found at Boghaz Kevi, the 
capital, throws ample light on the use of iron from 
20th to 13th century B.C.^ 
It is generally believed that the Hittites had 
monopolized irons if not discovered it. The credit of 
discovering it is generally given to Mitannis to the 
North of Syria. "^  Man made iron was known in Egypt 
well enough during the new kingdom 1400 B.C. Forbus 
dates the permanent establishment of an iron culture as 
distinctly different from an occasional occurance of 
some iron articles as follows. 
Armenia 
Hittite 
Persia -
Egypt -
Assyria 
-
Kingd 
-
om • 
1900 -
- 1400 -
1200 -
1200 -
- 1400 
- 1200 
- 1000 
- 700 
- 900 
B. 
B, 
B. 
B, 
B, 
,C 
,C 
,C 
,C 
,C 
The evidence of the use of iron in Iran is very 
crucial for the study of emergence of iron in Indian 
1. Ibid, P. 106. 
2. Ibid, P. 108. 
3. Ibid, P. 111. 
4. Ibid, P. 112; Hans E. Wulff, op.cit, P. 6. 
5. R.J.Forbus, "Studies in Ancient Technology", VIII, 
P. 57. 
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subcontinent. On th--- One hand it boardered the Indian 
subcontinent and on the other hand lay immediately to 
the East of Asia Minor and upper Mesopotamia, the 
cradle of iron industry in the 2nd millennium B.C. 
There is almost general consenses that the iron 
technology spread after the breakup of Hittite Empire. 
The Hittites were defeated and ousted from their home 
in Asia minor and Turkey by the invading armies of 
Traco-phrygians in 1190 B.C. setting in motion a colos-
sal exodus in all dire'.;tions of the Indo-European 
people with all their arts and sciences.-'- This is 
further corroborated by the fact that new people are 
seen to have occupied parts of Iranian plateau by this 
time (i.e. in Sialk iv) who introduced iron in new 
habitate. These people are claimed to be Indo Euro-
peans . ^  The links between Iran and vedic India in 
language and in the fundamentals of religion point to a 
period of co-existence prior to split over mainly 
religions concepts. The credit of introducing iron in 
India, somewhere between 1000-200 B.C, and popularizing 
it there goes to the Indo Aryans. 
In Kashmir the earliest evidence of iron is from 
the period III of neolithic site of Gufkral (1000 B.C)'* 
1. N. R. Banerjee, op.cit, P. 237. 
2. Ibid, P. 238. 
3. Ibid, P. 238. 
4. Indian Archaeology (A Review), 1981-82 (Excavation 
at Gufkral), P. 25. 
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and from N.B.P.W. phase at Simthan (600 - 200 B. C. )-^  
Apart from the actual iron found from the archaeologi-
cal sites, the circumstantial evidence also points to 
its use. The presence of megaliths at different ar-
chaeological sites like Burzahom (megalithic phase 
C.IOOO B.C)^ and Dadsar are a clear indication of the 
use of iron, as we know iron is an integral part of the 
megalithic culture. 
There were two probable channels of the migration 
of iron technology to Kashmir. It was either intro-
duced by the same people who were responsible for its 
introduction in India. Because the occurance of earli-
est iron objects in India and Kashmir is almost of the 
same date. It is possible that sortie branch of migrat-
ing Aryans would have introduced it in Kashmir, which 
can be little surprising keeping in view the cultural 
contacts and geographical proximity that Kashmir haC 
with Iran-Or^as indicated by the occurance of northern 
black polished ware (NBPW) in Kashmir along with first 
Indian Archaeology (A Review), 1978-79 (Excavation 
at Simthan), P.70 . 
Indian Archaeology (A Review), 1961-62 (Excavation 
at Burzahom), P.3. 
N . R . R.iuf i: jef-, op.cit, P. 63. 
In India the Aryans who used painted grey were 
ceramics in India were the first to use iron in 
ancient India around 1000 B.C. N.R. Banerjee, 
op.cit, P. 238 while in Kashmir the magaliths 
which indicate the first use Iiave also been dated 
around 10 0 0 B.C. 
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appearance of iron (600-200 B.C)^ has its origin some 
where in northern India, because the NBP ware used by 
the early iron users of India, was not brought by the 
Aryans with them, but was developed locally in Northern 
India-^  where from it most probably travelled to Kash-
mir. However, it is also possible that the NBP ware 
might have travelled separately to Kashmir as we know 
that during the 2nd half of first millennium B.C. the 
contacts between India and Kashmir were very intimate 
and in 3rd century B.C. Kashmir practically became a 
part of the Mauryan empire. 
The arrival of iron metallurgy into India ushered 
in what is know as iron age there. But in Kashmir no 
such development seems to have taken place for a long 
time because of some obvious reasons. In India the 
Harappan culture had already witnessed a full calco-
lithic revolution thus having all the experties of 
reducing the ores and shaping them in tools. So once 
1. Indian Archaeology (A Review), Excavation at 
Simthan, 1978-79, P. 70. Th- ''^ferent phases of 
the ;3ite have infact been used on the prest-nce of 
U.E.? . 
2 . N.R. Banerjee, op.cit, P. 241. The N.B.P. ware in 
India has been dated between 600-200 B.C. The same 
date range is given to it in Kashmir also. 
3. Rajatarangini of Kalhan(tr. Stein) Book I, No.101. 
4. While the earliest date or iron in India is around 
1000 B.C. The iron age that is the permanent 
establishment of iron culture is dated between 
1000-200 B.C. N. R. Benerjee, op.cit, P. 239. 
5. Holt, Rinchait and Winston, "The Science of Man" 
(An Intioduction to anthropology), P. 315. 
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thf iron was discovered, the experience gained from 
copper metallurgy was readily applied to iron. But in 
Kashmir the copper or bronze did not bring any such 
revolution. The more important reason however, behind 
the slow development of iron metallurgy in Kashmir 
seems the scarcity c" iron ores. 
In strict technological terms it was not easy for 
iron to displace bronze. Because of its internal compo-
sition iron does not easily lend itself to casting 
either in simple moulds or by the lost wax method. And 
cast iron is often too brittle to be practical. Not 
until the method of forging (repeated pounding while 
hot) and tempering (sudden alteration of heat and cold) 
were worked out, could sturdy implements be made. Even 
so forging and tempering remain free hand techniques 
requiring a strong operator who could turn out only one 
object at a time. Other drawbacks were the qualities 
of fuel needed to be very high and the tendency of pure 
iron to rust. On the other hand the new metal was far 
more abundant than copper and even more so than tin. 
It could also be made by itself thus making it cheaper 
than bronze.'^ But in Kashmir the scarcity of iron ores 
tilted the balance further in favcir of copper or al-
1oyed copper. 
The early iron metallurgy of Kashmir is still 
mostly hurried under ground or pending in the archaeo-
1. Ibid, P. 318 
2. Ibid, P. 318 
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logical museums of the country awaiting a scientific 
investigation. From the meagre information provided 
by literary and archaeological sources plus the circum-
stantial evidence, one can infer that the iron metal-
lurgy of Kashmir, though started late, was n- ./ay f^i^" 
behind in the production of iron tools and weapons. 
Being the most suitable metal for military hardware it 
must have been the prime concern of the ruling class to 
see if they had best of it. Any lacuna in its produc-
tion and manufacture would have certainly compelled the 
defex^ ise conscious rulers of ancient Kashmir, who spent 
lavish riuii^j fot th*:- import of highbted holurses from 
distant 1ands,^ to import the weapons. But as there 
is no such example, we have reason to believe that 
whatever the process of manufacturing, the ultimate 
product was no way inferior to that of other regions 
around Kashmir. 
The literary evidence indicates that iron was 
reduced from ores and manufactured into weapons in 
Ancient Kashmir to quote Kalhana, "from the rock con-
sisting of blunt stones is produced very sharp iron". 
In fact the archaeological site of Avantipura has 
brought to light different iron tools and weapons which 
1. The only information available about the early 
finds of iron is their simple mention in the 
Archaeological report. No other details are avail 
able as yet. 
2. Rajtatangini, tr. by M.A. Stein, Book 4, No. 165, 
Kalhana says that the houses were imported from 
Kamboja (Eastern Afganistan) and Centre Asia. 
3. Ibid, Book 4, No. 41. 
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shows how prolific the use of metal had become in 9th 
century A.D. The finds show that the metal was used in 
the manufacture of military hardware, agricultural 
implements as well as in objects of domestic utility. 
However, the manufacturing process still remains elu-
sive and unless new information enlightens us, we can 
only have a speculative account. But one thing is 
certain that the casting technique was not known, 
probably because casting needs molten iron which can be 
only produced at a very high temperature (1530C ). The 
only casting technique we know of, from ancient Kash-
mir, was that of bronze casting. But the temperature 
needed for liquefying alloyed copper is below 1083C^ 
which can be considerably reduced by the increase in 
the alloying content i.e. copper with 8% tin melts at 
1020C° and with 25% melts at 800C°. So the temperature 
needed for the casting of brass for making the images 
in ancient Kashmir would not have been more than lOOOC 
which was far below than required for the melting of 
iron. It was sufficient only to reduce the ore into a 
semi-fused workable bloom. The evidence available 
sofar does not show that the smithies of Kashmir could 
ever produce higher temperature. 
Keeping in view the great variety and quantity of 
iron weapons needed for the army, it is almost certain 
tlidt there must have been some government run w^ikshops 
for this purpose. Though we have no information about 
such workshops or their working method but it seems 
S. Partab Singh Museum, Srinagar 
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t h a t t h e y t o o w e r e w u i k i n g W L I L :^L:,;-ii>-j a u a t e m p e r i n g 
t e c h n i q u e . The i t o u 1.....1;:. f.juii.. l i .... ti"- ; : ' . h a e o l oy i c a l 
s i t e of A v a n t i p u L " 1 ..). ..• ,-i'.-l'.i . , .- -^  • J . _. j cr r , h o r s c -
b r i d l e b i t s , hoe and ^.on^^ uLl. i ' u . / i . . , whi.cli a r e y e t 
have a l l b e e n ihadc by L h i s pru.-c.s,;. . /-.i.-i:! i. i uui a y i i c u l -
t u r e t h e i r o n seeiiiS t u h a v e be<rn u-vcJ f^ r iuak ing d o m e s -
t i c u t e n s i l s a l s o . 
The common u s e of f u r g i n i n g I ec'u!. i .jue i n K a s h m i r 
i s f u r t h e r s u b s t a a t i a', >.-,.! ijv thr- i. 1,1 v... ...^ i ^ oa ^luv^.Jc-d by 
e a r l y 1 9 t h c e n t u r y h: _.i juc-^. i t 1 ^ . . - . . . . . . • . . ' . . i c r .a i t who 
w h i l e g i v i n g t h e fir^;!- h a n d :<ccu..ii; •.'! J .*;i iascene gun 
b a r r e l mak ing L e c h n i ^ u t - i n K..ir;hiiiii . 1..; t h a i i t was 
a c t u a l l y t h e s w o r d m a k i n g t e c h n i q u e t r a n s f e r r e d t o 
making of gun b a r r e l s ' - and t l i c t e c l i n i u u e e m p l o y e d was 
s t i l l f o r g i n g and t e i i t p e r i n g . 
T h o u g h t h e i i.f Oi ii,:* Li on i s of ;"!'";•:: :.<.-i ! o.J b u t i t 
d e s c r i b e s how dciii,.a-,k ^ . jou;...x (j..^ i ; •• . : , , ; ;: L!._ny!it on 
t h e s u r f a c e o£ gun b a . Lc-i 01 sv,-..rd wh^>:;. i .•. v<:;i.y a i d i n 
b o t h P e r s i a and I i i d i a t h o u g h acliiev<--a l: .i . , . ' i . jh d i L l e r c n t 
3 
m e a n s . Su t h i s . j o u i J w e l l be of L^UJI^ J i o e i ab 1 e a a t i g u -
i t y i n K a s h m i : . I t wi 1 1 n o t be ou l ••..>[ I'l^iCt.- l u iii'_-ntion 
1 . J>-l;i r a j t a r c i u g i i i l , o p . c i L , P . ? ZC . 
^-• W i l l i a i n Muur.jr .ai • ..w.o ^J(-i.-: r^ .". -, -•-/. ' ,"^  i v - l s iri 
H i n d u s t a n aii.. r i . . . : j a b " , i ' . '.• G t' . 
3 . A m i r u d d h a Ruy, S . A . JBac,chi , ":.,•..•....,,:>...;_. . n A n c i e n t 
and M e d i e v a l Ind^c i" ( H e t . a l i u i . j y l a i m - U e v a l I n d i a 
by I q b a l G h a n i K i . a n ) , P . 7 3 . By -iOC b . C . a i iuLi .er 
t y p e of st.e<-I w<.t.\; [u o d u c e d in Andk i . . i^iride.di known 
a s S C r i. O a 1 n.l 1 a I >.-1 a S V> u u I. v. 
by carburizing ckips of wrouynf ii.jn i. 
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that there were two different types of damasce steel; 
laminated damascene steel and damascene crucible 
steel. •'• Laminated damacene could be achieved without 
melting the iron. So it was this technique which was 
most probably used in ancient Kashmir and could have 
been introduced from Iran where it was very common. 
Moorcraft informs us further that though the 
fabrication of damasked sword blades is no longer 
practiced in Kashmir but I employed some of the smiths 
to make some upon the principle above described. 
It seems that inspite of the absence of casting 
technique tlie smiths of Kashmir produced excellent 
tools and weapons by simple forging and tempering 
technique. The iron objects found from the archaeolog-
ical site of Avantipur (900 A.D.) like horse-bridle 
birds show that the smiths excelled in heat welding 
technique and it was made undetectable. 
An important factor in the ancient metallurgy was 
the production of blast air. It was necessary for 
producing high Lemperature. The earliesl inethud waa 
the blow pipe-^ suited for the work of the smith. It 
gave strong air blast which could be directed on the 
exact point. The blow pipe still survives in Kashmir 
1. Hans E.Wulff, op.cit, P. 8. 
2. William Moorcraft, op.cit, P.213. 
3. R. J. Forbus, op.cit. VIII, P. Ill, Henry Hodges, 
"Eculoyy in Ancient Worls", PP. 46-65. 
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in the domestic hearths but we have no information 
about its use in metallurgy but it seems quite possible 
that it must have been an important member of the 
smiths workshop before the development of bellows. 
Because the blow pipe could not handle the large fires 
this led to the invention of bellows. 
By general consensus the earliest form of belows 
was the skin bellow formed by sewing together the 
skin of an animal (often a goat skin) attaching the 
pipe and twyere to one of the leg and using a silt with 
two wooden rims as an opening for introducing fresh air 
into the bag. There is consensus among modern histor-
ians that bellow evolved somewhere in Near East^ and 
was well know during Greek time"^  The blows used in 
Kashmir, of which we have the information, is the skin 
bellow. But the information is not befort e^ trly 19th 
century.'^ However, keeping in view the state of anci-
ent metallurgy and the contacts of Kashmir with outside 
world it is not improbable that the bellow must have 
been known to the smiths of ancient Kashmir. As alrea-
dy mentioned the metallurgy of Kashmir developed much 
during the 6th-8th centuries when monumental brass 
images were cast in Kashmir which would require about 
lOOOC temperature to melt the alloyed copper. This 
1. R. J. Forbus, op.cit, VIII, P. 113 
2. Ibid, P. 113. 
3. Ibid, P. 112. 
4. Moorcraft, op.cit, P. 197-98. 
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could not have certainly been achieved without belows. 
And as the casting technique has most likely come from 
Gandhara it would have come along with bellows which 
were well-known around Kashmir^ considering the fact 
that the bellows still used in 19th century Kashmir 
were the earliest known bel1ows . those used in ancient 
Kashmir would have been necessarily the same. Thus the 
information provided by 19th century Traveller Moor-
croft about the blows and forge in late medieval Kash-
mir may hold good for ancient Kashmir also. So it is 
worthwhile to reproduce the description, "the belows 
aVi- double as is the case through India generally. 
Each pair consists of a goat skin untanned, but made 
pliable by being rubbed between the hands and the hair 
side is left outward. For this appropriation the body 
of the animal is extracted by an incision, continued 
from tije middle of the hinder part of one thigh to the 
same point in the other. 
A cylindrical tube of iron, or of wood, is insert-
ed into, and tied tight in the neck as the nozzle of 
the Bills, and the skin of the legs is also tied at the 
knees. But the edges of the incession, by which as 
before observed, the body was extracted, are stiffened 
and kept apart by a long piece of wood sewn to each 
side, and these are connected with each other by thongs 
of white leather. These thongs in the form of loops, 
admit the figures and thumb of the operator who with 
1. Aniruddha Roy, S. K. Bagchi, "Technology in 
Ancient and Medieval India" (Metallurgy in 
Kediievval India), P. 74. 
KeGB^^^ 
each hand works each pair of bellows inserted into the 
tew-hole hy their nozzle side by side. By opening and 
shutting the mouth of each alternately, and pressing 
the air^contained in their cavities^ forwards and down-
wards. By this simple apparatus the air is thrown upon 
the work in a continued stream, and welding heat is 
soon got up."^ 
1. Moorcraft, op.cit, P. 1978 
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The very notoriously fragile nature of Pottery 
makes it a craft of the settled life; so does its 
utility which was mainly restricted to storage purposes 
during its initial stage. But inspite of the fact that 
pottery is easily broken, the resulting shreds, on the 
contrary are practically indestructible. They are not 
decomposed in the ground; they are worthless to the 
owners; they cannot be reused. Consequently pot sherds 
are found at the site of every settlement. Once a 
pot shred is found it can be made to tell something 
about the whole operation of its preparation, its 
composition, temper, manner of manufacture, decoration, 
firing-range and colour by a highly specialized tech-
nique of ceramic analysis. Some times the pottery 
style furnishes an excellent basis for time determina-
tion and cross dating. Hence to no other artifact are 
the archaeologists and students of histcit^  naore grate-
ful than to the useless broken pieces of pottery. 
Another advantage with the study of the technology 
of pottery is that, except the idea which first led to 
its production the art of pottery, from the simplest 
unbacked earthern container to highly luxurious pot-
tery, still lingers on with us. Gorden Childe regards, 
put-inakiuy as the beginning of science and perhaps mans 
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first conscious utilization of chemical change. 
The basic knowledge needed for making pottery is 
that of suitable clay (containing silicate of 
aluminum). The clay must be mixed with water to form a 
paste that is plastic. Then it must be seasoned and 
kneaded until it is perfectly uniform inside and out. 
To this clay paste must be added a small percentage of 
temper, which is any coarse gritty substance such as 
chopped up bits of straWy grains of sand or minutely 
crushed pieces of stone. During the firing steam or 
other gaseous by-products escape through the tiny 
outlets provided by the temper and so prevent the clay 
body from cracking. 
After the clay has been prepared the difficult 
task of shaping the vessel begins during the early 
period small objects like cups were modeled by hand 
while large vessels were customarily made by coiling. 
A process whereby a potter first rolls ropes or coils 
of clay and then fits one above the other until the 
shape wanted has been achieved. The coil junctures may 
hi: dlluwcd Lu show UL Lh«y rn i y lie ub 1 i L c-1 a t ed by 
squeezing or rubbing. This follows a preliminary out-
door drying after which the pot is fired. The clay 
loses its plasticity and backs into hard water-proof 
V.G. Child, "Man makes himself", P. 101. 
Holt, Rinechart, Winston, Inc. "The Science of 
Man" (An Introduction to Anthropology), P. 264; 
Henry Hodges, "Technology in Ancient World". 
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solid material. 
Keeping in view the process of making the early 
pottery which is strictly similar to the making of 
present day unbacked clay containers (Kashmiri lupun) 
by peasant families and used for storage purposes, 
there hardly remains any doubt that these unbaced clay 
containers are the ancestors of the art of pottery. 
Apart from firing the technique of making these clay 
containers is exactly the same as used in pottery 
making before the invention of potters wheel. But 
because these are not backed they would easily mix up 
with the earth, hence no evidence of their use is left 
to us. 
In Kashmir the earliest neolithic sites known 
sofar are Burzahom and Guffral. Both the sites have not 
yielded any pottery from the first phase. (Aceramic 
phase), which had led some scholars to conclude that 
perhaps they used leather and basket containers. But 
considering the tradition of vnajting unbacked clay 
containers still prevalent in Kashmir and the mode of 
pottery making in the initial stages in other parts of 
the world it seems very likely that the clay containers 
were used for storage purposes. 
1. Indian Archaeology (A Review), 1981-82, P. 19. 
2. Shali, S. L. "Kashmir History and Archzeology 
through the Ages", P. 79. 
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Like pottery these clay containers are also made 
in two different ways. The smaller one's are molded by 
hand while the large one's are made by 'coiling' meth-
od. The preparation of olay is almost the same though 
it needed not to be seasoned and kneaded to that ext-
ent. The clay is specially selected and only sedimenta-
ry clay of the alluvial plateaus is used which is 
first dried in sun and then mixed with water and made 
plastic. Its quality is improved by adding tempers such 
as sand or generally bits of straw or ash so that it 
does not crack during drying. Thus the basic experi-
ence needed for the manufacture of pottery would have 
been already known the neolithic man, before the idea 
of backing the clay pots came to him. This is perhaps 
why even the earliest known pottery shows certain 
sophistication 1 ike the clay always mixed with some 
other material as temper.^ 
The neolithic pottery of Kashmir can be placed in 
two categories - the early neolithic pottery and ma-
tured neolithic pottery. The early neolithic pottery is 
usually coarse both in fabric and finish. It is hand-
made and ill fired.'^ The shapes recovered from the 
site of Burzaham include bowl, vase and stem.-^  Another 
important site, Gufkral, which means cave potters (Guf 
1- It is general feature of early pottery found 
anywhere. See Henry Hodges, op.cit, P. 34 also. 
2. Indian Archaeology (A Review), 1961-62, P.8; 1981-
82, P.20. 
Ibid, 1971-62, P.8 
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means Cave and Krai, Potter), has yielded big jars, 
bowls and basins of rough dull red ware. The decora-
tion include mat impressed bases pinched designing on 
the neck region and reed impression. It seems that 
the firing was done in a pit where the air was not 
freely admitted and the pottery was not fully 
oxidized. The small objects were modelled by hands 
while the large vessels were made by coiling process. 
The mat impression on the base of pottery indicates 
tliat while building a vessel it was kept on a movable 
mat which can be turned as required bringing several 
segments of the pot within convenient reach of the 
hand. This is further supported, that it was so, by the 
fact that similar arrangements were made in other parts 
of the world. The vessels were kept on some moveable 
base like a stone slab or a mat'* or a pot shred as it 
was not easy to rotate the wet pot. 
This moveable base used for making pottery led to 
one of the most important inventions of the pre-indus-
trial times - the potters wheel. It has been seen that 
in order to facilitate the turning the base was occa-
sioiiully pivoted and Lhu iciiultiny dovice wan caWvd 
turn-table or taurnette.^ On this device the pots were 
1. Ibid, 1981-82, P.20. 
2. Ibid, 1981-82, P. 20. 
3. Ibid, 1981-82, P. 20. 
4. Singer, Hollyyard and Hall, "History of Technolo-
gy", Vol. I. P. 196. 
5. Ibid, P. 196. 
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not thrown but built up by ^coiling' the disc being 
slowly turned by foot."'- If this disc is made heavy 
enough to maintain its momentum the true potters wheel 
can be developed. It is generally believed that it was 
developed from any such a device. 
The matured neolithic pottery 
The pottery of this period include greyware, 
burnished grey ware, rough thick dull red ware, black 
burnished ware and wheel turned black burnished ware 
which is different from the well known Northern Black 
polished ware. Few shreds of red ware were also pres-
ent. "^  The Shades include deep bowl with pedestal base, 
jar with a flaring rim, dish sometimes with provisions 
for stand (Kashmiri Buskeb) globular pot (Kashmiri 
Chod) a funnel shaped vase with a flaring rim, globular 
body and flat base., big jars and basins. Among the new 
shapes introduced was a long necked jar. In this 
phase the wheel made pottery makes its first appearance 
in the shape of black burnished ware.^ The redware 
shreds were present in small quantity.^ 
1. Ibid, P. 196. 
2. Indian Archaeology (A Review), 1961-62, P. 809; 
1981-82, P. 21. 
3. Ibid, 1981-82, P. 21. 
4. Ibid, 1961-62, P. 8; 1981-82, P.21. 
5. Ibid, 1981-82, P.21. 
6. Ibid, 1981-82, P.21. 
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Since overwhelming majority of pottery till this 
period was of black and grey wares, it was obviously 
produced by firing in reducing atmosphere (perhaps in 
pits). But the presence of red-ware shreds also in-
dicate that potter had received the idea of producing 
red colour pottery by firing in an oxidizing at-
mosphere. 
The most conspicuous feature of the pottery of 
this period was the introduction of the potters wheel 
which speaks of some direct contact with outside world 
or arrival of any new group on the sight. Needless to 
repeat the overall cultural complex of neolithic Kash-
mir takes after north China and Central Asia including 
Iran.-^ This cultural affinity is further confirmed by 
the pottery of this period which is different from its 
Southern counterpart and some shapes strikingly take 
after those of Persia. Mention may be made of the wheel-
made fine globular red ware pot of this period found at 
Burzahom which carries a paining in black of a wild 
goat with long curved horns and hanging ears. This type 
of painting was also been found with some variation at 
Hissar in Iran and Kot-digi in the Indus where it has 
most likely come from Iran. But the painting found at 
1. Bridget and Raymond Allchin, "The Birth of Indian 
Civilization" (India and Pakistan before 500 
B.C.), P. 160. 
2. Ibid, P. 289. 
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Burzahdiii takes more closely after that of Hissar. The 
pottery has many features of surface treatment which 
recall the grey wares of such sites as Shah Tepe or 
Tepe Hissar^ in North Eastern Iran. Surprisingly these 
3 
features are also shared by South Indian Pottery, 
Another pottery shape which confirms Kashmir 
contact with these regions and their influence on the 
art of pottery making in Kashmir is the channel spouted 
vessel found from the site of Gufkral.'^ This particu-
lar vessel has a long history in Western Asia and in 
Iran and has been traced back tr Crete. It reached 
Central India around 1500 B.C.^ It is almost of the 
same date in Kashmir (1500-600 B.C.). 
In view of these similarities there is strong 
reason to believe that like many other aspects of 
material culture, the early pottery of Kashmir also ows 
its origin to Persia and Central Asia. Obviously the 
potters wheel which was introduced during this period^ 
as is evident from the wheel made pottery found from 
these sites, would have also the same source. Keeping 
1. H.D. Sankalia, "Pre-history ut India", New Delhi, 
P. 167. 
2. Bridge and Raymond Allchin, op.cit, P. 288-289. 
3. Ibid, 289. 
4. Indian Archaeocology (A Review), 1981-82, P. 25. 
5. H.D.Sankalis, "Iranian Influence on Early Indo 
Pakistan Cultures", in "Central Asia", P. 55-56. 
6. Ibid, P. 56. 
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in view the vast distribution of the wheel at this time 
one may presume any other source like China or India. 
But this presumption lacks substantiation as the pot-
tery of Kashmir of this period does not take after 
China-'- and the neolithic culture of Kashmir, as shown 
elsewhere, has no strong parallels with Indian sub-
continent . 
The earliest known potters wheel found in differ-
ent civilizations was essentially a centralli" pivoted 
disc of wood, stone or clay on a wooden frame. The 
wheel had to be heavy enough to retain its momentum 
when set spinning. It was, as now, started with bare 
hand of the thrower or an assistant or by a jerk with a 
stick, which is more common, that engages in a notch or 
hollow near the rim of the disc Once started the wheel 
spins long enough for the potter to complete a small 
pot though for larger pots he had to use the stick 
again. 
The earliest information of the use of potters 
wheel in Kashmir provided by pot-shreds is most likely 
of such a wheel as it had a long history by then in the 
legions around Kashmir. On the basis ot the pol shieds 
its use in Sumer can be established before 3000 B.C.^ 
1. Bridget and Raymond Allchin, op.cit, P. 160. 
2. Singer Holmyard and Hall, History of technology. 
Vol. I, PP. 196-97. 
3. Ibid, P. 199. 
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and is of the same date in Iran.-'- In India the wheel 
was used around 2500 BC"^ -'-, The oldest surviving portion 
of potters wheel is dated 3250 + 250 B.C. found at Ur 
in 1930.^ h complete clay disc 90 cm in diameter 8 cm 
thick has been buried with its owner at Erech (Sumer) 
2000 BC.^ The potters wheel was used in Sumer and Iran 
earlier then China, Egypt or Syria. Some likely approx-
imate dates are Syria, Palestine 3000 BC, Egypt 2750 
B.C. and Greece 1800 EC.'* 
There are two varieties of this wheel termed as 
aucketed disc and pivoted disc. In the first the wheel 
revolves freely on a fixed pivot which fits into socket 
on the under side of the disc. In the second the pivot 
projects from the underside of the disc or is mortised 
firmly into it but turns on a fixed socket.^ The 
traditional potters wheel of Kashmir, still used is of 
the first type and many have been same during the 
period of our study. 
Inspite of the introduction of potter wheel in the 
middle of neolithic period in Kashmir (1700-1400 BC 
period at Gufkral) the handmade pottery continued to be 
made side by side during the whole of neolithic period 
1. Singer Halmyard and Hall, op.cit, P. 199. 
2. Ibid, p. 199. 
3. Ibid, P. 199. 
4. Ibid, P. 200. 
5. Ibid, P. 197. 
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and early historical period.-'- The reason for this 
continuity of the hand made pottery lies, most probably 
in the fact that while the wheel made pottery needs a 
skilled person with an equipment, the handmade pottery 
could be made by every housewife. And as it was equally 
suitable for storage purposes, so its use continued 
though on an evcc diminishing scale. The introduction 
of potters wheel not only improved the quality of the 
product but also led to greater production. It became 
possible for a potter to make a vessel in one hour 
which would otherwise take a full day. 
Another landmark in the development of the art of 
pottery, which almost took it to perfection was the 
introduction of a true Klin, in which the vessels were 
Separated from fuel during firing. The fire was lit 
uiiderneath the Klin chamber and the vessels are sepa-
rated from the fire by a floor which was perforated in 
a number of places. This klin developed almost simulta-
neously with the potters wheel soon after 4000 BC in 
Me£>opotamia. •^  The pottery found from the mature phases 
of neolithic Burzahom and Gufkral showing rich diversi-
ty in colour indicates that such a klin ar r any eiiient 
would have been in use during the period (1700-1000 
B.C.). The appearance of black, grey and red wares 
shows that the wares were backed in both oxidizing. 
1. Indian Archaeocology (A Review), 1981-82, P. 24-
25. 
2. Henry Hodges, "Technology in the Ancient World", 
P. 57, HBans E. Wulff, "The Traditional Crafts of 
Persia", P. 138. 
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(air admitted freely) which results in red colour of 
the pottery; and reducing conditions (with air 
limited), which resulted in black colour of the wares. 
The wheel made black burnished ware of this i--.il od 
is of a fine medium fabric and the shades are grey to 
black and occasionally red. It is characterized by well 
levigated clay free from impurities, due to repeated 
burnishing the external surface of the pots shows 
smooth and lusterious look. On this fabric beautiful 
instances of external decoration were noticed. The 
significant example was the ornamentation of a peacock 
on one of the dish type pots which obviously speaks of 
foreign influence. 
A noteworthy feature of the pottery of this peri-
od, recovered from Burzahom and Gufkral, the two prin-
cipal neolithic sites of the valley, is that the pot-
tery shows some similarity and indicates contacts 
between these two sites. The appearance of long necked 
jar at Gufkral which was already made at Burzahom bears 
testimony to these contacts. The people did not seem 
tu have direct contacts during the earlier period. 
In the Oxidizing fire the carbon of fuel combines 
with two atoms of oxygen to form carbon dioxide 
whereas in the reducing fire the carbon monoxide 
will extract oxygen from the red ferric oxide 
present in the clay and convert it into black 
magnetic oxide. 
Since the Peacock is not found in Kashmir its 
ornameutati on on the pots was the outcome of 
foreign influence may be of Indian Origin. 
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Another stage in the development of pottery was 
reached in the III phase of the settlement at Burzahom 
(Meyalitiilc phase 1000-600 BC) in This period the 
redware became predominant. It was generally wheel 
made with a coarse fabric while the subsequent period 
yielded red ware of medium fabric. The shapes include 
jars, bowls, miniature pots, lamps, vases, dishes, 
knobbed lids, and lid cum bowls, double rimn^ ed pots and 
cup on a stand. 
The redware pottery is the most common pottery 
used traditionally in Kashmir. All the shapes and sizes 
from small cups and lamps to big storage jars are made 
of this ware. It seems that the stage reached during 
the first millennium BC has hardly witnessed any fur-
tlier devel opiuent. The red ware pottery seems to have 
been in used throughout the valley by then. All the 
archaeological sites, apart from Burzahom and Gufkral, 
like Simthan and Kanyalwan in South Kashmir have 
yielded this pottery. The different developmental 
stages of this pottery are well provided by the ar-
chaeological site of Simthan. It first occurs in the 
earlier period of pre NBP phase (1500-600 BC) and 
consists of a fine thin fabric mostly slipped and bur-
1. Indian Archaecology (A review) 1961-62, P. 80-9, 
1981-82, P. 25. 
2. Indian Archaeology (A Review), 1961-62, P. 8-9; 
1981-82, P. 25. 
3. Ibid, 1978-79, P. 70; 
4. Ibid, 1976-77, P. 75. 
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iiiihcU. It is made of fine clay on wheel and the slip 
vaiies from brownish red to deep red.-^  The common 
forms include vessels, vases, a variety of bowls, 
flasks, marinated cooking vessels with untreated and 
root marked lower body. 
The next stage of the pottery is represented by 
sturdy red-ware, usually treated with thick but fine 
ilip ranging in colour from orange red to plump red. 
The earlier shapes continue, the coinposit form is a 
bowl on a stand. ^  In the next period (NBP phase 600-
200 B.C,)it is found in association with N^B^P. ware. 
The introduction of true klin that permitted the 
control of atmosphere to produce black or red coloured 
wares and the use of potters wheel for making the pots 
and the use of fine silp of clay that gave the vessels 
an extremely smooth surface made pottery an estab-
lished craft by the middle of 1st millennium B.C. in 
Kashmir. And it remained an established craft ever 
since. 
Deluxe Pottery 
The 2nd half of 1st millennium BC is remarkable in 
the development of pottery for the appearance of North-
1. Ibid, 1978-79, P. 70. 
2. Ibid, 1980-81, (Excavation at Simthan), PP.21-23. 
3. Ibid, 1976-77, P. 75. 
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ern black polished ware (NBPW) in Kashmir. It is as the 
name iiuflies a black ware of well leviyatged clay which 
is usually grey but sometimes reddish in section, well 
burnt, sturdy with a metallic sound of smooth texture 
and prominently sliped and is brilliantly burnished or 
polished to the quality of a glaze. The colour of the 
polish changes occasionally from coaltar black to a 
steel silvery or golden shine or luster. The usual 
shapes are bowls, dishes, lids and handies. It is 
widely distributed in Northern India. The carbon-14-
determination supports a date range of 500-200 BC with 
a period of overlap with painted grey ware. 
In Kashmir the NBP ware was first found at Simthan 
associated with red and grey wares^ (600-200 BC) 
Subsequently in course of exploration many more NBP 
ware sites like Buna-Gantmul1 a and Kanispur in Baramula 
District were spotted. A few shreds were also encoun-
tered at the latter phases of Burzahom and Gufkral 
settlements^ which shows the wide distriLu^tion of ware 
in the valley during the period. In Kashmir where no 
polychromic or glazed pottery has been reported from 
any-where, the NBP ware marks the zenith of pottery 
craft. 
1. N.R. Banerjee, "The Iron Age in India", P. 241. 
2. Indian Archaeology (A Review), 1978-79, P.70. 
3. Indian Archaeology (A review), 1981-82, P.16. 
4. Ibid, 1981-82, P. 16. 
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The occurrence of NBP ware is the first solid 
example of Kashmiris intimate contact with India where 
from it travelled over here. What agency was responsi-
ble for its introduction in Kashmir is not known But 
must probably it were the Buddhist missionaries (who 
transported it to distant lands like Gandhara in the 
North to Amarvati in the South), who brought this 
technology to Kashmir, as the valley was a great centre 
of Buddliism. Thanks to the efforts of the Buddhist 
missionaries. 
The further story of deluxe pottery is mainly of 
decoration and glazing technique; but in Kashmir both 
these arts seem to have developed very little. No 
elaborately decorated earthenware has been reported 
from this period nor has any specimen of glazed ware 
been found. It is surprising in view of the fact that 
parthians, who brought the lead glazes into the general 
use and has deeply influenced terracotta tile making 
in Kashmir as shown by the excavation at Harwan. 
Needless to say tile making is very akin to pottery. 
Though Kashmiri potter sliowed good workmanship in 
making the ware and could even produce a high quality 
ware like NBP but he is generally lacking in artistic 
adornment. The main decoration used in Kashmir is 
1. H.D. Sankalia, Indian Archaeology Today, Bombay, 
1962, P. 11. 
2. Robert E. Fisher, "The Enigma of Harwan", in lArt 
aud Aichitecture of Ancient Kashmir, P. 8. 
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painting in black mostly animals and birds like Goat 
and Peacock, thumb nail patterns, wavy lines, mat, 
2 lecd and coid impression and stamped designs. 
The further history of pottery in Kashmir is 
aliiiost exclusively of the red ware though some de-luxe 
wares like NBP and grey ware made their appearance for 
some time but red ware was always preponderant. In the 
last centuries of first millennium BC the pottery 
represented by the last phases of Burzahom and Gufkral 
and third period of occupation at Simthan (Indo-Greek 
200- BC to 1st century AD) consisted of red ware of 
fine to medium fabric often sliped and mostly wheel 
made represented by bowls, vases and dishes at 
Simthan, jars, bowls and miniature pots, shreds of 
black painted redware with stamped designs, lamps, 
vases, dishes, knobbed lids, lid cum bowls, double 
rimmed pot and cup on a stand found at Gufkral. At 
Martand (which corresponds with II and III phase at 
Burzoham) large storage jars one with lid and other 
without it were found. The pottery obtained from here 
was of four categories viz red, slipped ware of medium 
1. S.L.Shali, "History and Archaeology through the 
Ages", P. 80. 
Indian Archaeology (A Review), 1976-77, P. 75-76; 
1978-79, P. 70; 1981-82, P. 20-25. 
Ibid, 1976-77, P. 75; 1978-79, P. 70; 1981-82, P. 
4. Ibid, 1981-82, P. 25. 
5. Ibid, 1968-69, P. 59. 
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fciLric represented by various shapes including a dish 
un d stand, black slipped waie of thin fdbtic lepre-
sented mainly by bowls, thick guilty red ware repre-
sented mainly by basins and dull red ware in thin 
fabric represented mainly by miniature vases. While 
the pottery of the preceding period shows a clear 
foreign influence as the shapes like goblets and deco-
ration like triangular incision and multiple wavy lines 
have been found over a vast area in Iran, Afghanistan 
and C.L-ntral Asia. But the pottery of this period 
shows regional manifestations. The Kashmiri potter 
has reached the stage of making new shapes and colours 
of his own. An important find of this period was also 
some specimens of black and red pottery. 
For one thousand years from 500 BC to 500 AD the 
political fortune of Kashmir remained in a state of 
flux. The occupation of vast areas of northern India, 
often including Kashmir by Achaemenien and Hillenistic 
civilizations and Kusana, Saka and Parthian rulers, 
with a mixed culture, went a long way in shaping the 
over-all life pattern of Kashmir particularly the 
ihaterial culture. The influence of these powers on the 
art and architecture of Kashmir has already been well 
1. Ibid, P.60. 
2. G. R. Sharma, "India and Central Asia from 6th 
century B.C. to 6th century A.D. in Central Asia", 
P. 115. 
3. Indian Archaeology (A Review), 1977-78, P. 70. 
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established.-^ But the art of pottery, at-least brought 
tu light sofar, seems to have reiuaiiied isolated and 
uii ill flue need by it. It seems that the pottery had 
ali.«ady lost the "cultural impurtaiice" and royal de-
ii,<and. Tlic? potter seems to have to fill the needs of a 
coiiuiion man only. Perhaps tlie official class had shifted 
to luxurious metals like sliver and gold for the uten-
sils of daily use, so the potter remained contented 
with his own ski 11 . 
1. Ptatapddatya Pal, "Art and Architecture of Ancient 
KaShllill-", PP. 10-11. 
2. Kajtaranyini of Kalhana, (tr. by M.D. Stein, Book 
5, No. 12. 
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Military system is the product of an organized 
cuuaiiunity but in early neolithic Kashmir no such organ-
ization seems to have existed. The two earliest known 
settlements of Kashmir namely Burzahom and Gufkral do 
not seem to have any direct contact during the first 
pliase of the habitation, let alone an organization. So 
there was no question of the existence of an army. But 
so far as the weapons are concerned some important 
Weapons of the early warfare were already known to the 
early settlers of Kashmir. Mention may be made of the 
arrow-heads found at these sites which itself speaks 
of the use of bow without which arrow -heads are mean-
in glessYet the i?ow and arrow which together make 
aiclieiy was not used lui militaiy purposes but for 
hunting the animals of prey. In fact the first pictori-
al representation of archery from Kashmir, depicted on 
d tile found from the second phase of the ai cliaeol ogi-
cal site of Burzahome,^ presents it not in a battle 
field but in a hunting scene. 
1. Indian Arcnaeology (A Review), 2964-65, P.13. 
2. B. M. Pande, "Neolithic Hunting Scene on a stone 
slab from Burzahom Kashmir, Asian Perspective, 
1971 , Vul . .viv, PP. 134-38 . 
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It Seems that the devel opincnt of an oryani zation 
in Kashmir was the outcome of the foreign occupation of 
the valley •Juring the eatly times. We know that as 
e^ily ui, 6th century B.C. Kashiiii r was a part of great 
A>.'ljaemtriiid i-iiipire. It is p i u b u b l ^ .KniiKj lliis i'c-riud 
that metal started being used for weapons of war as 
before this period we only come across small bits of 
cupper and iron used for decorative purposes. The 
use of weapons of metal must have given the band of 
fighters on foot a true advantage over the ordinary 
fighter. So it must have been the use of metal which 
first enabled those who possessed it the power to 
subdue others. However, this is only a conjecture. 
Till we reach the first centuries of the Christian 
era we have no information neither about the military 
organi 2:ation nor about the weapons they used. But as 
Kashmir has been either directly or indirectly under 
tiie occupation of the neighbouring empires at different 
tiuies Juiiny the pre-Christian era and early post 
-Christian era there is ej.cu^ 'i reason to presume that 
its military organization would have beeii built on the 
pattern of its neighbourhood. This is further substan-
tiate by the fact that by the time we come across more 
a>rliiiXi.e eviucace provided by written sources, we find 
the weapons of war and military organization not much 
1. Stein, M.A. "Rajatarangini of Kalhana", Vol. II, 
P. 353.., 
2. Indian Archaeology (A Review), 1973-74, P. 13. 
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different from that of other regions around Kashmir. 
As true cavalry is a late development, the earli-
est fighting force was predominantly of the foot sol-
diers. It seems that as late as the middle of 1st 
millennium A.D. the infantry formed the chief combating 
force in Kashmir. Kalhana tells us that tantrin foot-
soldiers (trantri-padatinam), the armed Ekangas and the 
armed villagers including the candalas, peasants and 
Brahamanas constituted the foot soldiers (patti-
pudati). But it must be borne in mind, as will be 
discussed in the following pages, that by the time of 
kalhana, the infantry had already lost its important 
position as the main wing of the army. It was the 
cavalry which formed the decisive limb of the army. But 
in earlier times the infantry must have been a much 
more trained and professional force. The infantry had 
the advantage that it could be employed any where which 
ihcide theiii pa'ticularly important in the difficult 
Let lain of the valley where the other forces like 
elephant was rot of much use. After the development of 
cavalry the infantry was mainly a non combatant wing of 
the army. This was perhaps the reason of the great 
number of foot soldier which Kalhana talks about at the 
The written sources refer to the traditional four 
fold divisions of the army Drabu, V. N. "Kashmir 
Polity", P. 230. 
Rajataranyini of Kalhana (tr. by M.A.Stail) Book 
5, No. 248-49; Book 4, No. 475-76; Book 5, No. 91, 
132; Book 7 N 135, 1604; Book 8, No. 2515, 2518. 
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time of different wars. As a matter of fact who. 
soever accompanied with the army was regarded as a foot 
soldier. 
The most important devel opruent in the field of 
military technology during our period was the develop-
iiiciit of cavalry However, before discussing its develop-
iiients in Kashmir it is important to know its evolution 
in other parts of the world considering the fact that 
Kashmir imported this technology from abroad. 
The horse was first used by the steppe people of 
Eurasia when in about 2nd millennium B.C. They applied 
it to light chariots making a new era in the his-
lui'Y u£ welfare. 
According to Linn white use of horse in the battle 
can be divided into three phases-first that of the 
chariotefeL'. second that of the mounted worrier who 
cliuyi Lo oLcad by pressure of his knees aiiJ third that 
of the riders equipped with stirrups. However, the 
true significance of horse as an animal of war lies not 
in \ii3 application to llie chatiol, but liiiJ uac as a 
iiiount during the combat. This was only possible when 
tlic- horse was furnished with all those accessories 
Rajatarangini of Kalhana (tr. by M. A. Stein), 
Book 5, No. 248-9; Book 8, Nos. 1683, 3203. 
Encyclopedia Britanica, Vol. XV, P. 452. 
Lynn White, "Medieval Technology and Social 
Change", P.l 
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which would make the rider literally stable and enable 
hiin to be in full control of his mount. It took thou-
aaiidi u£ years to furnish the horse and rider with the 
equipii.ent to convert thein into a single fighting ma-
chine. While the application of horse to the chariot 
was ii.ade in 2000B.C. a true cavalry only emerged in the 
first centuries of A.D. era. Some of the important 
Je^el ui-iheiilo whicli the caVdlty und-.'!. went, aie the use of 
bridle, saddle, horseshoes and the stirrup. 
ILon mouth hooks or bridle have been discovered at 
many places in Eurasia belonging not earlier to 500 
B.C.'- similarly we have many iron mouth hooks for 
bridling hors€5 from the scythien kurgans (wooden 
coffins) of the 5th and 4th centuries B.C. and many 
of those have been found in the graves in the kuban 
area- north of the Black sea between the Don and the 
Deneiper rivers. The horse shoes and saddle made of 
lather fixed with the iron frame originated in the 
beginning of the Christian era soinewhcre near Afghanis-
tan.-^  The pointed saddle patterns on the horse rhyton 
found in Maku in west Azhar-Baijan and Susa dating to 
the 8th century B.C. indicate that this tradition of 
1. Ibid, p.15. 
2. R.S.Sharma, "Central Asia and early Indian Caval-
ry" (200 BC-1200A.D.) in "Central Asia" edited 
byn Aiualendu Guha, P. 176. 
3. Ibid, P. 176. 
4. Ibid, P. 175. 
5. Ibid, P. 178. 
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aaddle covers was in common use in Iran. Saddles 
2 
were also used in large scale in imperial Rome. 
While the iron mouth hooks gave to the rider a 
full contiul of the ride the ridy>iJ i i diue of the saddle 
prevented him from falling ovei the tail of his horse. 
But iiispite of the bridle and the spur which helped the 
rider to control his mount and the saddle which con-
firmed his seat the position of the horse-man was still 
precarious and he Was restricted in his methods of 
fighting as it still lacked the stirrup. 
Althouyli the traces of some Cotui of stitrup inade 
of looped 1 oDg or leatliei stirrup can be had from rock 
relief of Assyrian king shalnianeser III ascribed to 
825.B.C."^ But according to Lynn white these are en-
tirely isolated specimens which do not mark the begin-
ning of stirrup. The stirrups were unknown to the 
5 4 • 
Greeks and Romans and their antique representations 
are either of doubtful identifications or of question-
able piovenance. The rudimentary idea of tlie stirrups 
1. Tasleema Dhamiji, "Living Tiaditiuns ul Iraiis 
Crafts", P. 18. 
r . J c-1 i 11 a 1 Asia and early Indian Cavalry, 
--•i- . •- J. L . C . X I O . 
3. P. K. Code, Studies in Indian Cultural History, II 
(Poona, 1960), P.76. 
4. Li a in White, op.cit, P.14. 
[hid, P. 14. 
C. Ibid, P. 14. 
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appeal c-d in India in the late 2nd century A.D. A kushan 
enslaved geiii fiow in British Mucjeaiu cind datable to 
A.D.100. Shows a booted rider with feet supported by 
what appears to be riged hooks suspended from the 
saddle.-'- Since such hooks might easily drag a fallen 
lider the experience can scarcely prove satisfactory. 
HoweVc-r it demonstrates the efforli of the people of 
uuithc-rn Pakistan and Afghanistan tu adopt the big toe 
stiirup to Lheir needs. 
A proper stirrup is found in the monument of 
Ho'ch-u-ing, the Chinese general who fought against the 
Hunas.'^ It is placed between the endj,the 2nd and 
beginning of 3rd century A.D. Stirrups appeared in 
Korea in the fourth century A.D.in Japan in the 5th 
centuiy and in Sughad and the steeps of Kaiiiakhistan and 
in the Sasanian kingdom in the 5th century A.D. 
Before the introduction of the stiriup the horse 
rider rode with the grip of liis knees and thighs and 
was, therefore, more vulnerable at these points which 
had to be left unprotected. The use of metal stirrup 
iiot oiily enabled the rider to protect his whole body 
but luoLe so it secured the hurseiuan in the saddle and 
enabled him to manipulate his positioii on the horse 
back in such a way so that his whole weight is felt 
1. Ibid, P. 14. 
2. R.S. Sharma, op.cit, P. 17 6 
3. Ibid, P. 177. 
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licjlily by the horse and its spceJ as wel 1-as-tact i ve 
puwet UcXi, increased. The use uf ...lirrup increased the 
fighting power of the cavalry to such an extent that it 
gave way to a new mode ot fighting known as mounted 
ihuc]-. L'vjjiibdt' which according to Linn white finally led 
lu the- eiucrgenct! of feudal stl-uf ^^ the society. 
Plaviny briefly enunierated tlic main stages of the 
devel upiuent of cavalry in different parts of the world. 
We are now in a better position to examine the develop-
ment of cavalry in Kashmir. 
When horse was first used in Kashmir for military 
purposes is not known. The horse is not the indigenous 
aniiiial of Kashmir we have no evidence about it during 
the neolithic period. It is almost certain that it must 
have been imported for inilitary putpose.It is still a 
matter of dispute that whether the chariots to which 
horses were first applied in other parts of the world 
,were ever used in Kashmir. The karnirathas to which 
Kalhaiia luakes references in Ra jatarangini were, most 
piobcibly,as stein says, some type of palaukens stein 
bascs liis presumption oii the observation made by Alber-
uni that the inhabitant of Kashiiiir are pedestrians, 
tliey have no riding animals or elephants. The noble 
among Lhcin ride on in palankins called katt carried on 
siiouKlcis of men. The word katt is perhaps a corrupted 
>cc Lynn White, op.cit, (Mouijlcd sliock oombact and 
he tcu.pc-r of feudal life), PP. 1-35. 
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rendering of a pre-derivativc f i oin karniratha. 
The fiiit 3lear evidence of cavalry conies from 
harwau tiles which shows a horse fully accuuntred, 
hurseiuun in Annoar ridii^ y at full gal lap and drawing 
his buw . On the right slJt^  hun^^ .^ 4uiv>-r, which is 
dCtaclicd tu the saddle.^ Since these tiles contain 
kharoshti numerals and the horse-iueii represented on the 
tiles bear heavy features, proiiiiaent cheak bones, 
narrow sunk and slanting eyes and receding fore-heads a 
Central Asian Physiognomy and since horsemen appear in 
puithian tiuusers and tuikoman caps thete remains 
hurdly any doubt that it was made by some Central Asian 
peup1e. 
Keeping in view the fact that the site of Harwan 
was built by kushans who ruled Kashmir for about two 
centuries. One is tempted to attribute the introduction 
of armored cavalry to the kushans. But recently some 
wcLijhly aigumcnL^j have bueu advanced lu :jhuw Uiat the 
tile making was introduced in Kashmir long before the 
kushans and the tiles used in the Haiwan stupa belonged 
tu aoiiic other existing building which was situated near 
the stupa but destroyed by stupa builders.'^ The mutifs 
1. M.A.Stein, Ra jatarangini of Kal Ixana , Vol . I , P.159n, 
2. R.C. Kak, Ancient Munoments of Kashiiiir Plate, 
XXIII. 
3. IbiJ, lui, Tuikuman cup. st-e Plule XXVIII of the 
iaiuc buoJ'. . 
4. •Y.L.U] . Tile a vital link in Central Asia and 
;<c-;:.LeLi. Kiiualavas, A foryottoi. link, Pp.S3-S4. 
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like chasiuy dare and shootiuy ariuws at them by horse 
aj-cijciS actiiiis a convincing argunicat to prove that these 
tiles were manufactured by some non-Buddhist Central 
Asian tiibcs well before the Kubhana occupation of 
Kashmir. This is further substantiated by some recently 
excavated Liles by the Archaeu1oyica1 Department of 
Jaiuiiiu and Kashmir. This in turii proves that the 
cavalry was introduced in Kashmir before the Kushans. 
Iii tiiis context it is important to recall that Kashinir 
had intiiuate relations with Bactrian Greeks, parthians 
and sakes who all were excellent horsemen. Yet the 
kushaiiS uiiyht have greatly popularized the use of 
armored cavalry in Kashmir. 
Ccn.-iidering the antiquity of different equipments 
of cavalLy like saddle, briddle with iron mouth-hook 
and the huise sl'ioes coupled witli tlie close contact 
Kashmir had with all those regions who popularized 
cavalry, it can be established without doubt that by 
the kushana period cavalry in Kashinir rnust have been 
furnished with all these equipments. But one important 
item which the cavalry of the period must have been 
luclvii-v Wai. t. he sliriup which W(.;uld h.jVe -J I t.'.i t 1 y iiiipei-1-
ed ito lighting potential in wai . As alieady pointed 
uut that tiue stirrup is a post kui,han development so 
the lioi.se during this perii.-d w:;uld have been <siT;Ttfil' 
used only as a means of transport while for the actual 
coiubat the warrior would dismount and then fight. The 
main wing of the army was the infantry. 
I M 1.1, 1^ . 5 4 - J J . 
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'I'he ui>v of stirrup in Kashuai cannot be dated 
earlier than karkota period when Kasiniiir developed 
close contacts with all the reyions around Kashmir 
includiiig China, Central Asia, Afyhaixistan and Northern 
Ii.diu. Thxi; is further coLroLuLateJ l^y the fact that 
dutiiiy the leiyn of Lalitadytjci >.. :^  epa i. a L •.• department 
was eitablished for the inainter^ance of liorses which was 
kept under a Special officer knowij aS Muhasvasala. It 
is also supported by the fact that till this period we 
See a yood number of elephants and palankens karnir-
athas being used in wars while in the latter period 
they virtually become non existent in Kashmir. Had 
the; cavalry of Kashmir already witnessed a full devel-
Oi-iueiil IhvAi. perhaps the eleplianti- wuuld not have been 
incported in such a great nuniber for military purposes. 
N e e d l c i o t. u .juy elephaiiLs a l e ol l i l L l e h e l p rn tlie 
hilly terrain of Kashmir. 
With the invention of stirrup the cavalry com-
pletely took over infantry and it became the most 
iiiiportant wing of the armed force. Tlxe stirrup tied 
b^-th the rider and the ride and luade Iheiii a war ma-
chiiie. A new type of coiiibat fought ii; close '.quarters 
developed which necessitated the need to protect the 
body of the horse as Well as the rider. The literary 
1. Rajatarangini, op.cit, Book 4, No. 142-43. 
2. Ibid., Book 7, No. 1553, The mention of single 
elepharit in harshas army suggests the fighting 
fruiii an elephant survived unly as a kingly 
p L i V i 1 c y e . 
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fvidcact? available iiiakes it clcai iWal the heavy ar-
uiuieJ cavalry was in great use iu Kashiuir. 
i;ith the es tabl ishideut of a separate department 
for horses cavalry made great progress in Kashmir. It 
is interesting to note that, whereas in India cavalry 
was iyiiored after the Guptas, in Kashiuir it struck its 
toots deeper culminating into aliuust extinction of 
elepliauts from the wars towards the beginning of the 
IGth ceiiLuty A. D. •^  The mention of a single elephant in 
Harshas ariny suggests tliat fightliig on elephant sur-
vived only as a royml privilege."' The fact that the 
cavalry was the leading force in the army of the Hindu 
Rajas of -Kashmir is not only indicated by a prodigious 
nuiiibet of horses in their arniies but also by the innu-
merable Varieties of horses found in their stables. 
KsfiiK.Mnl 1 .» ill li i ."J N i I i k.j 1 p.i I ri 1 li d i . v d l I •:., D I H - ;.;I.-CI i o n t o 
the enumeration of good and bad qualities of liorses, 
tiieir movements and diseases. Tlic Lokaprakasa speaks 
of a vetei-indry doctor, a specialist in horse disease 
and of aii expert in the science of horses. It further 
lists various breeds of horses and their stables. Above 
all this Kalhana frequently complaints against tlie huge 
c.-^ pei^ i^ rs ^ncuiied by Kashihiri rulers oji the puiciidse of 
Ibid, Bouk 7, No. 1553. 
K<.i j u L u r u i ig i r i i , o p . c i t . Book 7 , Nos . 1 3 0 9 - 1 0 
I b i d , Book 6 , No. 1 5 5 3 . 
V . N . D r a b u , K a s h m i r P o l i t y , P . 2 3 1 . 
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?», 
l?OTBIM»ltlftUi'||iltiVliUl\lilllimulMiJ'Ill'lM'.llill!^ 
^ ) 
XVI. (A) Tile wiih a huntec scene anJ a deet (B) Tile with a l.oLse [ii!!y accoiiUed, hotse-man 
in atmoiiv dding in full q A l o ^ and dtawinj his bow. On Lis tight side aiUched to 
the saddle hangs is quivei. Two ends oi dLaperi- i'littei: at his back. Kharoshthi 
numeuls !,•!,10=15. 
f o i e i y a h o i s c s . " ^ Tlie iini^or t a u c c uf c a v a l r y c a n b e 
f u i t h e i ch icaned f rom t h e f a c t t h a t t l i e s e t - a r a t e o f f i c -
e r . MdliUi;vuijala a p p o i n t e d by L a l i a - l , - ' a was one of t h e 
f i v <r i ^ i x i i c i i ^ a l o f f i c e r s ka r i i i a a t h a i i u s of t h e p e r i o d 
what 1.-. n.^Lc i n t e r e s t i n g t o n o t e t h a t f o r u p d a t i i i y t h e 
c c i v a l t ^ t h e r u l e r s of a n c i e j i t Kashiu^r e i i ip loyed T u r k i s h 
captaj.il.:> t o t r a i n t h e K a s h m i r i s o l d i e r s i n d i f f e r e n t 
t a c t i c s of c a v a l r y W c t i f a i e . 
Arms ai id Aiiuour 
'I'hex.^- .(ei.e no S p e c i f i c weapci iS f u i d i f f e r e n t w i n g s 
of Lhc .xii[.j t h e w e a p o n s u s e d w e r e t h e s a m e . Tiic m o s t 
i m p u i t ^ n t w e a p o n s w e r e bow and a i i o w s , s w o i d , s p e a r , 
c l u b , lui jCe and b a t t l e UAe. A P U L L fruiu tlie:oc Wea-
p o n s of o f f i c e t h e w o r r i e r h a d a l s o a good nuiiiber of 
d e f e n s i v e w e a p o n s l i k e s l i i e l d , h e l m e t a n d c o u r t of 
i r o n . D i f f e r e n t p a r t s of t h e body w e r e p r o t e c t e d by a 
m e t a l c o v e r o r a l e a t h e r c o a t . 
Ill t h e w e a p o n s of o f f e n s e t h e bow and a r r o w w e r e 
l u o s t i u i o u i i . I t w a s t h e m o s t e f f e c t i v e l o n g - r a n g e 
weapoi i Lised by b o t h c a v a l r y a n d i i i f a n t i. y . 11 s o r i g i n 
Rd ja I... 1 ..iji.j i n i , o i ' . c L t , Cook 0 , Uu. 7 3 
I b i d , Book 4, No. 1 4 2 - 4 3 . 
i jj J. u , i_i O o K. / , n o . i o o . 
1 j.> X >-i, i^  i^ / •_! t\ o , Uv. ^ 4 S ~ 4 9 ,• B o o r. 
' J 1 4 C , 3 S 3 0 - 3 1 , L a k a p i . a k a s a , P . S . 
i l u . 1 ( U O • 1 / / J- , 
R^ j ^ t ^^ o i a g i n i , o p . c i t , Book 5 , No. 3 4 3 ; Book 7 , 
MO. C2, 1 1 9 3 - 9 4 ; Book 8 , No. 2 8 3 , 1 3 2 5 - 3 3 1 1 . 
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go<:rs to the palaeolithic age.-^ lu Kashmir it has been 
found .since the earliest know settlements. The Loka-
fiukaiiu iiientions different kinds of bows like dhaiiuska 
( .. iii,.^.i L^ '»,) Kodauda (ai. t-ve-biw^ shaped bow), capam 
(Ihe bow), sarah (an arrow), pataLtiu.- (a kind of arrow 
wiLh ^ puint of particular shape). "* Kalhana also 
iueiitioiis use of arrows which set the erieinies houses on 
f i t e . It Seems that the arrows were smeared in easily 
bumiiiy uil and which set ablaze its tarycts and which 
wt.ie mi...laKi.n by enemy Eoi file weapons (ayiieyust ra) . 
Althuuyh the bow and arrow were knowi'i in Kashmir 
i L uiii liic c a i l i e s L tiiiieS b(.it i t s u.'_;e uiid iiiipoi t UiiCe m u s t 
Luvc becij revolutionized under the iiTipact of Central 
Asia influence who were past masters in the field of 
archery. Iti deadly effect was highly incieased when 
they made its use oii running horses."' It was the 
coifibinat i on of mobility with archery which made the 
steppe people to cause havoc to other people. Because 
Kashmir remained under their direct rule for such a 
1 ouy tii.ic they must have learnt the art of archery for 
iiiiliL^ry purposes from these people. With the result we 
1. "'he invciition of bow occur ed at least 3 0 
mi 11unnuims ago. Encyclopedia Britannica, Vol. II, 
2. Indian A rcJiu eulogy (A Review), 1968-09, P.IO; 
i9ol-82, P. 20-21. 
^ • L^  o i - ..i p 1, a i 1. a o a , P . O . 
"' • I\c. J a L u r aiig X lii , op . c i t , Book 7 , Uu . 3 3 J - 3 4 . 
S. E n c y c l o p e d i a B r i t a i i n i c a , V o l . IV, P . 3 0 . 
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f i n d i n o u r e a r l y w r i t t e n s o u r c e s i n t e r e s t i n g d e t a i l s 
of t h e b a t t l e s a n d c i v i l w a r s i n w h i c h t h e u s e o f 
a r c h e r y was m a d e . The Daiuaras w e r e p a r t i c u l a r l y known 
foL t h c i i a i c h e r y . Kalhctna a l s o i i i e n t i o n s t h e u s e of 
a c r o s s Low (Kodanda - y a n t r a ) . But i t i s n o t c l e a r 
Whctt t^ i - ' e uf bow i t Was . 
Another equally iiiiportant weapun was the sword. It 
was the iiiost common weapon used by botli cavalry and 
infantty but while cavalry could use it effectively 
against buth cavalry and infantry of the enemy the 
infantry •.•ould make its use only ajainst the infantry. 
The Srvuiu is iiicritioned by all written sources but no 
une pios/iJes any further details about it, presumabl>|* 
because of. the fact that it was su coiiuTion that it was 
not thought necessary to give details. The swords were 
of different types and sizes as we find references like 
long sword, and double edged sword, kadga was also a 
type of sword which finds mentions in the written 
sources siiiiilarly karavala was another type of sword. 
later estingl y enough we i^ ave some archaeological 
cviJciiCe of the equipmciit of hoi-Semaji whicli yives a 
vivid picture of the weapons of offense and defense 
used by cavalry though the information is about the 
sultanate period but, as already said, the cavalry had 
already, duting our period of study ^reached its devel-
UI-M.-L! stage under the Central Asia iiif I uen(.'e, The sul-
1. Rujalaiangini, Bouk VIII, Book 8, No. 25, 2824. 
2. V.Ii.Diabu, up.cit, P. 240. 
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tdJiii WIJU f a o l i l o n e d K a o l i m i i ' s t ec l i i io l u^j-' a T t e r t h a t v e i y 
C e n t t a l A s i a c o u l d h a v e h a r d l y ihadc any f u r t h e r a d -
vai iceuici i t . 
The i n t un imLio i i cuiae.s [ i. um a :. c u l p l u i t:; b e l o n g i n g 
t o t h f S u l t u i i a t e p e r i o d wl i ich wa^ f u u n d i n u s h e r n e a r 
B a r a i i i u l l a b e a r i n g e q u e s t r i a n p o r t r a i t of a w o r r i e r on 
h u r s e - L a c k - j i v i n g a c l e a r p i c t u r e of t h e i n f l u e n c e of 
f u l l y d e v e l o p e d c a v a l r y . The r i d d e i . i s shown w e a r i n g 
two g a n i i e n t s , a t i g h t i n s i d e t u n i c w i t h a h i g h c o l l a r 
j o i n e d w i t l i a h o o k , an u p p e r c o ^ l w i t h s h u r t s l e e v e s , 
h e a v i l y e i i i b r o i d e r e d , f a s t e n e d w i t h a g r i d d l e i n f o u r 
ftil 'lL, a i w u i i d h i s w u i s l . T h e I'.-ij.-; a i c un f o i t una I e 1 y 
bivjkeii bu t p o r t i o n of t h e lowei" gc tn i .e i i t , p r o b a b l y a 
s i l w d i . rtliich couies down i n a n y u l a i f o l d s c a n be d i s -
o e r i i c ! • T h e titciU i s aruied w i t h a buw, a q u i v e r f u l l of 
a r r o w s aiid a l a r g e s w o r d . Two d a g g e r s , a b a t t l e a x e , a 
m a c e a n d a s h i e l d . The h o r s e w h i c h i s s h o w n h e r e i s 
c a p r i s o i i c d w i t h r i c h l y e i i i b r o i d e r e d c l o t h t i e d t o t h e 
body w i t h b c l t s . - ^ 
The l J .Le i . a iy s o u r c e s a l s o g i v e a good i d e a of t h e 
e<iiiioui u s e d by c a v a 1 1 y -men Lu d e f e n d I h e i t body and 
t h e h>^:.:-. e 1 i uui, e U e l l i i e S c» t t d C k o . T h e L e a i e f t e s i U e n t 
r e f c t e i i . ' e o a b o u t t h e u i u o u r e d hoL::)eiiian a n d h o r s e S . 
Armour of g u l d e n c r u s t e d w i t h p r e c i o u s s t o n e s ( T a n u -
1 . T h i o r e l i e f i s p r e s e r v e d i n t h e rriuseuiii of t h e 
U i . i v e r s i t y of P h i 1 a d a l p h i a , USA. I h a v e b o r r o w e d 
t h i s i n f o r m a t i o n f rom M u h i b - b u i l H a s a n ' s " K a s h m i r 
ui idci Ih..; S u l l a n ; s " , PP . 2CC-C7, w h i c h c u n t a i n s 
b o t h t h e p h u L o g i a p h a s w e l l a-. I h e d e s ^ ' L i p L i <ui ui 
l l . e i c i i e i . 
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tia) wai, perhaps worn by the .iiilil-ary coinmaaders. 
Th«t,c wcic usually surrouiiJcJ Ly a patchwork of iron 
kauthutta uscJ for protection cf iicck . ^  Warriuts wore 
soiiic kiiiJ of helmet of inetal to piotcct the licad called 
si rai> t i. aiiS . It seeuis thdt both kuiilhatra and siraiatra-
aa wei.e Worn to protect their necks and heads from the 
fiiction of the bow string. The 1 c a.thre r"^  c u i r a s s of) the 
cavalry was popular. 
The sources, howevcr , are '.'onip 1 etel y j^.leiit about 
the iliui. >.> L'J CI LiL lay proce^^. (jf thc-i'.- wectpouo of offenSe 
aad defease. The history of iiietallaryy in early Kashmir 
is sLill L.ijclcar. But by 9th ccatury A.D. we know \that 
the metal had been applied to ayticultute so we can 
safely presume that its upplicatioii to mi I i lary'p'OTpJ^-
es niust have been much earlier. This is further sub-
stantiated by the fact that while there are numerous 
leferencei available about thci iiuport of horses no such 
i^if oi uid I X On is provided about the weaponj* So it seems 
Very .i.tich probable that tlie weapoiiS of wur were pro-
duced loCally 111 ancitut Kashiiiir. 
The leplacement ei I infauliy \>y cavalty dti tlie 
chief wiay of ariued force further strengthen the posi-
tion of powerful sections of the society aad iiiore so of 
' 1 Lib u , Op . C i t , P 
I b i d , P 
I b i d , r 
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tlitr C e i i t i a l a u t h o r i t y w h i c h r e J a c c J the- i i u p o r t a n c e of 
cuiiiitiOij. mail C u i t h e r . S i n c t ; h o r s e s u c L e i m p o r t e d f r o m 
f o r e i g n c o u n t r i e s and t h e i r p r i c e s w e r e v e r y h i g h , no 
o n e b u t t h e e c o n o m i c a l l y a f f l u e n t s e c t i o n s of t h e 
S o c i r t r t i v ' o u l J a f f o r d t o £-'Ui c l i a i !;• l l i c - l i i a n d L h tr J. e b y 
tiviiii thciiii...-1 ves in the different ta-.Lxcs of this new 
\,i^LLb.L^- . T!,>- landed ar 1 s t oc I. ac }• wl.^ v'L ^wed its position 
primarily tu their iiiilitury capuliliLies cuuld nut 
reinain bciiind in equipping themselves with an adequate 
cavalry force. Since the cavalry was the decisive wing 
of the army. The king had no other alternative but to 
depend Upon the dominant sections for reinforcing its 
ii.iiilaiv :^ liviisjUi. This Was un<j vui da).-] e in t.h>r jiven 
feudal system. ThiS led to the declx..e <J f f uu t - o u 1 d i e i S 
..lid l L c i e L > t ] jc d c c l i r j e uf coiiiJiioi. luari i n t h e s u c i e t y . 
T h e s e '.'l L c u i u s t a n c e s Were a l s o i n i u i i c u l t o ch^ i iy^uy t h e 
' ^ e u d a l S e t - u p u n l e s s t h e m i l i t a r y t e c h n o l o g y w o u l d 
become t h e s o l e m o n o p o l y of t h e c e n t r e . 
C o n s e q u e n t u p o n t h e p r i m a c y w l i i c h t l i e c a v a l r y 
ci 1-li i i-V i-d . K j shmi i - was s u b j e c t e d t o h e a v y f i n a n c i a l 
b u i d c i i s . W'e h a v e S e e n t h a t l i o rSeS WeLe i i i ipu l ' t ed f t oiii 
d.1. t f ci. ^-i»l i^ -uL t s of C e n t r a l A s i a . C u n s i d e i i i i y t h e w o r l d 
deii<aii>. l o f t h e C e i i t r a l A s i a M h o r S e S . I t .i p . i i c h a o e W d S 
r u i n o u s l y e A p c n s i v e K a l h a n a f r e q u e n t l y c o u i p l a i i i t s 
d i j a i u s t t h e h u g e e x p e n s e s i n c u r r e d by t h e K a s h m i r i 
r u l e r s f o r t h e p u r c h a s e of f o r e i g n h o r s e s . S u m e t i m e s 
hui.se:i . w e r e p u r c h a s e d a t t h e c o s t uf g o l d . The h u g e 
X . L u i - l i i y S u l t a n a t e p e i i u d , a 'i 'Lil 1. e s l j liUl::.^'-- C O s l ' . - d 
Ro . rCO, T a z k i I. a t u - i 1 -Ar i f i n , C, F . 3 5 . 
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i i iVco t ii;cut on t h e p u r c h a s e of h u r s c s on t h e one h a n d 
iii.puv<^i. i i j h e J t h e o v e r a l l J e v e l ot-iueut uf t l i e c o u n t r y and 
on t h e o t l i e r b r e d m o r e ai^d m o r e e A p l u i t a t i o n of t h e 
p e a s a n t s and o t h e r w o r k i n g c l a s s e s t o m e e t t h i s e x o r -
Li t ail I demand . 
N o t w i t h s t a n d i n g i t s ru inou: : , d f f c c t s on t l i e s o c i o , 
ec 'unuia ic c o n d i t i o n s of K a s h m i r , t h e u ' u v a l i y inust g e t 
d u e c i e d i t f o i p t e s e r v i n g t h e p o l i t i c a l i i i d c p e n d e n c e of 
t h e V c l l e y t i l l t l i e r e Via::, u r i i t y a.i.oug t l i e t r i b a l h e a d s . 
Miliidiy T e c h i i o J u y y /20G 
«r i 
<t/OK;eiu>;iiOii 
C o ^T^o—£f.t,->>-oo rt. 
It is interesting to observe that in Kashmir a 
settled life started very late. While in some parts 
of the globe neolithic culture is ds old as 9000 B. 
C , the neolithic of Kashmir (Which is the earliest 
known phase of human settlements in the Valley is not 
earlier than 2300 B. C. The findings that have been 
obtained from the neolithic sites of Kashmir further 
substantiate the fact that the Kashmiri culture was 
imported rather than evolved, as all the finds bear 
close affinity with that of China and Centra! Asia. 
Since the liuman settlements in Kashmir WCLC initialed 
by the people who had, in all probability, come 
from North and North Western regions, permanent 
relationship between these regions and Kashiuir became 
a natural corol lary, wi th China and Central Asia becoia-
ing the source of inspiration and development of 
Kashmir's technology and culture. It does not, 
however, mean that whatever Kashmir borrowed from 
China or Central Asia it had originated thcic. The 
fact, however, is that much of the technulogy Kaoldiiir 
imported from China or Central Asia Cft had actually 
originated and developed somewhere else. Yet the 
immediate sources of Kashmiri technology were mainly 
these regions with which Kashmir had intimate con-
tacts and which had achieved considerable advancement 
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by showing reinarkablc liino va !. i v^ mil iiiLitativc .Quali-
ties. With the passage of t i iii c t li e >.• o ii I o .'. ._• of 
Kashmir with these reyiona fuithci s 11. cu j I h.. ;.c d 
owing to pol i t ical , cul tura 1 and ecuuoniic lelatioiio, 
Kashmir had with them. Besides the fact tliat KaihiiiiL 
remained a part of central Asia for a pretty long 
time and m . Central Asian rult-rs ruled ra^Juuii:, 
Kashmir had much commeioial int ei. act i un with 'jeuliol 
Asia. The Central Asia^i hoiocs and the updal ing of 
cavalry was considered inipossibl •-.- willi^ .' .-L!..;,^ 
the services of Turkish captains. It is alsu f j. oiu 
Kashmir that Buddhism travelled to central Asia 
through Kashmiri missionaries which further strength-
ened the relations between the two region^,. This 
resulted into constant muvenieiit of people and id.-as 
between Kashmir and Central Asia and China. 
Indian subcontinent also exercised a gieat 
influence upon the Kashmiri culture particularly after 
Cth century A. D. when there was revival uf Biahauian-
ism in Kashmir, which integrated Kashmiri's emotioji-
ally with India under the fostering patronage of 
Hindu rulers. However, as India had little \ vj .^ rfeL 
t h a t C u u l d l l i . ikt . ' u p f i J l M M - I I 'c 1 , U ( J 1 u i j 1 I ' a ] i j ' ,-( i ' i I 11' , ii>-t 
available in China and Central Asia, Indi.^ di.' ... ' 
make any significant contribution in the tei.diiiol uy i-
cal development of Kashmir. 
Technologically speaking the history of Kaslimir 
can be broadly divided intu different pha:-.'-.-;. The 
first is the aeulithic pl^ase wliich da.tes bacl. '. .- 23GC 
CoiicJusioji ,'2 G G 
B. C. The neolithic phase is furlherr i,ub-Ji vi dtrJ Ii.lu 
early neolithic and niatut^ neolithic. The eatly 
neolithic extended upto 1700 E. C. During this phase 
bone and stone tools coexisttd. Agricultural opera-
3 began by cultivating wheat, barley and lei^ ti on 
t h e p l a t e a u s and p e o p l e l i v e d i n p i t s w h i c h wcic-
c i r c u l a r , ova l or r e c t a i i g u l a r i n p l a n . Th^-. •:• p i t s 
have a r r a n g e m e n t s fo r r o o f i n g sys te in a l s o . Th'- inulu ie 
n t - o l i t h i c ( 1 7 0 0 - 1 0 0 0 B. C) i s t lie iuu..t f >, i lu.^  I i v •• 
p l i a se . Tlic p e r i o d saw t h e i j i t i oduc t i on uf r i c e c u l t i -
v a t i o n , p o t t e r ' s w h e e l , u s e of m e t a l aiid w a l l e d 
s t r u c t u r e s . These f i n d s t end t o c o n c l u d e ciliuu^t a 
i. e V 1.1 1 I., •- J. u J J J. i J L 1 i e I. e L: J J1 i i.; i ^'^ ^ a u t i - . J U i . ' .' •. • •-' 
style of the people of Kaiiiinii <as the iiinwv.jt .. ..^, of 
this period were so improved that tliey contiuuevl t >-• l^e 
a periTianent feature of Kashmir not-w i th • o tandl u-^  ..ea 
changes in the material culture over the oeutuiie^D. 
Also it was inost probably during this petiod t.h.it 
plough was introduced in Kashniir. 
The mature neolithic period is followed b^ early 
historical period (C. 1000 E.C). From thxs period 
onwards Kashmir witnessed a long series vf loi-
eign invaders into llie Vdlley like "i^ •r.S, 
Bactrians, Sakas, Parthians, Kushans aud Huimcts. 
T h e s e p e LI p 1 e l e f t a i.b-ep iiiipl i n l o n \.\[<j 1 i ft.' .iiid 
conditions of Kashmir. It was during this peii.'d that 
metal replaced bone and stone, as raw miaterial for 
making different tools. The i i. on share wa^ ^^ioLikly 
applied to the plough dvuirig tlie early hi s t L^I. 1 _-JI 
period. The art of pot!, eiy ^-eached it:-, Ze,.;t;. iu 
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f r r\ r- '^ r\ r\ 
(j O :. w c i 1 e ^ l - a b l i S h f e J dJii 
'"r- e A ^ O i t e d . T h e 
L/ii e l l 
L U 
Ka:-.l,,iii I w i l l , t h.- .n i ; .'..i 1 ..T r.T.r ^:. • 
. V- / . i e X t i i c i n u u s I 1. _• y 1 
c l o t h of K a s h m i r b _ -. 
p l a i i t L e a c h e d KashiTiir and beoaiut- au j - i i ipoi lauL T-l- • i i i 
t h e t e x t i l e i n d u s t r y of K a s h i i . i r . The p i t dwel l i -n^ j s and 
m u d - w a l l e d s t r u c t u r e s g a v e way t o b i i c k - w a l l f d h o u s e s 
and K a s h m i r b e c a m e a t h r i v i n g a g r i c u l t u r a l commurii t y . 
H o w e v e r , b e c a u s e of t h e f requc-nl . i n v a s i-juo L'!" r'>_i..hn.; 
w h i c h m u s t i i a \ / e n e c ^ r S . .-• i t a I c-d t h •-- n e e d '-/r -i i l e f ( - i i 5 e 
C u L C e , t h e m o s t i i n p D L t . u i l di.-v •• I iJiMic.-u L i o ..••• n ^i, ' h ' -
m i l i t a r y t e c h n o l o g y . The p t ^ r i o d saw t h e i n t i u d u c L i o u 
of h e a v i l y a r m o u r e d c a v a l i y w h i c h was moot i i obil . . ! y 
i n t r o d u c e d u n d e r t h e p u i t h i a i i i n f l u e n c e a n d TUJ. LhT-i 
d e v e l o p e d by t h e k u s h a n s . 
.".0 0 A .C . wh t_' n rw 1 1 I. u i_ ..1 
, i\ a Sill f l i t 'v a s a i L c a n y a Wf-i i e.-. ' ^;i. - - . - > 
d g L 1 .;• u 1 1 lu , I I . .' i Hi 1111 n 1 I y . i, • ,,i I i M > ^., 1 • i i 1 ' ' > • ' , •. 1 . ' . • i, J 1 
c r o p s a n d a g r i c u l t u i a l i i u p 1 c-inen t s Wrri. c n.-.tr>.. ;.'j '. m ; 
p e o p l e . T h e b u i l d i n g t e . j l u i u l ^ .gy a n d C a o t i . i j '. h n i j ^ e 
w a s n i - v ^ i i i y u e V c i O p e d . KaS i iH i i i " w a s a l s u fa jnu/Uo I L ^ I i t s 
w o o l l e n c l o t h a l t h o u g h t h e w e a v i n g t e c h n i q u e w a s v r - r y 
s i mp1e . 
I t I S , h o w e v e r , s i y n x i LL'.aui 
s t a n . l i n g i t s i n t i ivi.i t i;- n - l a t i u m s w i t h d i f f f - i . - u ! .jiJ-
v a n c e d c i v i 1 i z,a t i o n s oE t h e n e i g h b o u i J. luj .^..i I ' , I. !.•.-
o v e r a l l t e c h n o l o g i c a l s e c t o r of K a s h m i r L c i u a i n e d 
n e g l i g e n t aiiu b a c k w a r d . T i l l a s l a t e at^ f o u r t e e n t h 
c e n t u r y t h e r e i s no e v i d e n c e of t h e u s e of i n a n i i u a t e 
power l i k e w a t e r and w i n d . Even t h e a n i m a l power was 
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only used to drive the plough. Their application to 
grinding or crushiTig mills or water raisiay devices, 
which was so well known in the neighbouring world 
since the early centuries of Christian era, was most 
probably unknown in pre-fourteenth ceiituiy Kashmir. The 
weaving loom worked without the benefit of trea-
dles and metallurgy was still struggling to usher in 
a true metal age in Kashmir. Papei making wus also 
unknown till 14th century. The reason foi this back-
wardness lies apart from tlje geograplii cal selling of 
the valley, in tlie social structuLe and overall atli-
tude of Kashmiri's towards technology. 
As we see the recent spurt in the field of 
technology was preceded by the intellectual revolution 
known as European j^enaissance. It occurred in an 
atmosphere of intellectual and scientific excitement. 
The whole universe was already viewed as a. vast cluck 
work iiiechaiiisiii and even Gud 'liiiisel f a^ a ui-eal mt--
chanic. On the other hand, the early society/* was i..u 
much mystified and mythologised that it looked to all 
the catastrophes and economic ills which could have 
served as a stimuli for technological growth, an 
outcome of the wrath of one demon or the uthei and 
every great person in the technological field ,JS an 
incarnation of some deity. This kind of approach aiade 
people to bear ev.i-ry laisfortuiie like obeying Ih'- wi 
of their lord and any attempt to look for thcii. i. 
amounted to blasphemy. 
T T 
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Tlie caily Kai^ lnnJ L i :.(M.'j..ly via:, (.M_'jau i i«.-ij uii I hu 
bases of ca5te •;yst.eni. Tliouyh the caste systcriu was 
certainly lax in coiiiparison to other parts uf InOia 
but the manufacturing activity was rigidly cuiifined to 
certain artisan castes. It apparently seems that the 
caste system would have resulted in division of labour 
a n d M'.US i n C I e - a S e d t h e H-ialiLi fen- t UL • 11J e f f ; '-el. ,. ; Vrr: \-
a s L h i. ^ . d i v 1 S i u n of 1 a b u U r .-, ^  ^  liul I I' e e b L. l. C u J1 ^  
fined to a caste it Ciosed the dui.i:.; to must uf the 
innovative minds to display their skill in this field. 
Secondly there was no interaction between different 
craftsmen; even different artisans .of the san.e caste 
had hardly the chance to benefit from each others 
technique. The artisan of one village would barely 
come across the products of the artisan of other \ji\-
i ci >j '_ , l e t a 1 ; . 1 i e t h e L '.' 0' h li i 4 Li >.' U i.' e i,: L 1.'.' - i. . - n .. 1 '^  11 
would have generated new ideas. 
The free division of labour leads to the separa-
tion of industrial aiid commercial labour fruin tlie 
agriculture and hence to the separation of town and 
country. But in Kashmir no such division was found 
and every artisan was tied to the econom} ^f one 
village or the o t he L . No in 1Jan cu 1 t ui. e >. .n,., r into 
existence which is Very important pie-L e'^ iui ^.i te 
foL the ilevelopmeut of technology. In u(.i. ui ban 
societies theie is no stimuli for new ideo.i. .:i;,d even 
if an idea comes it dies still born. 
However, the existence of artisan castes made the 
occupation of different crafts hereditary which led to 
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its ^fucial ization. This is uUi MjainsL the poor 
technological deve 1 opruen t , w-^^ see the KashiuJii 
craftsman producing excellent goods. Bec^ u.vc- the- new 
born inernbers of thest artisdii families kxiew that they 
will have to live with the profession of tlieir family 
they began to learn it from the boyhood and thus 
became expertfin the field. But at the same time this 
hereditary nature of the artisanship proved a gieat 
impediment in the devel opiut;nt uf tools. The 'Jiafts-
men would have generated soiue — what revcrenje for 
the tools which his fure-fathers used fv^ r centu-
ries and became reluctant to replace the.n. Secondly 
these tools having remained unchanged for centuries and 
tlie artisans being generally ignorant about any other 
type of tool system would have led them to regard 
their available tools as some thing ultimate. 
The caste based craftsmanship further l.^-vaifie 
responsible for the slow growth of technology Lecaase 
it confined the manufacturing activity to ., _,iiiall 
section of the society and as they were paid anriually 
by every family they had hardly any personal benefit 
from the greater utility of their tools. Hence the new 
inventions or improvements becan,e the concern •..<[ thooe 
who have no personal interest in it. 
What made these craftsmen more disinterested with 
the development of their art was the despicable -tatus 
of the manufacturing activity. The artists knew that 
the piofession how much advanced it may be, can not 
better their social status so the more creative and 
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i n n o v a t i v-::' aiiiong them w a n l c d to' •]}::.i':i\ t!i<:-^i s k - . i ; u 
an j- o Luei £ i <L-1 d . 
Tlie c o n t e m p t i b l e s t a t u s of t h e manuf a c t u i i n y woik 
c a n b t v i e w e d from t h e f a c t t l ; a t w h i l e i n o ' h r i p a i t . -
of t-Iie w o t l d t h e d i s p l a y i i i Q of d i f f c - r e n l t..-'., h n i ca 1 
o b j e c t s l i k e s p i n d l e w h o r l , ^ p i i u i i n i j whe-.-l, s p i n -
n i n g a c t i v i t y , p o t t e r s w h e e l a n d a y i - i c u l t u i i ' 
i m p l e m e n t s on p o t t e r y , r o y a l p a l a c e s and o t h e i w o r k s 
of a r t a r e .in i m p o r t a n t s u b j e c t of d e c o r a t i o n , i n 
K a s h m i r n o t e v e n a s i n g l e s u c h s p e c i m e n h a s b e e n 
f o u n d . No t e c h n i c a l o b j e c t e v e r s e e m s t o h a v e 
e n j o y e d a c u l t u r a l v a l u e t o f i n d i t s p l a i t - i , i IIIL-
d e c u L a t i v e a r t . T h i s i s c l e a i l ^ ^ b o r n o u t IJJ '.h'-
famous Harwan t i l e s , w h e r e we f i n d t h e s u ' j j e c t luatl-ei 
of d e c o r a t i u n s on f l o o i t i l e s i n c l u d i u y l...ii.jn, JH ! ^ 
m a l , f l o r a l and e v e n a b s t i a c t theivies ; b u t nu t e c h n i c a l 
o b j e . , : ! . w.^ . . e \ / e r C O l i S i d n L e d i c i C r e d e n O U g h O l. j , nii_-o i ' a n t 
enough to find a place there. The ancient Kashmii, 
artist seems more interested in the abstract than the 
real and prefers to convey Iiii. impression of the n,e i a-
p 11 y.;, i ^; a 1 w o r Id 111 a n t h e a'_. t u a I i i a t u i. e of 11 .i 
l i f e . T h i s 1,'lia 1 u C t e I i ,S t i 1 ' 'A K . i : . lull i 1 J .i i t 
t h e u i U - h t i n d i n d i c a l > , ' . . t h ^' y e U e l a l .1 
m a n u f a c t u r i n g a c t i v i t y , ori t l i e u t h e r i t h a s d e p i i v e d uo 
f 1. uiii a V e t V i l n p O l t a j i t S O l< i L ' e lui t h e r e C Ofl.S t 1 ...i.: ! i L-i i - f 
t e c h n o l o g i c a l h i s t o r y . Tlie d e c o r a t i v e w o i k i a nil 
p a i n t i n g s h a v e made eno rn ious c o n t r i b u t i o n t o t h e 
r e c o n s t r u c t i o n of t e c h n o l o g i c a l h i s t o r y i . . . t h e i 
p a r t s of t h . W o r l d . 
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Because of the fact that human life started 
late in Kashmir when the world around it had already 
made great advances in the field of technoloyy and 
also because of the socio ecunoiuic characttL is t xc of 
KasliiTiiri society which ware dev/oiJ of any techiiical 
penchant coupled with the natutally closeu buunJciL i •r-o 
of the valley that delayed the arrival of a nc-w idea 
or technique, the overall attitude towards techiiolo-
gy in Kashmir was to remain satiated until the 
arrival of new idea or technique. Kashmiri's hardly 
ever attempted to make a new device. They alwayii. seem 
looking for the simplification and de-meclianisal. 1 ^ii uf 
the devices. This is clearly borne out by the fact 
that all the technical devices found in K^ ishn.Ji 
represent the simplest one's found in the n.-igbuuiing 
regions. So strong was this attitude towards in.purta-
tion rather than innovation of technology that almost 
all the great names associated with the technological 
field seeiTi of foreign origin. Be it Gugga in sculptor 
casting or Suya in agriculture and irriyji iiM,. VJbdl 
further hampers these gre^^t meii to cultivate a Si '.en-
tific temper ai'nong tire people was tlie 
character attributed to these persoris. 
easily imagined from the narrative of Kalhaaa, when 
one finds a genius of his times like him attributing 
a mythical birth to suya by sayings that it was 
Annapati (lord of f ood) ..lescended on -artii '_. ^ he 
l-'L-r Sun:-; of Suya. "^hii \ j'r '' ^  i - • j •.-'; i. 1 oii . .' .^ .; 
minds as super humans made them an object of r.-. •• i .jnce 
rather than a source of inspi rat ion-^^his is --.haps 
why great projects and workshops established I..,, tbeoe 
Conclusion /215 
l^- 11 '-l L ^ o 1 U i-t I i .^ 
peL'Sons did not survive after tliein and peoplf dcjdin 
took to simpler methods. 
It seems that the rulers who took gteat pa iris 
in importing a particalai tc'jhaolijj:: did r.u' uid'cc 
enough arrangements for its prt-.-jtr L v j I 1 on and diffusion. 
Generally speaking in the pre-modern context, 
when labour force was available in abundance, no 
need was felt to substitute one technique hy that of 
the other particularly if the application of new 
technology did not make any substantial qualitative 
improvement. If the quality of the product did ..ot 
witness any improvement with the applicafion of ad-
vanced technology, which is often if not alwuyt- a 
labour saving device^ there seems no strong stiuiuli 
for importing new technology. The villages in t-aily 
medieval Kashmir were self-sufficient units coniprising 
of peasant and some artisan families. The deihand of 
the upper class and that of export, if a^ iy, vvhic:!"! ^ as 
rc-s t ric ted only to high quantity pioducts, could be 
better produced by the nimble fingers and av.ailaljle 
simple tools of the artist than with an .^dvcn .'d 
technical device. The labour force was paiticula^-
ly abundant duiing the winter sea.son wlien no agii-
cultural work was to be attended. So most uf the 
non-agricultural activity like preparation of 
textile fibers, makinj of rugs foi ' r-stic 
husking of rice were .uostly per f vji ai«il Juri.... this 
season. The disinterest of Kashmiri to use a labour 
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s a v i n g d e \ / i c e c a n be b c i t had froni t h e c o t t o n - g i n 
u s e d t i l l t h e m i d d l e of t h i s c e n t u r y . The t y p e of g i n 
u s e d , a s d i s c u s s e d i n t h e f o r e g o i n g c h a p t e r , was 
w i t h o u t a y e a r sy i l i - i i . .>.i-. ii^ .-!.-••.- iLfL''-hjJ a t ItcJoL two 
p e r s o n s t o o p e r a t e , , . h l l c LL', ^..'-' u-,-^J _;i tnt.- i c s t 
of I n d i a n s u b c o n t in-c-n t •J t w h i c h K a s h i t i i r fo r rued a 
p a r t f o r c e n t u r i e s , was w i t h a g e a r sys t e i r i t o e n a b l e 
o n l y one man t o o p e r a t e i t . K e e p i n g i n v i ew t h e a i x t i ' ^ u -
i t y of t h e I n d i a n v e r s i o n of c o t t o n - g i n a n d t l i e 
c l o s e c o n t a c t s K a s h m i r h a d w i t h i t , i t c a n be s a f e l y 
d e d u c e d how K a s h m i r i ' s w e r e m o r e i n c l i n e d t o w a r d s 
s i m p l e r t o o l s . 
D u r i n g t t i e t i u n - s wh-.-n t h e s t a t e p o w e r r e s t e d on 
e x p l o i t a t i u n of t h e m a s s c S , t h e t u l c r s w e r e n a t u i a l l y 
d r e a d of t h e s o u n d ecor iumic p o s i . t i o i i u l t h e iiiaoi-.es 
l e s t t h e y w o u l d b e c o m e s t r o n g e i i o u g h t o p u c e a 
c h a l l e n g e t o s t a t e a u t l i o r i t y . T h i s a t l e a s t s e e m s t r u e 
of e a r l y m e d i e v a l K a s h m i r , whi.-Le wc couce a c i u s s 
c o u n c i l s g i v e n t o t h e r u l e r s by p o l i t i c a l P a n d i t s of 
t h e t i m e t l i a t t l iey ^jhoi;Id n u t l e a v e w i t h t h e p e a s a n t 
more f o o d t h a n needled l o i ^.uie y e a L i. c->i»i n;up t i on .-iirJ 
more b u l l o c l ^ s t h a n re^j.uii:cu f o r t h e t i l l a g e o i h . s l a n d 
l e s t t l i ey w o u l d becuiue Duiiiaiai. v ' - ' - b e l s } . '^ A .^ a i i ia l le i : 
of f a c t t h e i n s t i t u t i o n s of g u v e r n u i e n t a n d .-j D c ^ e t y 
e x e r t e d a downward p r e s s u r e on t h e p r o d u c e r h o l d i n g 
h im f i r m l y t o h i s p l a c e on t i i e l o w e s t r u n g s of t h e 
s o c i a l and economLc l a d d e r - yJhich was h a r d l y c o n -
d u c i v e f o r i n n o v a t i v e e f f o r t . S in i 
l iur any o t h e r t j f l l u e n i ^ .ULU^ 
I e L I 1 i c 1 11. e 1' C n ^ n I. 3 
' .^ o 1 i'l V L, i V e • 
1. Rajtarangini of Kal hana , t r .M . A . £ t cii., Boub 1 , n vj . J 1 / 
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production proctrss, iii..uv a I ion oi luechani siatiou would 
have to be pioacereu by the artisan aiiJ tlie fariaer. 
However, as innovatiun implied a iiieasure oi risk and 
some investment of capital, tlie Kashmiri artisan and 
farmer on the margin of subsistence had hardly the 
means to undertake it. 
Needless to emphasize the technoloyical innova-
tion is largely dtpcudeuL upon the ilate patronage. 
Wherever we find the inleLi. iiitere^^tcu lu irnproving 
it, the Kashmiri artisan showed a rei;.arl:abl e quality 
of innovation and adaptation. The classic example are 
the stone arclxi tecture and metal sculptors of the 
period. Interestingly enough no such curiosity was 
shown by the rulers in productive sector, The reason 
being that when a ruler and his advisors were not 
willing to leave witii the peasant or the artisan more 
t?ian what was needed Cor his barest subsistence, lest 
he would become rebel, it is vain to e.xpect the 
state to help tiie working class by providing tl)em 
advanced technology that would increase their 
productive capacity and improve their econoiuic condi-
tions . 
This incidentally also spual'.s alM.njI Ihe o i i J i n 
of feudalism in Kashiuir of wljich Lechnoloyy seeins 
an important source. From Kal liana's supposed 
counseling of Lalitaditya to Lis ;jUcceS3ors, 
D. D. Kosamabi concludes that feudalisjii in Kash-
mir evolved from the below. Unless tiiere had been some 
earlier examples of such happenings Kalhana would have 
hardly the need to put such councils in the moutli of 
the ruler. It seems that already some merchants, 
Village headiiian ot any marLial tribe -ucniuulated a 
little surplus by emplcyiag son,e productive forces like-
land and oxen, armed a few retainers of his clan, 
commanded a following and became the lord of his 
locality, col lee tiny revcuut withuut jjassiug it over 
to tlie state ajid thut. i..„^<;-a ^ cl.alleiiye to tlie Cen-
tral autliority. 
While there is hardly any direct evidence to 
know the social change coiisequent upun the teclmo-
logical development, so^ i.c stray references show tliat 
the technological development reinforced the position 
of th(^ strong tribes against the state as well as the 
weak section of the society. Ey possessing tlie 
improved tecliiiol ogy I heir econui.tic as well as the 
military position stiengLhened v/uich luiLhei enable<&t. 
them to subjugate the weaker sections and c-iiiboi dened 
them to pose a threat to tlie state and its 
ideologues (priestly class). Thus we find the risxiig 
power of the Da rn a r a s , a generic term used by 
Kalhana for the rebellious land owning class who 
enthroned and dethroned the rulers and confis-
ca t eU tne agraiiara g L aii Ls oL the x:.; ai.iu^iiiS . 
Secondly with the devcIopmeii t of techuologi the 
deperidence of the dominating sections of the society 
upon the common man reduced considerably, n'hethei it 
was the introductioii of plough, UL loom or cavalry, 
in all cases the demand for common man and his 
value becanie the causality. As sach he was ready to 
Sell his labour just for his barest suivivc.". , 
Kosarubi A^ '>.^M.J^ t^ /^ ^ 5/^ /^  ^ <)nM.^ t^a^y^^^s 
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T h i r d l y w i t h t h e a J vauccii. t-ii t of t e c l i i i j 1 oy y , Ih'.? 
s o p l i i s t i c a t e d p r o d u c t s Lccaiwu t h e r a s i i i o u o r t h e lic-cu 
among t h e u p p e r s e c t i o n s of t h e s o c i e t y , t h e b u r d e n of 
w h i c h was b o r n e by t h e w u r k i n y c l a s s who w e r e f o r c e d by 
t h e p r o d i g a l u p p e r c l a s s t o b e a r t h e e . - ipenscs t o s a t i s -
fy i t s t a s t e s . How t i i e u i . s a t l a t d . . an t l o r r e i n f o r c i n g 
i t s m i l i t a r y power and c o n s t r u c t i o n of h u g e b u i l d i r i g s 
by e a c h r u l e r b u r u e . i e J t h e s t a t e e x c l i e q u e r w i t h 
o b v i o u s c o n s e q u e n c e s , i t i s woi t hy t o q u o t e r ' a l h a n a 
"A KasJ i i i i i i i a s he (Uccdla) WcS, iie y e l J i J n o t 
w a s t e a g a i n a n d a g a i i i weoil t i i on t h e soil or on robbers 
by e r e c t i n g and p u i i i ] : i g dowi; b u i i d i i i g s , o r p u r -
chasiny hoiSKii.' 
^ ' i i 1 S C r e a vl. ^ r O g L ij* a L K-' C ^jl^ -^ir^j. C 'S ^ .. :^ •.•: ZJ ., \ i X •- i X C O U i >u i 1 o u 
be even llieL b y l O'.J'.J'^ i:'^ l l . - r £ , ^ ' ^ . > H J C I . L O'1 t h e i u a j o l " 
p a r t of t h e i r p r .^i^ui-'e , by •=>. la ;• t . i.g t^tex •« c K^n^;. o i 
b e g g a r ( r u d i i a b a r o d h i } f rom the iu , by i s a r l t i n y t h e i.; , . .ges 
by d i s i i i i s s i n g t l i e c o i r u p t o f f i c i a l ; , and by t a x i n g ^-ven 
t h e n i g h t s o i l . The c r i s i s d e e p e n e d f rom Gth c e n t u r y 
o n w a r d s when we f i n d g r e a t a d v a n c e m e n t s i n u n p r o d u c t i v e 
t e c h n o l o g y . S i n c e t i i c t e c h n o l o g i c a l a d v a n c e m e n t was 
lYiade o n l y i n t h e un^. r o d u c t i . - ^ •-.• I o r l i k e b u i l c x . i y , 
c a s t i n g l i n a g e s ajid ii\xi±Z'^Lj t ' ^ c l^ .o . - ; ^ j ' , '_he t e c h n o l o g y 
of t l i e p r o d u c t i v e s c c t o i l i k e a-J i ^ c u l t ..^e oil.J o . . . r t s 
r e i u a i n c d s t a g x i a n t ^ 'ij^''^ r - r s u l t was a p^ •-- ..ii i^^us i i ub . i l -
a n c c Lietween p r o d u c t i o n cind c o n s u m p l i v:;!! [uiluv,'i.-d i- '^ a 
g t a v e cconoi i i i c c r i s i s . 
c i i i y J. i i 1 , o i ^ . ',• 
T ' ; 1 r , - 1. O 
1 ij ^, '.i. f LJ '-J ^' 1^ I ; i t „• 
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1Z-^t> ^ l ^ o £/ ^i^iJL jz> ti^y 
r r i.rnai'j'_. S o u r c_e s 
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a ) E x c a v a t i o n s - t h e f i n d s of B u r z a h o m , G u f k r a l , 
S i u i t h a n , Harwan and o t h e r a r c h a e o l o g i c a l s i t e s of 
t h e p e r i o d a r e a v a i l a b l e i n d i f f e r e n t museums w i t h 
r e p o r t s i n " I n d i a n A r c h a e o l o g y : A Rev i t^w" a n d 
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d ) A r t i t a c t s ~ a good number of b o n e and s tone - t o o l s , 
aniiTial r e m a i n s and >-jtlier o b j e c t s ijf t r a r l y riiat-rij^dl 
c u l t u r e h a v e b e e n u n e a r t h e d a n d p r e s t - i v c d in 
d i f f c r e i i t m u s e u m s . 
e ) S c u l p t u r e s - t h e c o l o s s a l m e t a l and s t o n e s c u l p -
t u i " e s b e l o n g i n g t o o u r p e r i o d a r e a v a i l a b l e i n 
d i f f e r e n t m u s e u m s . 
f ) The e p i g r a p i c s - d i f f e r e n t i u s c r i p t i ons O;; s l . . , , .e 
o o J e c t s , T e r r a c o t t a 11 J. t- s a ri d c c x; i .i \j c x c.; g ^  K ,^ L U 
t h e p e r i o d l iave bec i i f o u n d . 
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